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ABSTRACT

With the advent of new fetal phonocardiographic transducers affording better signal
qualities than hitherto possible, this non-invasive monitoring technique is explored
with a view to long-term antenatal fetal heart rate (FHR) monitoring.
The analysis of fetal heart phonocardiographic (phono) signals in spectral
composition, stationarity and type of interference noise sets the basis for the
development of FHR estimation algorithms. For repeatability purposes, the fetal
heart signals are simulated at varying signal to noise ratios (SNR). This enables the
controlled generation of simulated fetal phono time series which are then used to
assess the performance of the investigated algorithms. The computation cost of each
algorithm is extracted and given in processor independent format, thus giving an idea
of the applicability to real-time FHR processing.
A time domain beat-to-beat (BTB) FHR estimation algorithm, namely the "PseudoInverse Filter", is given, and its performance is subjectively compared to the pulse
correlation approach. The peusdo-inverse filter is shown to offer increased accuracy
in the detection heart beat events. Contributions to block processing FHR estimation
algorithms are also detailed in this work, notably the "Comb Filter", "Modified Block
Autocorrelation" and the "Iterative Block Clean-up".
The performances of fourteen FHR estimation algorithms are compared using varying
SNR phono signals. Those algorithms based on block processing are further subjected
to accelerating FHR signals to assess their tracking performances. Using predetermined FHR inclusion bands, two measurable performance quantities are
obtained: The outlier error rate (OER) and the in-band standard deviation (IBSD).
Overnight recordings of phonocardiographic signals are processed in real-time using
the "Comb Filter" on a stand-alone, VME based, signal processing facility. FHR
estimates obtained from two second blocks are then transmitted to the Mainframe
computer for further processing and display.
A novel post processing algorithm utilising an adaptive least mean squares filter in a
forward/backward predictor configuration is employed off-line to detect and correct
FHR outlier estimates. A number of software modules are also used to extract
relevant heart rate parameters such FHR baseline, accelerations and variability.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ADC:
AGC:
A.I.:
BPM:
BTB:
BTBV:
CF:

Analogue to Digital Converter.
Automatic Gain Control.
Artificial Intelligence
Beats per Minute.
Beat-to-Beat
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Comb Filter

FBPC:
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FSE:
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HRV:
IBSD:
IFFT:
IIR:
LED:
LMS:
LVDT:

Heart Rate
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In-Band Standard Deviation
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform
Infinite Impulse Response
Light Emitting Diode
Least Mean Squares.
Linear Variable Differential Transformer

MAW:
MBAC:
MD:
NST:
OER:

Maternal Abdominal Waves
Modified Block Autocorrelation
Modulus Difference
Non Stress Test
Outlier Error Rate

PC:
PHONO:

Personal Computer

PVDF:
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SNR:
TAS:
US:
VME:

Polyvinyl Fluoride.
Random Access Memory.
Signal to Noise Ratio.
Time Averaged Series

Phonocardiographic / Phonocardiogram.

Ultrasound
Industry standard electronic bus.
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CHAPTER ONE

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent technological advancements in microelectronics has enabled the use of
powerful processing machines to a wide range of applications. Bio-medical
engineering has been positively effected by these advancements with a widespread
use of the new technology across the medical disciplines. The continuing processing
power improvement afforded by modern machines has justifiably led to a matched
demand increase in both quantity and reliability of bio-medical information.
Generally speaking, each medical application requires both the optimisation of
hardware configuration, and the development - or adaptation - of signal processing
algorithms to suit its needs. In most cases, the development cycle of the application
can be achieved on general purpose computers or flexible bus based systems (such as
the industry standard VME bus).
The main concerns of this thesis are firstly the development of fetal heart rate (FHR)
estimation algorithms, secondly the determination of reliability and accuracy of these
algorithms and others investigated, and thirdly the subsequent processing of FHR
results. This chapter discusses the medical relevance of antenatal FHR monitoring,
current practice and some issues associated with the field. The use of the non-stress
monitoring technique to assess fetal health is outlined, and the reliability of this
approach as an indicator of fetal well-being or fetal compromise is discussed. Some

of the pitfalls associated with basing fetal health diagnosis on features extracted from
FHR records are highlighted. An overview of the thesis concludes this chapter.

1.1. The Monitoring of Fetal Heart Rate

Historically, clinicians have listened to the fetal heart sounds in order to determine the
heart rate. The term auscultation is used for this auditory FHR estimation procedure
which was performed early on by applying the ear directly to the maternal abdomen
but later made use of the stethoscope. A poor heart rate quantisation is obtained from
auscultation and therefore only gross FHR changes can be correlated with fetal health.
The monitoring of FHR is believed to be essential in assessing the general health of
the fetus. Due to cost and other considerations, only short term observations are
currently possible, and therefore less confidence can be established between certain
suspect FHR traces and the long term health of the fetus.

1.1.1.

Current FHR Monitoring Practice

Due to its lower signal loss, the Doppler Ultrasound (US) currently dominates the
field of antenatal fetal health assessment. Improved digital signal processing
techniques such as autocorrelation has led to an increase in the reliability of FHR
estimates. Consequently, a higher confidence can be attached to parameters derived
from the continuous FHR trace134' 43, 821 Additional signals such as maternal uterine
contractions, fetal body and breathing movements may be combined with the fetal
heart rate trace for the dynamic assessment of fetal well-being. Other parameters
including amneotic liquor volume, maternal hypertension, maternal blood pressure
and fetal size make up the long-term biophysical profile of both patient and fetus.
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The policy implemented for antenatal patient care varies from one establishment to
another but mainly depends on the assessed state of both patient and fetus. High' risk
patients are admitted into hospital for regular monitoring sessions which can be
supplemented by ultrasound imaging. Although a reactive NST is currently accepted
to indicate adequate fetal reserve for seven days, Phelan et a1 84' suggest that more
frequent testing would reduce fetal death rate.

1.1.2.

Interpretation of FHR Patterns

The instantaneous value of fetal heart rate reflects the interaction of the various
autonomic nervous control systems; parasympathetic and sympathetic. Blocking these
in fetal lamb was shown to produce a drop in the short-term beat-to-beat variability
from 1.6 to 0.6 ms with a similar effect on the medium term variability [16, 20] The
existence of variability in the FHR signal underlies the maturity and health of the fetal
control system as its different nervous parts contrive to set the balance. External
stimuli were found by various researchers to effect the character of the FHR:
Walker et a1 281 found that compressing the fetal head by applying pressure to the
lower abdomen induced bradycardia while tachycardia can be brought about in
response to sound or mechanical stimulation. A normal FHR trace is expected to
display the following characteristics:
a-

A baseline FHR within the range 120 to 160 BPM. This is expected to
decline towards the end of gestation maturity t631.

b-

Periodic episodes of FHR variability having amplitude in the range 520 BPM. There does not seem to be a general concurrence of opinion
on the level of fetal heart rate variability (FHRV) which denotes fetal
well-being, some of the suggested figures are: (>5 BPM) [611, (>10
BPM, lasting >60

and (>20 BPM)1211.

c-

A count of four or more significant baseline accelerations per hour.
These are normally coincident with fetal activity and last a few
seconds, (>10 BPM, >15

d-

5)1811, (>15 BPM, >20 s)9'

.

Certain acceptable patterns of minimal heart rate deceleration during
uterine contractions 63 .

Dawes et a!167' suggest that the mere presence of the high variability is not as good an
indicator of fetal well-being as is the intermittent presence of variability. Findings by
the same researchers suggest that approximately 84% of high FHRV fetal states last
between 20 and 50 minutes [671. This change of FHRV is associated by other
researchers to human fetal states' 19, 68, 80], or fetal lambs1201.
Studies done by Chew et a1 48' have shown that while normal FHR characteristics are
accepted as good signs of fetal well-being, the absence of these does not immediately
imply fetal compromise. Similar findings were also reported by other workers in the
field"'

191 Epochs of flat tracings lasting about 20 minutes are commonly observed

in normal healthy fetuses, especially during periods of low activity (e.g. deep sleep
episodes). Spencer et a!1881 found that quiet FHRV periods last 12-93 minutes (mean
25 minutes) and that 45 minutes of monitoring had to be performed to outlast 95% of
low FHRV periods. In an experiment involving 634 patients, 63% of fetuses with
non-reactive FHR tracing had normal outcome, Lawson et a1 81' went on to
implement a automated system which employs a variable observation period to
monitor FHR: The monitoring epoch is extended until such time as an assuring
reactive trace is obtained.
The slowing of the FHR is generally considered to be evidence of fetal asphyxia1631.
The persistence of this condition leads to acidosis which in turn causes varying
degrees of fetal compromise (from brain damage to eventual death).

1.1.3.

The Stress and Non Stress Tests

The Non Stress Test (NST) is so called because the patient is not subjected to any
form of invasive stimulation in order to induce a fetal heart rate reaction. NST
therefore, bases the fetal well-being assessment on the observation of the main FHR
parameters detailed above together with the maternal uterine contraction activity.
Sometimes NST is supplemented by ultrasound imaging and typical observation
periods last about half an hour. Various score systems based on such derived
parameters were devised to ascertain the fetal health state. NST is a relatively
inexpensive approach for antenatal monitoring and has a good true negative
catchment percentage. Positive NST outcomes however, have a poorer predictive
value of fetal compromise, this can be partially attributed to the limited observation
[81]
periods [13, 19, 21,261. The variable length observation period mentioned earlier can
shorten the average monitoring session and may lead to a percentage increase of the
true positive results.
As alternative approaches to the passive NST, various stress based tests are available.
These consist of monitoring the fetal heart rate patterns while inducing stress into the
fetal environment. The oxytocin challenge test is such an example which evokes
maternal uterine contractions thus stressing the fetus 211. The reaction of FHR can
then be used to detect abnormal patterns. Stress based tests are commonly used for
high risk patients or consequent to a positive NST monitoring session which denotes
possible fetal compromise119 .
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1.2. Issues Related to Current Monitoring Practice

The main issues relating to current FHR practice are discussed in the following
sections: These issues pertain to the reliability of FHR estimators, antenatal medical
care, cost of providing antenatal monitoring and patient accessibility to care.

1.2.1. FHR Estimators Error Rate and Accuracy

As investigated later in detail (chapter four), all FHR estimators are prone to
performance degradation when operating with poor quality signals. When one
considers that the main objective of monitoring is to identify fetuses at risk, the
importance of obtaining the best possible FHR traces becomes apparent. In addition,
the cost of not implementing good discriminatory systems can be high, both in human
and financial terms. Wrong interpretation of FHR traces can lead to either an
intervention where none is needed, or to a vital delay in taking decisions. This FHR
trace mis-interpretation was found most common when carried out by inexperienced
staff who were unaware of the limitations of the monitors used
Amato

26' 65, 72, 76] As

[83] remarked on the use of signal processing techniques:

"Documentation of technique limitations must be understood in order to avoid
potential inappropriate intervention".
For example, in the case of the autocorrelation processing, the technique limitation
may consist of rate halving, and in the case of time domain estimators a rate doubling
can result when the true FHR is low1261.
The ability to correctly detect ominous patterns is strongly linked to the integrity of
the estimating algorithm. By 'integrity' here, it is meant the ability to either present
FHR estimates with a high degree of confidence, or indicate episodes of low
confidence signals. As observed by Divon et a1132' and Fukushima at a1140' (1985)

when using autocorrelation based monitors: in the absence of fetal signals (or in the
absence of the fetus itself!), fictitious 'fetal heart rate' traces can still be obtained.
Furthermore, these were sometimes visually classified as good quality signals.
Fukushima goes on to point out that:
"The possibility of missing data, while undesirable, is clinically less important than
the addition of spurious data that may lead to inappropriate action".
[85]
Tromans et al suggested that if more than 6 FHR outliers/minute are detected,
[70]
then the record pertaining to the epoch in question should be reported. Dawes et al
noted that by rejecting records with low signal qualities, the number of observed
decelerations was reduced by 42%. The latter observation will be confirmed by
simulations in chapter four which analyses the performance degradation of the
investigated FHR estimation algorithms when applied to poor signals.

1.2.2.

Intra-observer and Inter-observer Differences

While the current literature suggests a discontent with the predictability value of the
positive NST13' 19, 81], it is difficult to see how any improvement can be obtained by
using a manual system of parameter extraction from FHR. The problem lies with
subjective influences when obstetricians interpret FHR patterns. In a study conducted
by Van Geijn 791, fifteen distinguished obstetricians were asked to evaluate fetal heart
rate traces, significant differences in opinion led to discrepancies in the selected
course of action (table 1.1).
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case
case
case
case
Table 1.1

No intervention
4
10
7
7

Intervention
11
5
8
8

(Van Geijn 791) Course taken by fifteen
obstetricians when evaluating four different cases.

[43] suggested that the simple binary reporting of 'reactive' or 'non-reactive'
Flynn et al
FHR provided a better correlation with outcome than three established score based
systems (Birmingham, Myer Menk/Fisher and the Cardiff scores). Other approaches
made use of finer FHR trace report grading. All such attempts to increase the
predictability of FUR derived parameters seem to be hindered by the inability of
observers to be consistent in reporting these. Various workers point out the fact that
as well as considerable disagreements existing between each other, observers had
significant disagreements with themselves [34, 43, 52, 79, 82] When inter-observer
assessment of individual variables was scrutinised 821, the lowest level of agreement
was found in the estimation of FHR oscillation frequency and the highest level of
agreement was found in the estimation of the baseline FHR (the latter is readily
available from the FHR trace). In addition, there was significant disagreement in the
assessed FHRV level present in the signal. Borgatta 341 concludes on the subject:
"The reliability of a test limits its predictive value for a given outcome; a test cannot
have a correlation with an outcome that is higher than the reliability of the test
itself'.
One obvious conclusion is that wherever possible, FHR trace parameters should be
extracted by the computer. The increased reliability and consistency in deriving FHR
parameters may enable the meaningful use of finer scores as fetal health indicators.

1.2.3.

In-Home Remote Monitoring

The commercialisation of stand-alone computers has in recent years led to the
widespread use of these in biomedical applications 25' 41, 85] Although early
biomedical implementations were limited to in-hospital use, recent reductions in the
cost of computing technologies make possible the use of these at the patient's home.
When coupled to the public telephone network via modems, stand-alone computers
(or specially designed hardware) enable the antenatal monitoring of patients directly
from their homes

[531. Remote monitoring is particularly applicable to cases where

long-term or frequent monitoring sessions are required where the need for immediate
intervention is not anticipated. Antenatal monitoring presents an ideal case for such a
scenario. The major benefits expected from the application of home monitoring are:
a-

The patient is relieved from the disruptions of having to travel for
monitoring. These disruptions can effect family life or work routines.

b-

The reduction of antenatal monitoring cost.

c-

Increase in the accessibility of antenatal care, this is particularly
beneficiary to patients in remote areas.

d-

Longer monitoring sessions may be implemented thus providing a
clearer indication of fetal status.

e-

More frequent monitoring sessions.

[24] pointed out the cost advantages of implementing fetal home
Dalton et al
telemetry. When all costs were taken into account, Dalton found that the cost of a
monitoring session was only 3% that of admitting the patient into hospital.

1.2.4.

Phonocardiographic Long Term Monitoring

Although a clearer biophysical profile can be obtained from long-term monitoring,
cost considerations and concern about possible over-exposure to ultrasound limits the
use of this technique to short, in-hospital monitoring sessions. Phonocardiography is
the modern electronic equivalent of the original passive listening technique. Being
strictly non-invasive, phonocardiography is inherently more applicable to long term
FHR monitoring. Talbert et a1 66' (1985) developed a transducer based on a piezoelectric sensing element (beam), the dimensions of which are modified to achieve
compliance matching to the maternal abdominal wall. Using this (TAPHO)
transducer, Colley et a111' (1986) claim a success rate of 100% in detecting fetal heart
sounds from patients having a gestation age over 30 weeks. Phonocardiographic
signals will be described in detail in the following chapter.

1.2.5.

Other Derived Parameters

Additional parameters which are amenable to remote monitoring in the antenatal
health care scenario:
a-

Fetal heart rate: This has been discussed above.

b-

Fetal breathing: Breathing movements detected at the maternal
abdominal surface, or reported by the patient52' 56, 57]

c-

Fetal movement: Approach one - electronic registration involving
phono transducers with good low frequency response, and approach
two - binary reporting by the mother (i.e. whether fetal movement
occurred or not). The detection of this signal may reveal the various
fetal states (s1eep/active)52' 68]
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d-

Maternal uterine activity: The interaction of this signal with FHR is
routinely used to assess the fetal well-being1631 . Other research
suggests that preterm spontaneous labour may be predicted from
uterine activity1331.

e-

Other relevant maternal factors are: blood pressure and heart rate.

1.3. Thesis Overview

This thesis investigates the performance of various FHR estimation algorithms.
Although the research concentrates on applying the estimators to phonocardiographic
heart signals, many of the block based algorithms are equally applicable to ultrasound
signals.
Chapter 2 is mainly concerned with phonocardiographic signals observed at the
maternal abdominal surface. The source and character of each of these signals are
detailed with emphasis on the fetal heart components. Both the relative amplitudes
and spectral content of the fetal heart signals are detailed. Various transducing
principles and technologies are then discussed including two phono transducer
contributions. Analogue processing stages involved with the phono signal
conditioning are also described.
Chapter 3 introduces the contributions to estimation algorithms, these are divided into
two parts: Firstly estimators which base their FHR extraction on blocks of phono
signals. These include the 'Comb Filter', the 'Iterative Block Clean-up' and the
'Modified Block Autocorrelation'. Secondly a beat-to-beat algorithm - the 'PseudoInverse Filter' - which is compared subjectively to the industry standard 'Pulse
correlation'. A normal and a modified inverse least squares (ILS) filter are also
subjectively compared to pseudo-inverse filtering, the modified ILS version derives

its coefficients from an altered autocorrelation matrix to which artificial white noise is
added. Most beat-to-beat algorithms make use of a semi-automated template forming
method which is introduced.
The performance of fourteen estimators are compared in chapter four. Simulated
phono fetal signals with added coloured noise of varying power are used to test each
investigated estimator. Two resulting performance graphs under varying SNR are thus
obtained: The first of these measures the outlier error rate and the second measures
the variability introduced by the estimation algorithm. In addition to coloured noise,
block processing algorithms are subjected to an accelerating FHR time series in order
to determine their tracking performance. The susceptibility of algorithms to broadband noise or signal non-stationarity is assessed, those algorithms which suffer
significant degradation in performance are reported.
Results derived from long term phono fetal monitoring are presented in chapter 5,
together with digital signal processing steps used to extract relevant parameters. A
fetal heart variability index is proposed which attempts to emulate the visually
assessed variability.
Chapter 6 summarises the work included in this thesis and draws some conclusions
from the results obtained. Suggestions are made for relevant further work.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.

FETAL PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY

This chapter introduces phonocardiography (phono) as a means to non-invasive
monitoring of fetal heart rate in preterm patients. The main phono transducer designs
currently available are discussed, and two contributions: the optical and capacitive
transducers are included. Other transducer technologies are also described briefly.
The definition of a transducer is "a device which converts a physical quantity to an
electrical signal". In the context of this thesis 'physical quantity' represents pressure
waves, displacement or electrical muscle activity. Velocity and acceleration are also
relevant, but since they can be readily derived from displacement, the latter is used to
include all. Principally three transducer technologies are identified with fetal
monitoring: Ultrasound (US), Electrocardiography (ECG) and Phonocardiography (or
phono). The latter is discussed first.

2.1. Historical Development

From ancient history it was accepted that a regular audible pulse emanated from the
human chest. Methods of perceiving that pulse varied from applying the fingers to the
chest wall to placing the ear directly on the chest. Until the 17th century the
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relationship between the heart and the emanating sounds were still not tied together,
and claims to that effect made by W. Harvey (1628) were met with scepticism.
Laennec (1781-1826) invented the stethoscope and described the occurrence of the
first and second heart sounds. Early this century the audible sounds emanating from
the heart were investigated in more detail. Luisada (1972) provided a detailed account
of auscultation and phonocardiography, and described the relationship between heart
activity and the signals observed 301. Luisada also suggested a break from the
traditional pursuance of the audible heart signals to the more general view of a
pressure wave causing displacements. Although most of Luisada's work concentrated
on adults, the same approach applies to fetal heart phonocardiography.
Auscultation - a method of detecting diseased lungs by listening to the sounds
produced by the chest - has traditionally relied on audible sounds emanating from the
two main heart phases constituting the heart beat cycle. The auditory system of
humans, although used successfully in auscultation based diagnosis, is not ideally
suited for detecting fetal heart pressure waves (HPW). The limited auditory range of
man at low frequencies and the susceptibility of perception in the presence of
additional noise can lead to discrepancies between clinical impressions and objective
measurements. The following are found to be true:
In the presence of certain loud sounds, the ear is unable to detect
fainter sounds that follow. This effect can be demonstrated by playing
the recorded signal forward then backward 301.
Short term variation in FHR cannot be obtained from auscultation. The
accuracy of the heart rate estimate is inversely proportional to the
observation period; in order to achieve a one third beat per minute
accuracy, fetal heart beats need to be averaged over three minutes.
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Influenced by auscultation, diagnostic phonocardiography has until recently
concentrated on the audible range of fetal heart wave frequencies. This, as will be
demonstrated later, imposes an unnecessary limitation on the extraction of available
signal power.

2.2. Phonocardiographic Transducers
Although still unproven, concern about the effects of long term monitoring of patients
using invasive monitoring techniques, namely continuous wave ultrasound1501, has
led to the investigation of alternative approaches. These include fetal
Electrocardiography (FECG) and phonocardiography.
The term phono falsely implies that only audible sounds emanate from the maternal
abdomen. In fact, as will be shown later, most of the signal power emanating from the
fetal heart is contained in the spectral region below the human audible range. The
phono term will hence be defined for our purposes to include displacement
frequencies down to DC.
Two main advancements have spurred the viability of phonocardiography, these are:
The advancement in piezoelectric ceramic materials and more recently
Ployvinylidene flouride (PVDF) (Talbert et a1[18,

66] )

Improvements in electronic components (low noise operational
amplifiers) and design of the transducers have led to a new generation
of high performance displacement detectors such as the inductive [511
and capacitive transducers, the latter is detailed in a following section.
Such new transducer developments have enabled the passive and continuous
phonocardiographic monitoring of FHR 781. Attempts at measuring the waves
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emanating from the fetal heart rely on three measurement approaches which are
detailed below:
Energy transfer[42, 66, 871 (matched compliance - matched loading transducers):
this approach relies on finding a close match between the compliance of the maternal
abdominal wall tissue and the compliance of the transducer. Experiments using a
5cm2 disc contact have estimated the average maternal abdominal compliance to be
3.5 mm/N with a five fold variation between patients. The compliance was also found
to be inversely proportional to both gestational age and body mass index[42].
Therefore an energy transfer based transducer must ensure close matching between
the compliances of the transducer used and the maternal abdominal wall. Studies have
also shown that these natural compliance variations result in a proportional signal loss
with this type of transducers[66]The electrical analogy of this class of transducers is
circuit impedance matching in order to extract (and hence observe) the maximum
available power.
Observation (high compliance - minimal loading transducers): This class of
transducers offers little or no resistance to the maternal abdominal surface, and
produces a displacement related signal. Two sub-classes of observation transducers
exist: The first includes those based on the derivatives of displacement (namely
velocity and acceleration). They are characterised by a spring-mass combination - an
inertial mass is used to create a tensile force which is measured by a strain gauge or a
piezoelectric material. These velocity or acceleration transducers have the distinct
disadvantage for this application of limited low frequency response. The second subclass of observation transducers measure displacement. Examples of such transducers
include the capacitive and inductive types. The voltage output of these is arranged to
be linearly proportional to displacement. Velocity and acceleration are easily obtained
from differentiating this output signal. In case of the inductive transducer - generally
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known as the Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) - the position of the
core (which is the sensing element) is converted to a differential sinusoidal output
proportional in amplitude to the displacement. This output is then amplitude
demodulated to obtain the required base-band signal. A variation on this design
utilises the inductance value in an LC-oscillator circuit which transduces
displacement by frequency modulating the oscillator output151' 751•
The disadvantage of the 'observation' class of transducers is the need for a stationary
reference platform (a mechanical zero) from which the maternal abdominal
displacements can be detected. This is usually solved by using a combinations of two
methods: (1) An annular guard ring is applied to the maternal abdomen using a
double sided adhesive tape with movement being observed at the centre of the ring.
Annular guard rings provide compact platform structures for phonocardiographic
sensors, however the effects of such a circular cut-out on the maternal/transducer
coupling transfer function is not known. (2) A belt is placed around the patient and
transducer, this acts as the reference required by displacement transducers. The
compliance of the belt is selected to be stiffer than the abdominal tissue.
c- Pressure (low compliance - maximal loading (stiff) transducers): The signal
extracted by this class of transducers is proportional to the amplitude of pressure
waves produced at the maternal abdominal surface. Transducers of this type need to
be strapped tightly against the maternal abdominal wall using an adjustable belt. Such
phono transducers are susceptible to corruption by maternal movements which can
cause transducer saturation.
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2.2.1.

An Optical Transducer Design

The first contribution to transducer design is based on an optical modulation
principle. Figure 2.1 illustrates this design, full circuit details are omitted for clarity.
In terms of construction, the optical transducer is simple: an opaque box and
membrane are used to enclose the sensor parts. These consist of a light emitting diode
(LED) which is attached to the membrane and a photo transistor fixed to the top of
the box. A high compliance membrane is selected to offer little resistance to
oscillations at the patient's abdominal surface. The thin rubber membrane with the
attached LED tracks the abdominal vibrations. The varying displacement between
LED and photo transistor modulates the amount of light the latter receives and
consequently its output current. The relevant equations for the principle operation are
given:
, the intensity of light at distance (r) from the emitting source is proportional to

4.

The intensity is differentiated with respect to the distance r:
=

2.1

k is a constant dependant on the luminescence of the LED. The gain obtained from
the optical transducer is much higher for small values of r, for linear operation of the
transducer however, this distance must be kept high. Practically, the r is 15mm and &
has a maximum useful signal range of about 1mm.
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Figure 2.1

Schematic diagram of the optical transducer. The output of the photo
transistor is taken through stages of DC rejection and high gain
amplification.

Despite its simplicity and low cost, the optical transducer suffers from two main
disadvantages; firstly (and more importantly) both the LED and the photo transistor
introduce relatively large amounts of noise. This was found in some cases to have
similar amplitude levels to signals from fetal HPW's. Secondly the overall signal gain
is directly proportional to the brightness of the LED, this however also means higher
power consumption.

2.2.2.

A Capacitive Transducer Design

Strain gauges have been applied in the past to the detection of fetal breathing
movements from the maternal abdomen 571. Although successful, strain gauges have a
low sensitivity and being resistive elements, suffer from noise generation. These
problems effectively limit their use to fetal breathing detection - fetal HPW signals
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are about 40dB lower in amplitude. In general, the main concerns with transducer
instrumentation of fetal HPW are the low frequency performance 661, lack of
sensitivity, additive noise, linearity and dynamic range. While linearity can be
sacrificed in cases where the details of the HPW's are not being analysed (which is
normally the case), the other parameters are crucial to the performance of the overall
monitoring system. A variable inductance transducer was proposed which satisfies the
above parameters[51' 75] The capacitive transducer detailed below is a viable lowcost alternative with similar performance parameters.

d
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Figure 2.2

Schematic diagram illustrating the capacitive transducer which utilises
the maternal abdominal displacements to amplitude modulate the
sinusoidal oscillator output.
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Presented in figure 2.2 is the sensor part of the capacitive transducer. The transducing
element is formed from the relative motion of the two plates which form the capacitor
Cm (top of figure). Using a sine wave oscillator at 100 KHz as input to the circuit, the
transfer function of the amplifier is given:
Vout
Yin

-

Cay Cm -

Cav.d

Where Cay is the input capacitor, c is the permittivity of the foam material between
the capacitor Cm plates, A is the area of the overlapping plates, and d the distance
between the plates. The circuit output is:
Vout

=

Cav.d
. Vin
E.A

2.2

It can be seen that a linear relationship exists between the displacement d and the
output voltage (eq. 2.2). An envelope detector stage is then employed at the output of
the amplifier to produce the required signal. Filtering and gain stages have been
omitted from the figure for clarity.

2.3. Continuous Wave and Gated Ultrasound

Currently the field of fetal heart rate monitoring is dominated by the use of ultrasound
Doppler transducers. These radiate a high frequency ultrasound beam (2-6 Mhz)
which is coupled to the maternal abdomen by a water based gel to ensure good
coupling (mechanical impedance matching) to the maternal abdominal tissue.
Discontinuities in refractive index in the path of the beam reflect a corresponding
1771. When such boundaries are in motion, the
fraction of the ultrasound signal
reflected US signal is Doppler shifted. Early US monitors and hand held ones use
continuous wave US which is Doppler detected. Newer monitors employ a modified
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(or gated) continuous wave approach to avoid the large backscatter component from
the maternal abdominal surface.
By modifying the US crystal design, spatial selectivity can be achieved. For narrow
US beams, high quality signals are obtained at the cost of increased difficulty in
'illuminating' the desired field. Alternatively, when the illumination beam is widened,
interfering signals from undesirable sources are introduced. The quality of US signals
obtained is related to the angle of heart illumination, and the rate of monitoring
success is found to be patient dependant. In clinical practice, the wide beam US is
found to reduce signal loss and is preferred to the narrow beam 241. The current
domination of ultrasound based fetal monitors is related to both the ease of use (wide
beam) and lower signal loss obtained in routine monitoring[23].

2.4. Fetal Electrocardiography
This is a very successful monitoring technique when used during labour: a unipolar
electrode clip is applied to the fetal scalp from which the electrical activity of the fetal
heart can be detected. Used in this fashion, scalp FECG is an invasive monitoring
technique which cannot be applied to the pre-term fetus. When the monitoring of fetal
heart electrical activity is attempted from the abdominal surface, the FECG contains
significant levels of maternal ECG and myoelectric muscle noise which can swamp
that of the fetal heart 471. The monitoring success rate is reduced to under 50% due
signal loss or large interfering components. Newer processing approaches using
singular value decomposition to decouple the signal from various interfering sources
have reported encouraging results 861.
Since the Doppler US technique is, strictly speaking, an invasive process, and
abdominal FECG has unacceptably low success rates, phonocardiography is therefore
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the only method which currently offers a viable option for the long-term non-invasive
continuous monitoring 1 .

2.5.

Maternal Abdominal Wave Signals

The various signals observed at the maternal abdomen are listed below in two
categories, those appertaining to the patient (mother) and those appertaining to the
fetus. Due to the low frequency components of these signals stretching into the subaudible region of human hearing, the term 'maternal abdominal waves' (MAW) is
introduced to include all observed displacement signals at the maternal abdominal
surface.
Maternal Related MAW: The first and most significant maternal phono signals are
those related to movement, such movements can easily cause the transducer to
saturate and hence patients are asked to lie in a resting position during monitoring.
Slow and continuous movements (as opposed to abrupt) were found not to be a
problem. The second maternal component relates to breathing rate and character.
Harmonics of the breathing fundamental (centred at 0.3 Hz) can constitute significant
components up to 1.5 Hz, which can interfere with both fetal breathing and heart
signals. Patients are therefore asked to breathe 'sinusoidally' when fetal breathing is
being monitored. Strong maternal heart signals are present at the upper part of the
abdomen and decay progressively as the transducer is moved to the normal fetal
position (lower abdomen), in practice, these signals are rarely observed.
Fetal Related MAW: Similarly to above, fetal body movements are the largest
observed phono components. During fetal activity these can cause the complete
masking of other signals. Although fetal movements indicate a positive fetal health
state, the computerised detection of these have not to date been extensively
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investigated. A simple binary outcome is routinely reported (i.e. whether fetal
movement has occurred or not). Two types of fetal movements are identified, these
are fetal limb and gross body movements. Recently, there has been an increased
interest in the detection of in utero fetal breathing activity, although such movements
do not serve any immediate biological function, they are thought to prepare the fetal
lung muscles for post-partum regular breathing 56' 571• The normal range of fetal
breathing movements is from 0.5 to 1.5 Hz (30 to 90 breaths/minute). These
movements are non-sinusoidal and have a significant spread of harmonics. The real
signals of interest here are the fetal HPW!s which are also the smallest of all the above
components, even with optimal transducer placement. The fundamental heart rate
components are centred close to 2.3Hz (140 BPM), in this region however fetal heart
signals are overwhelmed by constituents of the above described signals. Frequency
components related to the heart beat have been observed from 10 to 80 Hz. The
following section details the fetal heart signals.
The relative strength of the phono abdominal signals listed above varies significantly
with the positioning of the transducer. These are listed in descending order of
amplitude: maternal movement, fetal movement and maternal breathing, maternal
heart, fetal breathing and lastly fetal heart. Fetal breathing and fetal heart signals are
approximately inter-spaced by a power difference of 40dB.
In addition to the MAW signal sources emanating from mother or fetus, a further
noise component is introduced by external vibrations which are due to the motion of
persons in the vicinity of the monitoring area. The amplitude of these have been
observed, in the extreme, to exceed the fetal heart component.
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2.6. Fetal Heart Pressure Wave Signals

The traditional reliance on the audible sounds emanating from the fetal heart has,
until recently, concentrated most phonocardiographic work on the upper part of the
spectrum (45-100 Hz). As explained earlier, the normal fetal heart rate lies close to
2.3Hz and the observed higher frequency oscillations are not directly related to its
harmonics. These are instead associated with vibrations caused by the contraction of
the heart. Contrary to earlier belief which was based on the audible part of the
spectrum, the heart waves are not solely caused by the heart valve leaflets clapping.
Only part of the spectrum (specifically the higher frequency components) can be
associated to valve activity [2]. Cardiac chambers and arterial vessels mechanically
coupled by blood and tissue constitute a structure which may only be stimulated into
vibration as a whole. This does not contradict the view held by Wriggers (1915) who
claimed: "Vibrations of different structures maintain their identity and can be
identified in heart sounds". Wriggers also stated that "the sudden elevation of blood
pressure produced by contractions sets many structures into vibration". Once the
cardiohemic structure has been set into vibration by the abrupt contraction, each
structure may settle into its own mode of resonance. This is modified from the
isolated mode of resonance by the mechanically coupled neighbouring organs.
Experiments involving simultaneous imaging have shown the existence of sizable
[30]
interval between actual mitral valve closure and the first heart wave .
Given the presence of substantial oscillations in the sub-audible region of the
spectrum, the term 'pressure wave' is introduced to denote both the audible and the
sub-audible vibrations under study. Such waves which are due to the fetal heart
activity are called fetal Heart Pressure Waves (HPW). Therefore the first and second
audible heart sounds constitute only part of the first and second fetal HPW's
respectively.
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The first fetal HPW is generated at the start of ventricular systole (contraction).
Inward acceleration of the heart wall and the closure of the mitral and tricuspid valves
cause the closely coupled cadiohemic system to vibrate. Although both the right and
left ventricles contract simultaneously, the left ventricle is much larger in size and is
the main contributor to the first HPW. The first pressure wave which encompasses the
first 'heart sound' has a low frequency oscillatory shape and is commonly heard as a
thump. The second HPW emanates at the start of the ventricular diastole (relaxation).
It is caused by the semi-lunar valves stopping reverse flow of the arterial blood. This
impulse change of kinetic energy induces the pressure waves in the arterial walls, the
observed waves are characterised by their higher frequency composition and is
identified by its characteristic clicking sound. The second HPW is usually weaker and
shorter in duration than the first HPW.
Two other pressure waves (traditionally referred to as the third and fourth sounds)
are well documented but are more difficult to isolate from the background noise.
Currently there seems to be no prospect of basing routine clinical assessment on their
detection. Additionally, murmurs are also present, these are thought to emanate from
blood flowing from a restricted passage to a more dilated vessel. In mechanical terms,
this situation is similar to strong air flow causing oscillations in large structures.
Figure 2.3 shows a waterfall short term spectrum of a typical HPW signal.
Considerable signal energy is evident at frequencies down to 20 Hz while the
resonance is centred at 30Hz. The spectral character of the first and second HPW's are
evident, the first is more resonant in nature while the second has a broader spectral
content. In certain cases of high body resonance or narrow-band filtering (fig. 2.4),
the second HPW attains a pulse shape similar to the first, although smaller in
amplitude. Also seen at 70Hz (fig. 2.3) is another component resonance which is
classically identified with the fetal heart sounds. Its occurrence can be clearly seen

during first HPW pulses. Typically, the lower resonance mode is one order magnitude
larger in amplitude than the resonance traditionally associated with the audible range.
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Figure 2.3

Linear spectral waterfall (left) and corresponding time series (right) of
typical HPW signals. The spectral traces are obtained from 200ms
Hanning windowed records overlapping by 160ms.

A 200ms window length is selected to contain all of the first HPW pulse, larger block
lengths are not suitable for this quickly varying signal. The 80% overlap provides a
degree of visual interpolation of the changing spectrum as well as ensuring that no
spectral information is lost 451. The industry standard Hanning window provides
good sidelobe suppression while maintaining a relatively narrow peak

46'
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The example HPW time series given above (fig. 2.3) is an instance of a fetal phono
recording. Other observations have shown that the first HPW resonance can lie in a
wide range of the spectrum with 16 and 50 Hz being the lowest and highest centres of
resonances recorded. The above spread in centre frequencies is probably attributed to
the obesity of the patient - larger bodies have a lower frequency of resonance than
smaller ones. The audible part of the HPW have been observed from 45 to 80 Hz.
Sometimes the distinction between the audible and the sub-audible components is
difficult unless observed from a good quality signal such as shown in figure 2.3.
Earlier transducers based on piezoelectric crystals [66, 37] had a poor low frequency
response and hence tended to suppress the main sub-audible HPW component.
The parameters of interest which are extracted from the HPW signals are: (a) The
duration of the interval between the first and second HPW (Ti), this interval is
normally constant even during FHR change 621. (b) The duration of the interval
between the second and the first heart HPW of the following heart cycle (T2), and (c)
The heart beat period (T), where T = Ti + T2.

2.7. The Conditioning of Fetal HPW Signals

The first stage of the fetal HPW signal conditioning consists of a band-pass filter
which removes the unwanted MAW signals. The centre and bandwidth of this filter
are selected using switchable, cascaded fourth order high-pass and low-pass
Butterworth filters 361. The bandwidth ranges between 15 and 40 Hz depending on
the signal quality. When good quality signals are obtained, the filter bandwidth
selected is not critical, for the example given earlier (fig. 2.3) the corner frequencies
are 16 and 85 Hz.

The resulting band-pass filtered HPW's typically have an amplitude which is two
orders of magnitude lower than the raw MAW signals (fig. 2.4 middle and top traces
respectively). Therefore a set gain amplifier (not shown) followed by an automatic
gain control (AGC) stage ensure a reasonable signal level. Beat-to-beat based
estimators commonly use this version of the signal (labelled BPF in figure).
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Figure 2.4

Illustration of the analogue processing stages employed in the
conditioning of the maternal abdominal wave signals.

We

The signal is then passed through a full wave rectifier (FWR) followed by a 20Hz 4th
order low-pass filter which reconstructs the envelope of the heart beat pulses and
limits the band-width to meet the Nyquist sampling rate. A final AGC stage (not
shown) is employed prior to sampling, this signal (labelled RECT in fig. 2.4) is used
by block processing algorithms for FHR extraction. The sampling rate commonly
employed at this stage is 50Hz. Although this implementation utilises a 12-bit
analogue to digital converter (ADC), 8 bits resolution (providing -48dB digitisation
noise floor) is probably sufficient for block based estimators.
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CHAPTER THREE

FAWOM IND Wit'l."11 OWN-MIUVANKIMOR

Various signal processing techniques have been applied to FHR estimation, including
analogue time domain, correlation and spectral based

[38] estimators. The main

objectives of these techniques are (a) to improve the accuracy of FHR estimates and,
(b) to maintain reasonable performances during FHR non-stationarity.
It has also been noted [31, 341 that under certain operating conditions, additive noise
can cause errors in the FUR estimation process. When noisy signals are processed, the
resulting errors are observed as an FHR variability which can have a similar level to,
or even exceed, that of the true physiological heart rate control. In addition, these
traces look convincingly similar to real traces obtained from good signals [40] . This
false variability may be mis-interpreted by the medical staff as a sign of fetal well[26]. It is therefore important for estimation algorithms to be able to indicate
being
poor operating conditions.
All FHR estimators are classified as employing either 'Block' or 'Beat-to-Beat' (BTB)
estimation. The contributions in this chapter span both block and BTB classes using
fetal phono HPW signals to determine FUR. The first approach estimates the FHR
from contiguous two seconds sample vectors using block estimators such as "Comb
Filtering" (CF) and "Iterative Block Clean-up". The second approach based on BTB
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estimators introduces a new "Pseudo-Inverse Filter" (PIF) algorithm and provides a
subjective comparison with both correlation and a modified inverse least squares filter
algorithm.

3.1. Block Processing Algorithms

Whether these algorithms base their estimates on: (a) Distinct signal blocks with no
information feed-through from one block estimate to the next (such as FFT 381, Comb
Filter 39 , autocorrelation and modulus difference 111). Or, (b) on a running FHR
estimator (such as phase locked loop, continuous autoregressive spectral analysis or
recursive demodulation E17]), the resulting estimates have an effective block length
which can be specified. This block length has to remain as short as possible in order
to retain some short term FHR variability and to localise in time the effects of signal
non- station arity. Typically, the block length is chosen to lie between one and four
seconds.
Block based algorithms are generally robust to evolutionary HPW shape changes, this
is mainly due to the envelope detection employed at the front end (detailed in ch. 2).
In addition, and due to the coherent averaging inherent in block processing, noise
immunity is gained. Therefore block algorithms can generally operate at relatively
lower Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) than can their BTB counterparts.

3.1.1.

Comb Filtering

Dripps et a1 691 have shown that when the spectrum of the demodulated ultrasound
returns is observed over a period containing 2 or more heart beats, a large percentage
of the signal power is distributed within the first few harmonics. The relative
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distribution of power in these harmonics cannot be pre-determined and can change
markedly within a short time period, or even from beat to beat due to the 'scintillation'
effect from the ultrasonic target (fetal heart). The same effect (variation in harmonic
distribution) is observed in phono HPW signals but to a lesser extent. Figure 3.1
demonstrates the power distribution variability within a record lasting five seconds. In
this example the steady harmonic composition during the first two seconds (having a
prominent second harmonic), changes towards the end of the observed epoch leaving
most of power in the fundamental. This continuous change in the harmonic structure
of the HPW signal is found to depend on the following factors:
The relative size of the second heart pulse wave when compared to the
first HPW. It was noted that for some recordings of fetal phono
signals, the second HPW can diminish significantly in amplitude. This
is most commonly observed in lower quality recordings and can effect
the dual pulse nature of heart beat and consequently its spectrum.
The current FHR, as well as changing the position of the constituent
harmonics, has an indirect effect on their relative amplitude
distribution. This factor is demonstrated in more detail later in this
section.
Another more subtle effect is the shape of the HPW signal; for some
patients, the feto-maternal body resonances are so accentuated that a
spreading of both the first and second HPW's results. After Envelope
detection, a highly resonant HPW signal produces relatively larger low
frequency components. For other patients, both HPW's are short in
duration thus resulting in a spread of the power into higher harmonics.
The majority of patients observed however, have an HPW signal
spectrum with approximately 90% of the power lying in the first three
or four harmonics (fig. 3.1).
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Figure 3.1

Spectral waterfall obtained from five seconds of HPW time series
showing a typical harmonic amplitude evolution. The FFT block
length is two seconds with a block overlap of 75%.

d)

Accelerating (or decelerating) FHR; a fast change in FHR or simply an
individual BTB period differing from its neighbours can, in the
extreme, produce splitting of frequency domain harmonics. Figure 3.2
illustrates an example using an abrupt 180 degrees phase shift in an
otherwise steady and continuous sinusoid. This results in peak splitting
of the corresponding frequency domain component. If this sinusoid is
the fundamental Fourier component of the HPW time series, then 180
degrees phase step corresponds to a 1/2 periodicity discontinuity.
While such a large step is an unlikely event, a 1/4 period step change
would produce the same effect on the second harmonic, a 1/6 period
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change would produce the same effect on the third harmonic. The
latter two cases and yet smaller step changes (similarly effecting
higher harmonics) are commonly observed phenomena in time domain
records and corresponding spectral degradation in the frequency
domain. Such events rarely present themselves as 'clean' spectral
splitting (such as in fig. 3.2), more frequently, smeared spectral peaks
are noted.

120
SAMPLES

0.2
FREQUENCY

Figure 3.2

Effect on the spectrum of a simulated 180 degrees phase step change.
The marker position (bottom) denotes the frequency of the sinusoid.

The interaction of the above mentioned effects prevents apriori assumptions about the
harmonic signal structure of the HPW signals. This harmonic distribution must
therefore be regarded as a dynamically evolving process. As a result, heart rate
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estimators cannot rely on the relative amplitude of any given harmonic. Therein lies
the difficulty of FHR estimation in the frequency domain.
None of the above mentioned factors may be taken independently when analysing an
HPW harmonic distribution. In most cases, however, the amplitudes of the first and
second HPW's and the feto-maternal resonances are, in the medium term at least,
stationary. Therefore, given a particular instance of factors (a) and (c) described
above, the dominant short term effect on the harmonic distribution is the FHR itself.
The effect of FHR on the harmonic distribution is demonstrated pictorially in figure
3.3 which depicts a simulated FHR deceleration from 200 to 90 BPM. About 10
seconds into the record (corresponding rate of 120 BPM) the second harmonic gives
way, gradually, to the signals fundamental and third harmonic. It must be pointed out
here, that this harmonic distribution versus FHR (fig. 3.3) is particular to the instance
of HPW relative amplitudes and pulse resonances, (factors (a) and (c) above).
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Figure 3.3

Spectral waterfall of a simulated decelerating FHR, starting at 200
BPM and ending at 90 BPM (3.3 to 1.5 Hz respectively). The FFT
block length is three seconds, Hamming windowed with a block
overlap of 67%.

In consequence to the above, a frequency domain FHR estimating algorithm which
takes advantage on this harmonic spread without making apriori assumptions
concerning the specific distribution may prove most effective. The comb filter [12]
algorithm is proposed for this task39' 69]

3.1.1.1. Comb Filter Algorithm

The Comb Filter (CF) introduced here assumes that the sampled HPW signal consists
of two main components:
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(1)

A set of periodic impulses, the strongest of which is the fetal heart
component and,

(2)

A set of aperiodic signals which define the noise background when
inspected in the frequency domain. This noise can be broadband or
highly coloured.

The comb filter output, T(Wp), is expressed in the continuous frequency domain as
the sum of the harmonics of a signal with a fundamental frequency

w'21. The CF

output is defined as:
+Wc
T(W p)

=

f
-c

X(w) dW

"' .

Where Wc is the signal's cutoff frequency and X(w) is its corresponding power
spectrum. The problem is now reduced to defining the kernel function I(W,Wp)
which exhibits two principal properties:
I(W,Wp) must be defined such that T(Wp)'s output has a global peak
when evaluated at Wftr, the fundamental of the periodic HPW time
series. This permits simple global peak detection to be carried out in
the transform domain. To avoid making any assumptions about the
distribution of harmonics in the signal, I(W,Wp) itself will need to be
periodic in Wp and its maxima lobes positioned at k . W , k being an
integer. In the case of normal comb filtering, this kernel function
reduces to impulses at Wp intervals.
When the function is 'looking' for a fundamental where no periodic
signal exists, the output I(W,Wp) should (ideally) sum up to a constant
value depending on the noise floor. In the case where the kernel

function is a balanced window (i.e. with zero mean), the expectation of
the output when 10 is evaluated over white noise should be nil.

so
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Figure 3.4

Comb filter output when applied to a 50 second simulated fetal heart
trace deceleration from 4 to 1 Hz (240 to 60 BPM). A two second
block duration is used with a 50% overlap.

Due to the cyclic nature of I(W,Wp), the comb filter's output can contain significant
power levels at both harmonic and sub-harmonic frequencies. The comb filter output
of a noiseless decelerating FHR is depicted in figure 3.4. In the presence of noise the
global peak could occur at a sub-harmonic (during high FHR) or at a harmonic
(during low FHR). The use of harmonic tapering or restricting the number of these
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(i.e. the number of teeth in the comb filter) can solve this problem. The latter option
is utilised because it makes no apriori assumptions about the harmonic power
distribution. Care must be exercised however, as a severe truncation of the number of
harmonics can lead to harmonic error. In practice five harmonics are included in the
kernel function I(W,Wp), and the output of the comb filter is only computed over the
valid FHR range (1-41-1z).
Given that T(Wp) effectively estimates the HPW signal power by summing up the
power at its fundamental and harmonics, the comb filter can also provide an estimate
of the SNR with little computational overhead:
SNR(Wp)

=

T(Wp)
P - T(Wp)

Where P is the total power of the signal and noise. The obtained SNR estimate
(SNR(Wp)) can be used as a measure of confidence in the selection of Wp as the
heart rate. The discrete time version of the algorithm is given:

I(W

T(W)
=

If the window applied at each of the Wp harmonics does not change, Jo can be
expressed as:

I(Wp , 'i')

=

H
(iy) * :: ( k. W - ill)
k=1

Where:
H

number of harmonics considered,

C(V)

is the windowing function applied to each of the harmonics.

Further simplification of the comb filter computation leads to:
H +a
T(Wp)

=

(ii) . X( k. W +

2.

(3.1)

k=1
where:
2.a +1 is the width of the kernel function applied to each harmonic.
The kernel function 1(W) can now be though of as a ('i) - impulse train which is
superimposed on each of the harmonics.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the operation of comb filtering, with the resulting global peak
consistently pin-pointing the underlying FHR. While this is found to be the case in
most of the processed blocks, sudden bursts of interfering signals such as fetal or
maternal movements can produce multiple local peaks in the CF output. In addition,
recordings with poor signal to noise ratios can result in a large proportion of the
estimates being obvious outliers (with large error margins) or marginally erroneous
(errors which deviate from the true FHR by a small margin). Therefore the FHR
extraction algorithm which post-processes the comb filter output must exercise some
degree of artificial intelligence (A.I.) when selecting the most likely FHR peak.
When Comb filtering is tested using a synthetically generated signal with no additive
noise (such as in fig. 3.4), 100% correct results are obtained, with any deviation from
exact FHR being limited by the frequency domain sampling quantisation effect.
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Figure 3.5

Comb filtering applied to simultaneous direct scalp FECG (bottom
trace) and ultra sound records (top trace). Dots mark the location of the
largest peaks and 'v' marks the location of second largest peaks (US
case only). CF is applied to 2 second signal epochs using a transform
size of 2048 with a 75% overlap.

To assess the CF performance against a gold standard, simultaneous recordings of
ultrasound returns and high quality scalp FECG signals are used. A difference of
more than one quantisation bin between the scalp FHR and the comb filter peak is
regarded as an error in the US estimate. From the example of ultrasound record given
in figure 3.5, the following results are obtained: (a) 15 sub-harmonic errors, (b) 3
definite errors, (c) 42 one bin quantisation differences (from the scalp simultaneous
estimate) and (d) 105 exact matches. When the time records of the 3 definite
erroneous US estimates (occurring between 15 and 20 seconds in figure 3.5) is
closely inspected (fig. 3.6), a severe disintegration of the US signal is revealed.
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Although the exact reason for this instance of corruption is not known, it is
commonly related to fetal or US transducer movements. All definite errors observed
in the comparison between US and scalp were due to similar time domain
corruptions.
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US and Scalp signals corresponding to the erroneous CF estimates
output of figure 3.5 (15-20 seconds into the record). A reasonable
signal quality from 15 to 17 seconds gets progressively corrupted by
the interfering noise which is worst between 18 and 19 seconds.

In the case of the 15 sub-harmonic errors, the second largest peak in the CF output
usually pin-points the true FHR. When the SNR of the estimated peaks is inspected
(fig. 3.7), a clear correlation between the erroneous estimates and lower SNR values
can be seen. Moreover, signal blocks resulting in sub-harmonic errors have
amplitudes which are only slightly larger at the sub-harmonic position than at the true
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FHR (fundamental peak). These sub-harmonic errors were caused by an US signal of
marginal quality. The use of a carefully designed peak selection A.I. algorithm
(discussed later) avoids the erroneous selection of most sub-harmonic errors. During
epochs of good quality US signals and without recourse to the use of the A.L peak
selection technique, less than 3% of the obtained estimates were found to be in error.
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Figure 3.7

The solid line shows the first 40 seconds of signal to noise linear
power ratio pertaining to the largest comb filter peak. The
superimposed dots are the positions of the comb filter global peaks (as
in fig. 3.5). Most errors occur in regions of low SNR.

Figure 3.8 demonstrates the effectiveness of the comb filtering algorithm in
maintaining the global peak over the underlying FUR when applied to envelope
detected real phonocardiographic signals. As shown earlier, no individual harmonic
component can be relied upon to provide a consistent global peak for FHR estimation.
The particular selected example (fig. 3.8) provides a fast deceleration which causes

spreading of the spectral components. This in turn causes the estimated SNR to drop
at about 3.5 seconds into the trace. The deceleration depicted here is more severe than
is observed on average, similar drops in estimated SNR however are frequently
observed when spurious noise contaminates an otherwise good quality signal. In
addition, the SNR values measured at 4 seconds into the trace may be classified as
marginally unacceptable while those values measured at 9 seconds are classified as
marginally acceptable. Figure 3.8 clearly shows the sub-harmonic peaks during the
first 4 seconds of this example which give way to harmonic peaks in the period from
4 to 8 seconds.
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Comb filter output (waterfall on left) tracks the heart rate during a fast
FHR deceleration. Block length is set to 2 seconds with a 75%
processing overlap. The diamond markers superimposed on the
waterfall traces denote the position of the global peak. The trace (right)
shows SNR(Wp) which provides a measure of confidence in the
corresponding global peak.

A more extensive investigation of the performance of the CF under varying noise
levels is given in the following chapter, and results of long term monitoring using this
technique are included in chapter five.

3.1.1.2. Comb Filter Kernel Functions

Alternative kernel functions (I(W)) based on different windows, (N) were tried and
tested in order to select the optimal kernel function. Varying operating conditions,

however, present diverse performance factors which must first be addressed. These
factors are:
Noise immunity: This is the most important factor in selecting shape
and width of the window t(i). The wider the window, the higher the
influence of neighbouring noise components on both the position and
shape of the comb filter output peak.
Comb filter peak width: (or peak flatness) effects the ability of the
comb filter to resolve correctly the global peak position, the
performance degradation (for a flat peak) is most acute in systems
using fixed point arithmetic. Arithmetic noise arises from the fixed
point computation of both spectrum and comb filter output. When this
is superimposed on an otherwise flat-top peak, considerable estimate
jitter results. It is therefore desirable to make use of windows which
provide a fast roll-off from the harmonic peak position.
Computational efficiency: This factor is relevant for stand alone FHR
monitors which must operate in real time. Window functions based on
multiplications or divisions would be computationally intensive. The
triangular function is such an example (fig. 3.9). Simpler windows
which are based on additions and subtractions require less processing
power when using current general purpose microprocessors.
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Some of the windowsC(V) which were used as part of the kernel
function I(Wp,NJ). These include unipolar windows (top) and some
balanced window functions (bottom).

A subset of the windows investigated is shown in figure 3.9. The distinguishing
feature of these windows are: (a) whether they are balanced (resulting in a zero
expected output when evaluated over white noise), (b) window shape (impulse,
square, etc ..) and (c) the width of the central lobe.
Balanced windows (those with zero mean weights) can theoretically be employed to
cancel the background white noise. In practice however, most of the observed noise is
highly coloured. In consequence, balanced windows were found to have some major
drawbacks: (1) Narrow balanced windows tend to suppress the underlying signal
especially during FUR acceleration, and (2) wider ones are strongly influenced by
coloured noise close to one of the harmonic (fig. 3.10) and (3) a split in one of the
harmonics (as shown in figure 3.2) can lead to the total degradation of the comb filter

output. The resulting comb filter output is very similar to that produced in the
presence of coloured noise contamination (fig. 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 illustration characteristic comb filter output peak degradation when
subjected to highly coloured noise (-5dB w.r.t. signal power). The true
peak position is denoted by the vertical line. The impulse window
function produces the top trace (triangular window has a similar
output), the middle and bottom traces are produced when a 'balanced
square' and 'square' windows are used respectively.

The window choice can effect the global peak shape; the convolution of the window
with the spectrum causes peak spreading with a consequent loss of resolution. Only
the top trace in figure 3.10 escapes this degradation (impulse window is used). As
mentioned earlier, a flat-top peak can, when combined with arithmetic noise, lead to
FHR estimate jitter. Suitable windows which produce acceptable peak shapes are the
impulse, triangular and the sinc functions.

When discussing window widths, the term 'narrow window' refers to a window which
is narrower than the main spectral lobe in the Fourier transform of the padded time
records. The converse applies to the term 'wide' window. There does not seem to exist
an ideal width for all the types of windows investigated. While wide square windows
cause global peak flattening, narrower ones have a better performance. Further
narrowing of the square window eventually degenerates the latter into the impulse
type which is treated separately here. Narrow triangular windows offer sharp peaks
with the non-balanced ones providing a better performance during FHR changes.
Narrow balanced triangular windows on the other hand suffer from significant
performance degradation. The full Sinc function is equivalent to the impulse window
when used to interpolate the spectrum. Both sinc and impulse functions offer good
noise immunity and sharp peak roll-offs. The sinc function width must match that of
the main spectral lobe when it is used to combine functions of windowing and
interpolation (explained later).
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Window Type Advantages
Impulse

Balanced
Impulse
Square
Balanced
Square
Triangular

Balanced
Triangular

Good noise immunity
Sharp global peak roll-off
Simple to implement
Reasonable noise immunity
Sharp global peak roll-off
Simple to implement
Simple to implement
Simple to implement
Reasonable noise immunity
Sharp global peak roll-off
Copes well with accelerations
Sharp global peak roll-off

Clipped Sinc Good noise immunity
function
Good noise immunity
Full Sinc
Amenable to interpolation
Table 3.1

Disadvantages
Requires large Fourier spectrum

Assumes white background noise
Requires large Fourier spectrum
Bias to neighbouring noise
Flat global peak
Strong bias to neighbouring noise
Flat global peak
Slight bias to neighbouring noise
High computation cost
Strong bias to neighbouring noise
Multiple local peaks
High computation cost
High computation cost
High computation cost

Performance comparison of investigated window functions c(w).

As stated earlier, most of the observed noise when using fetal phonocardiography
consists of bursts of highly coloured noise. It is therefore of little benefit to use
balanced window functions which were initially introduced to deal with white
background noise. Square windows were found to introduce peak smearing.
Triangular windows, especially the non-balanced, while providing good global peak
resolution by virtue of a sharp roll-off are computationally expensive. The full sinc
window function, on the other hand, can be used to interpolate from low resolution
spectra and therefore offsets the overall computational cost. Detailed later, is the full
sinc interpolation method and the reduction in computing it affords. A summary of
the characteristics of the windows discussed is shown in table 3.1.
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3.1.1.3. Peak Selection Strategy

Ideally, the comb filter output would contain a distinct single global peak pinpointing the FHR. In practice however, and during intervals of low SNR, multiple
peaks are observed and an artificial intelligence algorithm is required to select the
peak which most likely reflects the true FHR. Any peak selection algorithm must take
into account the statistical FHR parameters such as current heart rate, trend and
probability distribution. A heuristic artificial intelligence algorithm is designed to
extract the most likely FHR by assigning 'favouring factors' to the comb filter peaks.
The favouring factor is computed from an equation which is based on the following
three criteria:
Peak power: When operating above an acceptable SNR lower limit, the
relative power contained within a peak is a good measure of the
probability of this peak pertaining to the true FHR. Additive noise
however, can introduce incorrect global peaks. While these can appear
anywhere within the CF output, noise most commonly causes subharmonic errors and, slightly less often, harmonic errors.
Closeness of the peak to previous FHR estimates: An exponentially
weighted filter having a time constant between 2 and 3 estimates was
found most successful. Longer time constants inhibit the correct
tracking of fast or abrupt FHR changes, while shorter time constants
can cause a chain of consecutive erroneous estimates.
The statistical distribution of FHR is an important factor in effectively
limiting the range of possible FHR values. The distribution can be
preset (fixed) or can be allowed to evolve by continuous updating. It
was found that the non-evolving type was adequate, but additional
information pertaining to gestational age (apriori baseline value) can
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increase the effectiveness of this factor. Severely curtailing a nonevolving distribution may lead to consistent harmonic or sub-harmonic
errors.
Given the above criteria, if the algorithm is presented with a choice of multiple peaks
of similar power, it should select the peak which is closest to the previous estimates.
Possible outliers caused by coloured or spurious noise are thus rejected in favour of
estimates which preserve the continuity of the FHR time series. In addition, if a nonevolving statistical distribution is employed, then the favouring weight of criterion (c)
(above) would have to be less than that of criterion (b). Two cost functions Cp() and
Cd() are required to implement the selection algorithm. The first relates recent FHR
values and the second to the assumed statistical distribution. The equation for the
favouring factor is given:
V(Wp,n)

=

T(Wp,n)

.

Cp( I FHR avg(fll) WI). Cd( I A Wpl)
-

-

3.2

Where
n

is the block number (time index).

V(Wp,n)

the favouring factor at frequency Wp

T(Wp,n)

CF power estimate at frequency Wp (criterion (a)).

FHRavg(n- 1) FHR average of previous estimates (criterion (b)).
centre of the FHR statistical distribution (criterion (c)).

A

The comb filter peak which attains the highest favouring factor from equation 3.2 is
assumed to denote the true FHR. In order to reduce the computation load, only the
three largest peaks are considered. A first order recursive filter is employed to obtain
an exponentially running average of the FHR:
FHRavg(n)

=

~{ FHRavg(n- 1) + FHR(n) I
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3.1.1.4. Limitations of Comb Filtering in Real Applications

Large amplitude low frequency noise generated by fetal or maternal movements can
severely disrupt the normal spectral shape. This results in most of the power lying at
low frequencies which tends to bias the CF output, and consequently, the peak
selection algorithm. While the tracking algorithm is robust to short and isolated
spurious corruptions, a chain of these was found to introduce temporary subharmonics locking. However, such bursts of erroneous estimates are readily
identifiable and it may be possible for artificial intelligence programs to distinguish
them.
While the range of FHR values accommodated by the processing spans more than one
octave, the threat of both harmonic and sub-harmonic errors will exist. As described
earlier, the majority of outliers seems to originate from low frequency noise.
Consequently, it may be advantageous to raise the lower FHR search limit from 60 to
70 BPM. This is a reasonable proposition since 'fetal home remote monitoring' was
never meant to cope with critical (and possibly fatal) heart rates which 60 BPM
represents. A raised lower limit such as 70 BPM can still provide indications of
ominous states of bradycardia as well as normal temporary FHR decelerations. The
same reasoning can be applied to the upper FHR limit of 240 BPM although these
higher frequencies were not seen to consistently bias estimates.

3.1.1.5. Interpolation Technique

When Fourier transforms are used for FHR estimation, the common approach to
improving the quantisation is by zero-padding the time records before the transform is
applied. This effectively provides an over-sampled frequency spectrum and is
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equivalent to time domain oversampling in order to improve quantisation in
correlation based processing. A quantisation of 1/3 BPM is suggested for research
purposes which translates into a 8192 FFT size when the sampling rate is 50 Hz. This
however constitutes a considerable computational load and is beyond the real-time
capabilities of general purpose microprocessors (such as MC68000).
Since the interest in low quantisation is limited to the region of the estimated FHR, it
seems wasteful to compute the whole spectrum. An efficient solution adopted for this
work uses the binary search algorithm combined with an interpolation technique at
the comb filter output stage. Having defined the region (interval) of interest which
contains a peak with a smooth curve, the binary search algorithm iteratively bisects
the interval and continues the search on the interval containing the larger of the two
extremes. Figure 3.11 illustrates an example of a binary search for the global peak:
The interval [xO .. xl] is the initial region of interest. Two iterations lead to the
consecutive range selections [x2 .. xl] and [x2 .. x3], the final choice is x3. The
values at points x2 and 0 are computed using a full interpolation which is derived
below:
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Figure 3.11

Example of the binary search locating the global peak.

Consider the discrete Fourier transform component at frequency 0n =

n.2.rc.fs
N

fs is the sampling rate:
N-i
X(Wn)

x(k) . 0-

=

k.n

3.3

k=O

Normally, all X((on)'s are computed at equally spaced frequency bins, where n is
integer in the range [0 .. N-i]. For an FFT implementation, N is normally chosen to
be a power of two (i.e. N=2'- , L is an integer). Equation eq. 3.3 also applies to
spectral components at frequency oj, where i is not necessarily an integer:
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N-i

- k.i
x(k). 0

k=O

which is rewritten as:
N-i N-i
X(op) .

X(o) =

9-k.i

N-i
X(()p)

where

e

p.k

P=O

P=O
k=O

is the inverse discrete Fourier transform of (()) for the kth time domain sample.
Rearranging:
N-i
X(o)

N-i
X(op) .

=
P=O

k=O

=X(Cop) . Y(p-i)

3.4

The term Y(p-i) (eq. 3.4) is effectively the result of projecting vector 01 onto
Inspection of Y(p-i) shows that its value for a frequency difference of &o (where
&o=p-i) is dependent only on the frequency difference between p and i. Using
equation 3.4, it is therefore possible to interpolate the spectrum to any required
degree. Normally however, there is a need to improve frequency quantisation by a
constant, pre-determined factor P. In that case, a vector Y(&o) can be computed
which serves to interpolate at all [3 intermediate bins.
Equation 3.4 can be viewed as the convolution of [3 zero-interleaved spectrum XT(w)
with the formed vector Y(&i), the resulting fully interpolated spectrum is X"(w):
X"(w)

=

X'(w) *
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While it is redundant to convolve X(o) (consisting mainly of zeros) with Y(&o), in
practice the implementation uses a

P incremented index for the vector Y

The efficient method used for FHR extraction can now be given. An initial FHR
estimate quantised to the nearest 11.7 BPM is obtained from a 256 point FFT
(sampling rate is 50 Hz). Using the binary search and interpolation algorithms, the
initial quantisation is iteratively narrowed down to 0.367 BPM to produce the final
estimate (equivalent to 8192 point FFT). The computation costs of (a) applying a full
8192-point FFT and (b) the combination of the interpolation an binary search
algorithms described above. The annotation a.O{k} denotes a computational cost of
the order k, the constant multiplicand a is hardware dependant (normally omitted).
Cost of FFT

=

0 IN. 192(N) }

=

106496

where N is the zero padded FFT size, N=8192 for a 0.367 BPM resolution,
Cost of interpolation =

0{n

'192 (n) } + 0 n . 192(3) } =

3328

where n is the initial FFT size (256 point) and 0 is the interpolation factor, 13 =
106496
Ratio of computation costs is: 3328

32

32

The 32 fold theoretical improvement closely matches the measured 50 fold
improvement.

3.1.2.

Iterative Block Clean up

The motivation for this iterative approach stems from the duality of impulse trains in
both time and frequency domains; only an impulse train in one domain produces a

corresponding impulse train in the other. In addition, observations of both time and
frequency domains, during periods of acceptable SNR, reveal that for stationary
interference noise (which excludes sudden fetal movements), noise components tend
to lie at low amplitude levels relative to signal peaks.
This section introduces the Iterative Block Clean-up (IBC) which transforms the
signal vector from the time domain into the frequency domain after setting to zero all
samples that are unlikely to belong to the HPW signals. The cleaning up is achieved
by effectively removing, in the time domain, all incoherent components as these are
assumed to belong to background noise. Each IBC iteration cycle consists of two
steps which are given:
1-

In the time domain, all samples falling below a pre-determined
threshold are clipped to zero. Given the impulse train nature of HPW
signals, low amplitude samples are assumed to belong to incoherent
broadband background noise. The spectrum is then computed.

2-

In the frequency domain, the four largest peaks in the band 1 to 8 Hz
are located. Peaks with power lying below 50% of the largest
component are rejected. The frequency and phase of each remaining
peaks are used to determine the corresponding periodicity and first
pulse time delay relative to the start of the block. A pair of impulse
trains having: (a) similar power levels, (b) same time delay and (c)
periods which are harmonically related, are combined into a single
impulse train which has a periodicity equal to the higher of the two. A
pulse gating vector is then obtained for each of the remaining
frequency peaks, this is weighted by the amplitude of the respective
peak. The sum of all the resulting gating vectors is then convoluted
with an appropriate rectangular window resulting in the desired gating

function. This gating function is then applied to the original HPW
block.
The above sequence of steps is then repeated in the second and subsequent iterations.
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Figure 3.12 Bottom trace shows a noiseless rectified HPW time series (2 seconds).
Noise is then added (SNR= 0dB, second trace up) and the three IBC
iterations are applied with the resulting time traces ITER1, 2, 3
respectively. Superimposed on these traces are the impulse trains
corresponding to the largest three peaks detected.

In step one of the iteration, the selection of an optimal threshold would require
information about the signal amplitude as well as the noise level. In practice however,
only an estimate of the HPW signal power obtained by using the total observed
power. On average, using a normalised threshold value of 0.25 seems to give good
results. Higher threshold settings may be required in cases where poor SNR signals
are identified. The optimal number of iterations was found empirically to be 3 for
good signal records and 4 for lower quality ones.
The IBC operation is illustrated pictorially in figure 3.12. The initial estimate of the
fundamental (largest set of markers, trace labelled"ITER l ") has both periodicity and
delay errors. Such frequently observed bias would significantly increase the outlier
rate in simple frequency domain estimators. Shown also (fig. 3.12) are the IBC
second and third iterations (labelled "ITER 2" and "ITER 3"). These result in the
gating out of most of the noisy time domain samples. The estimated FHR (or
periodicity) is obtained from the impulse train with the most power after the third
iteration. For comparison purposes this estimated impulse train is superimposed on
the noiseless version of the signal (bottom trace fig. 3.12). The final estimated
periodicity is 0.494s (simulated periodicity =0.5 s) and using "ITER 1" (equivalent to
frequency estimation) would result in an estimated periodicity of 0.482 s. While the
IBC can remove a substantial amount of non-coherent noise, nothing can be done to
residual noise superimposed on the HPW peaks.
For a frequency domain peak found at bin k, the periodicity of the gating function Tk
is expressed:
Tk

N
=

1
Is.. Is

N is the FFT size and fs is the sampling rate. The associated time delay ATk:

ATk

=

Ok.N
2.ir.k

Ok is the phase of the peak at bin k, ATk is rounded to the nearest integer. The
performance of the IBC algorithm is investigated in more detail in chapter four.

3.2. Beat-to-Beat Heart Rate Estimators

Very little work on the detection of individual fetal HPW's is reported in the literature
although some success has been reported with an artificial intelligence approach
employed in the time domain 35 . The problem with time domain approaches is that
the phase linearity of the signal conditioning filters is crucial if pulse timing accuracy
is to be preserved. This is particularly relevant if inter-pulse and intra-pulse timings
are required. Observations of the fetal HPW signals indicated that the pulse shapes are
not time invariant. Therefore, any algorithm designed to extract beat to beat timings
must make use of a linear phase conditioning filter. In addition, it is necessary to
select the correct signal feature to mark the occurrence of an HPW event 71. Examples
of valid features are: the first peak, largest peak, pulse 'centre of gravity' or maximum
rate of change within the HPW.

3.2.1.

Pseudo-Inverse Filter

An original contribution to time domain beat-to-beat estimators, namely the PseudoInverse Filter (PIF), is detailed in this section. The advocated new algorithm derives
the weights of a partially equalising filter which improves the ability to detect HPW
occurrences. The pseudo-inverse filter algorithm is based on the following model:

The assumption is that oscillatory waveforms observed at the maternal
abdomen, identified as the first and second HPW's, emanate from the fetal
heart as a train of unipolar impulses. In travelling through the fetal and
maternal abdominal structures (organs) to the abdominal surface and through
the transducer, these impulses suffer attenuation and dispersion (Fig. 3.13).
This implies that an observed HPW pulse is the impulse response of this
described model.
Based on such a model, the transfer function between the impulse train source and the
abdominal surface has a non-flat amplitude and a non-linear phase response.

-

Figure 3.13 illustration of both patient and fetus depicting the adopted model for
HPW generation. Impulses initiated at the fetal heart (lower trace) are
dispersed by the path to the transducer (upper trace).

Figure 3.14 shows a typical sampled first HPW reflecting the impulse response of the
adopted model. While the second HPW is subjected to the same spatial filtering
described above (through fetal and maternal organs), the underlying physical event
has a different constitution. In consequence, both its time and spectral shapes are
dissimilar to that of the first HPW (see chapter 2). Therefore a similar model but with

different dispersion characteristics must be assumed for the second HPW. The
approach described here concentrates on extracting first HPW impulses from the
maternal abdominal signals. A similar approach can be adopted for the second HPW
extraction.
The advocated pseudo-inverse filter approach attempts to equalise both amplitude and
phase responses of the first HPW. Therefore the reconstructed impulse train should,
except for a processing delay imposed by the filter, pin-point the onset of systole
events. While PIF processing is performed in the time domain, the derivation of the
filter coefficients is achieved using a spectral estimate of the first HPW.
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Figure 3.14 Example showing the assumed impulse response of fetal and maternal
abdominal structures. This trace is obtained by averaging 10
consecutive first heart pulse waves.
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Figure 3.15 Linear spectral magnitude response of the assumed PIF model.
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Figure 3.16 Phase response of the assumed PIF model.
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In attempting to extract FHR on a beat-to-beat basis, signal processing algorithms can
utilise two main approaches, correlation filtering or inverse filtering. All methods
commonly construct a template which is used for subsequent processing. In the case
of correlation, the sampled time series is correlated with the obtained template
weights to provide a global peak per HPW event. In the inverse filter case, the
coefficients are derived using the template. This requires a computationally intensive
algorithm which is sensitive to both noise and spectral shape (Least squares detailed
later).
The pseudo-inverse filter algorithm presented here provides a simpler and faster
approach to obtaining an approximate solution to the inversion problem. The
sensitivity of true inverse filters to signal non-stationarities can also be dealt with by
programming robustness into the coefficient generation algorithm. The PseudoInverse Filter algorithm is detailed:

3.2.1.1. Pseudo-Inverse Filter Algorithm

The first step in implementing this algorithm is to obtain a template of the first HPW
- effectively a time averaged series (TAS) ("Template Forming" is dealt with later).
The complex Fourier spectrum of this template is computed and both amplitude
ITAS(w)l and phase Arg(TAS(()) vectors are extracted. The first vector is then
normalised with respect to the largest component thus retaining only the relative
amplitudes of the constituent components. The second vector, Arg(TAS(o)), provides
the phase relationship that exists between the spectral components of the template.
For the purposes of the model adopted, this time averaged series represents an
averaged impulse response of the feto-matemal organ structures, and therefore its
frequency spectrum shows the associated amplitude and phase distortions (Fig. 3.15

and 3.16). Averaging is necessary to avoid basing the model on a single HPW pulse
which may contain either interfering signals (such as fetal movements) or excessive
background noise.
In the case of a noiseless signal (consequently noiseless TAS template), the
equalisation (deconvolution) is achieved by inverting the TAS spectrum (eq. 3.5).
H(w)

=

1 *

(3.5)

TAS(w)

where H(w) is the required inverse function and TAS(o))* is the complex conjugate of
the Fourier transform of the template. A classical drawback with true inverse filters
(eq. 3.5) is that they are only optimal in the complete absence of additive noise
(where they are the Weiner optimum solution). A further limitation which is relevant
to HPW signals, is the extreme sensitivity of inverse filters to non-stationarities
involving low amplitude frequency components.
A compromise is proposed for the pseudo-inverse filter which takes into account
inverse filtering, emphasis of background additive noise and mild signal nonstationarity. This is achieved by setting a threshold limit on the inverted spectrum of
the template: Any amplitude falling below this predetermined threshold is not
inverted, in fact it is suppressed even further. In order to avoid consequent large
discontinuities in the pseudo inverse spectrum, a soft threshold transition between
suppression and inversion is imposed on the transform. The resulting smooth pseudoinverse spectrum is used to obtain the weights of an equalising FIR filter by inverse
Fourier transformation. The smooth transition requirement between suppression and
inversion is to limit the number of filter taps. A suitable function for a smooth
transition over the decision boundary is the sigmoid function Sig() (eq. 3.6). The
corresponding transfer function is shown in Figure 3.17. Before applying the sigmoid

function, the TAS(()) elements are normalised with respect to the largest spectral
component.
Sig(x) =

1.0

3.6

-x
1.0+e
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Figure 3.17 Sigmoid function mapping.

The equation of spectral pseudo-inverse mapping is given:
H(co) =

Arg( TAS(w)*) . Sig( G. ( I TAS(o) I - T))
ITAS(w)I + d

(3.7)

where,
ArgO: Argument function applied to the conjugate of TAS(o);
SigO: Sigmoid function employed to provide a smooth cut-off transition;
T:

Threshold determining the position of the transition between inversion
and suppression, it has a range of [0.. 1];

G:

Gain factor determining the slope (softness) of the sigmoid function,
its useful range is [10.. 90];

d:

Small constant used to stabilise the denominator, typically d = 0.05
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T=0.02,G=10
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I

Figure 3.18 Typical magnitude mappings (eq. 3.7), d is set to 0.05. X and Y axis
are the input and output magnitudes respectively for the different G
and T parameter settings. The input amplitudes are normalised (range
[0.. 1]), and the Y axis have different scales.

Figure 3.18 illustrates four examples showing the effect of changing the T and G
parameters on the magnitude mapping (eq. 3.7). For a medium value of T and a small
value of G, for example 0.7 and 10 respectively (fig. 3.18.A), !H(o)I approximates a
correlator (which results from a 1:1 magnitude mapping slope). For small values of T
and of G (0.02 and 10 respectively, fig. 3.18.B) the mapping leads to an

approximation to a true inverse filter. However, the above two examples are extreme
cases, and normally a reasonably low threshold is selected (T=0.2) and a mid-range
gain factor (G40) (Fig. 3.18.C). This provides a mapping which effectively inverts
all spectral amplitudes of the TAS template lying between 0.2 and 1, while spectral
components with amplitudes lower than 0.2 are suppressed.
In cases of large interference noise components, the threshold T is raised accordingly
(example: Fig. 3.18.1)), although it will be shown in the following chapter that signals
with high levels of noise are ultimately unusable for diagnostic purposes.
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Figure 3.19 (A) Example of HPW pulse.
Pulse correlation.
Pseudo-inverse filter is used to provide partial equalisation.

Recall that H(w) is the magnitude and phase of the desired (equalising) filter. Hence
computing the inverse Fourier transform of H((o) provides the impulse response of

the above filter (also the weights of its transversal filter realisation). These weights
can now be convolved with the sampled HPW time series thus providing a partially
equalised pulse train denoting the onset of the systolic intervals. Figure 3.19.0 shows
the PIF equalisation output in response to a single instance of noiseless first HPW
signal. Some oscillations are still evident in the PIF equalised pulse (fig. 3.19.Q.
These are due to the partial equalisation of the signal spectrum. However, the PIF
discrimination factor, in this case, is 8:1 compared to 2:1 for the corresponding
correlator output (fig. 3.19.13). The discrimination factor is defined here as the peak
impulse amplitude over the peak sidelobe amplitude.
The PIF equalised spectrum illustrated in figure 3.20.13, shows the smooth transition
from equalised to suppressed regions of the spectrum. The spectrum of the equalised
pulse (fig. 3.20.C) has linear phase characteristics.
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Figure 3.20 Top (A):
Linear spectrum of the template; TAS(o)
Middle (B): The pseudo-inverse spectrum; H(w)
Bottom (C): Spectrum of partially equalised pulse.

Conflicting requirements of fully inverting the sampled HPWs, suppressing the
interfering noise and limiting the number of PIF filter coefficients influence the
setting of the T and G parameters. From experience of using the PIF algorithm, it was
found that a gain factor G=40 provides a reasonably smooth transition from
suppression to equalisation (hence limiting the spread of the PIF coefficients). It was
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also found that a threshold setting of T=0.2 was large enough to take care of short
term signal non-stationarities while leaving sufficient signal spectrum for equalisation
therefore affording a better equalised impulse shape for a detection algorithm.
Applied to real sampled fetal HPW time series (fig. 3.21.A), the PIF equalisation
technique demonstrates its capabilities in extracting the onset of systolic interval (fig.
3.21.13). A time delay due to the filtering is systematic and can be accounted for. The
results obtained by correlation using the same TAS template are also shown (fig.
3.21. Q.
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Figure 3.21 A real sampled fetal HPW signal (top trace), PIF equalisation of the
first HPW (middle trace) and, correlation of the first HPW template
(bottom trace).
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Figure 3.22 Simulated first HPW time series with increasing additive noise from
bottom to top, the unprocessed trace is shown on the left side. The
traces in the centre and on the right result from PIF and correlation
processing respectively.

In order to justify the PIF equalisation approach, a pictorial subjective comparison
with the correlation algorithm is included. This comparison uses a simulated HPW
signal vector to which noise is added at progressively higher levels. Only a limited
amount of pictorial examples can be shown, and therefore performance conclusions
may not be drawn. A more formal simulation for the performance assessment of
estimation algorithms is provided in chapter four. It is clear however from figure 3.22
that PIF provides single, prominent, local peaks for the detection of systole events.
Correlation on the other hand, while improving the SNR, results in pulse spreading
(ringing) when the TAS template is oscillatory in nature (which is normally the case).

3.2.2.

Least Mean Squares Inverse Filter

Another possible equalising approach that utilises time domain filtering to extract the
BTB timing from the sampled HPW time series is the inverse least squares (ILS)
filter. The ILS algorithm uses the mean square error cost function[8' as criterion to
formulate the coefficients of the inverse filter19'

10] A brief derivation of the

algorithm is included, h(n) is the extracted filter coefficients vector:
Assuming an observed time series y(n) which is a dispersed version of the desired
response d(n) (original signal), the ILS derived coefficients are used to filter y(n) in
order to estimate d(n). Here (n) and e(n) are the output estimate from the ILS filter
and the error in the estimate respectively. In the fetal HPW case, y(n) represents the
observed HPW signals at the maternal abdomen while d(n) is the assumed impulse
train emanating from the fetal heart (according to the impulse generator model in
figure 3.13). The objective here is to get a best estimate, (n), of the heart beat
impulse train of the assumed model. To this end the coefficients vector h of the
inverse filter is derived:

(n)

=

N-i
y(n-i) h(i)
i=O

Where N is the number of coefficients in the equalising filter.
e(n)

=

d(n) - (n)

=

d(n) - hT y(n)

The mean square error is:
=

E { (d(n) - hT y(n)) 2}

=

R
E ( d(n)2 } + h R h - 2hT
- —dy
- —yy—

MM

Where Ryy is the NxN autocorrelation matrix of the observed HPW signals, R(J) is
the NxN cross-correlation matrix of y(n) (observed HPW signal) and d(n) (the desired
signal). Minimising the quadratic equation 3.8 w.r.t. h, leads to:

h0t =yy dy

hopt is the least squares solution to the filter weights coefficients. Substituting h0t
back into eq. 3.8 leads to the least mean squares error (LMSE) solution opt:

R
4E { d(n)2 } - h
—opt —dy
opt =

When d, the desired response is a unit impulse,

opt

=

lhT R
—opt —dy

opt

simplifies to:

(3.9)
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The resulting equation (3.9) is a performance indicator of the computed

Three

factors effect the performance of the designed ILS filter, in other words the attained
level of LMSE (opt)' these factors are:
a-

The shape of desired impulse: Relaxing the constrains on the shape of the

desired signal leads to an improved opt when the observed signal y(n) is composed
from relatively narrow band components. The tradeoff here is between the duration of
the desired pulse, d, and the noise bandwidth of the equaliser.
b-

The impulse position within the desired vector d is particularly important for

non-minimum phase response systems for which the ILS filter is acausa1 91. The
solution to this class of systems is not to restrict the position of the impulse (in vector
) to the first sample. There does not exist a methodical approach for selecting the
optimum impulse position in vector d. The adopted solution, therefore, is to
iteratively introduce different impulse delays and then to select the filter weights
producing the smallest least square error, opt This optimal delay was found to be
3N/4. In addition,

4opt proved (experimentally) to be insensitive to small differences

in impulse position when the filter length was long.
c-

The third of these factors is the filter length (N). This is related to classical

FIR/fIR filter design where a truncated FIR filter is selected in order to approximate
an hR filter. This is achieved by setting the FIR coefficients to the hR impulse
response, the more coefficients are used, the better the approximation. Therefore if
the system to be equalised contains zeros near unit circle in its transfer function, the
corresponding inverse hR filter would contain poles, this would lead to a long ringing
impulse response and hence a large number of taps in the FIR realisation. In the case
of equalising the first HPW, it was found that a filter length about twice the HPW
pulse duration achieved a satisfactory level LSE (). Increasing the filter length

further presents a case of diminishing returns as the other two factors (listed above)
come into effect.
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Figure 3.23 (A) The linear amplitude spectrum of system impulse response (same
as that used for the PIF template)
Spectrum when ILS attempts to equalise all spectral components.
Equaliser spectrum when white noise of variance 0.2 is introduced
into the auto-correlation matrix.

When ILS is applied to equalising the first HPW, the signal vector y is the same 64
samples, time averaged template used for the PIF realisation. The filter length
therefore is set to 128 and the delay is set to 100 samples (200ms). For the purposes
of this application, different pulse shapes were tried for the desired response, it was
found a that an impulse response was adequate. Slightly better results were obtained
when the desired response was set to the sinc function central lobe. The performance
gain, however, was deemed not worthwhile. The correlation matrices Ryy and Rdy
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are formed and h0t is then calculated. Recalling that vector y is an estimate of the
impulse response of the feto-maternal system, the ILS algorithm assumes that the
auto-correlation matrix R)F)T includes the noise component, which implies apriori
knowledge of the latter. Non-stationarities of both noise and signal render this
assumption invalid. A compromise suggested here is to assume that the interference
noise is white and has variance (normalised w.r.t. signal power). Adding the white
noise term to the autocorrelation matrix results in:
r(0) + c

...

r(N-1)

...

[
R

— yy

=
r(0) +

where
N-i
r(k)

y(k) y(k+i)

=
i=0

Figures 3.23.A shows the spectrum of the feto-maternal impulse response. The
middle trace (fig. 3.23.B) shows the equaliser magnitude response when =0. At
approximately 200 Hz, the ILS filter gain is over 3 orders of magnitude larger than
the gain at 30 Hz where most of the signal power lies. When is set to 0.2, the
equaliser magnitude response is shown in figure 3.23.C. It exhibits only a partial
spectral inversion due to suppression of signal spectral components of low amplitude.
Further level increases in assumed noise variance () leads to the evolution of H((),
the spectrum of h, from the ideal inverse magnitude response (fig. 3.23.13) to the
spectrum associated with the matched filter with:
H(w)

Cz

Y((0) ;

Y(() is the spectrum of y.
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Figure 3.24 (A) Simulated signal having SNR= +20dB.
Result of ILS filtering when the noise variance () is set to zero.
The bottom trace results from ILS filtering when =0.2.

When the two ILS filters derived above (with =0 and (=0.2) are applied to a
simulated HPW time series (fig. 3.24.A) to which coloured noise has been added at
-20dB, traces (B) and (C) in figure 3.24 result respectively. It can be seen that when
all of the spectrum is inverted, the obtained time series closely approximates a true
impulse train function. As the level of noise is raised, only the portion of the spectrum
containing the most power is equalised, consequently, some degree of pulse ringing is
introduced (due to band-limited equalisation) (fig. 3.24.C). This latter case (=0.2) is
comparable to PIF filtering.
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(A) Real HPW signals.
Result of ILS filtering trace (A), assumes noise variance =O.O.
Result of ILS filtering trace (A), assumes =0.2.

A real sampled fetal HPW signal (fig. 3.25.A) is used to test the ILS performance:
Figure 3.25.13 illustrates the result of ILS filtering when the assumed white noise
variance ((T) is set to zero, figure 3.25.0 is obtained when the assumption =0.2 is
made. In using the averaged template to derive the filter coefficients, two processes
have taken place: Firstly the broad-band HPW noise was cancelled by averaging, and
secondly any residual noise in the template is indistinguishable from the genuine
signal. The resulting performance illustrated in figure 3.25.13 is unacceptable as most
of the filter output pertains to wideband noise which has been over-amplified. As a
result of assuming a white noise variance of 0.2, a substantial reduction in the wideband noise is achieved (fig. 3.25.C). The inverse least squares filter solution in this
example, however, remains unsatisfactory. Some additional improvement can be

obtained by raising the assumed white noise level . Unfortunately, the ILS approach
requires too much expert intervention which cannot be easily automated.

3.2.3. Template Forming for Fetal Heart Pressure Waves

Many techniques can be applied for the selection of HPW pulses in order to form a
template. The IBC method explained earlier, can for example be used to identify the
HPW pulse positions within a 2 seconds vector. Other methods use correlation
techniques or energy criteria[35] to identify the occurrence of HPW's. These methods
however, require considerable artificial intelligence to be built into the peak selector.
Described here is a robust technique which methodically selects HPW peaks while
requiring little additional artificial intelligence.
In order to construct a useful template, it is necessary to select a portion of the signal
(5-10 seconds long) which has a high SNR. Using an envelop detector, the signal
amplitude time series is obtained. Fetal HPW's are assumed to lie under the peaks
extracted from this time series. In addition, in the case of good quality signal records,
the HPW related peaks are expected to have large amplitudes compared to other
peaks present in the signal.
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Figure 3.26 Two examples of peak distribution versus peak amplitude taken from
10 seconds records.

When the number of peaks versus their corresponding amplitudes are plotted, typical
distribution shapes like those seen in figure 3.26 are obtained. The most relevant
feature of these distributions is the commonly observed 'hump' at the higher end of
the peak amplitudes. This feature mainly consists of HPW peaks. Two possible
approaches used separately or combined can make use of the feature to determine the
HPW peak events. These two approaches are:
a-

All the peaks contributing to the hump feature of the peak amplitude
distribution (fig. 3.26) are used to form the required template. The above
feature can be seen from amplitude 10 to 17 in graph (A) and 7 to 15 in graph
(B). The number of peaks thus obtained for trace (A) is 19, and the number
manually counted HPW events is 22. In the case of trace (B), the
corresponding numbers are 37 and 24 respectively. Therefore, only three
errors have occurred in case (A) and 13 in case (B). Close inspection of the

peaks in trace (B) however, shows that 10 of these errors are related to the
detection of two peaks for the same HPW event. This problem is easily
rectified by identifying two closely spaced peaks.
b-

The HPW peaks are assumed to occupy the distribution graph at the higher
amplitude end. Taking the integral of the distribution function from right to
left, i.e. from Amax=20 in both examples (fig. 3.26) and to an arbitrary lower
amplitude A, results in an enclosed number of potential HPW's. The constraint
on this integration is that the value of the integral should result in a number of
HPW pulses which must correspond to an acceptable FHR range (i.e. 60-240
BPM). The integral is given:
A
FHR(A)

=

.

5 V(a) öa
Amax

and for the discrete case:

FHR(A)

=T

kAmax
'1'(k)

3.10

A
Where FHR(A) is the estimated fetal heart rate when all peaks having
amplitudes between A and Amax are considered as valid HPW's, T is the
record length (seconds), N' and q' are continuous and discrete peak
distributions respectively. By varying A in equation 3.10, an acceptable FHR
(1-4 Hz) with a corresponding Aacc is obtained. Most peaks encompassed in
the amplitude range [Aacc .. Amax] can then be assumed to belong to valid
HPW pulses. In practice, setting the acceptable FHR to 1.5 Hz (90 BPM)
provides good results. At the worst case, this setting excludes 63% of the real
HPW peaks when the true FHR is 4 Hz (240 BPM), and includes 33%
erroneous peaks when the true FHR is 1 Hz (60 BPM).

A combination of the above methods can also be used as follows: an attempt at
identifying the hump feature is made and the corresponding FHR is computed. If the
obtained FHR is within a reasonable range (1.5 - 3 Hz) then all peaks enveloped by
the hump feature are accepted as likely HPW events. If the obtained FHR is too high,
the lower amplitude limit A is increased (resulting in estimated FHR decrease) until a
3 Hz rate is achieved otherwise A is lowered (resulting in estimated FHR increase)
until the rate equals 1.5 Hz.
Some additional tidying up can be beneficially added to the methods described above.
This involves deleting from the distribution graphs (fig. 3.26) all samples in
amplitude bins which contain very few peaks. When this is applied to graph (A), it
results in the deletion of all peaks having amplitudes 6,7,8,9 and 16, and when
applied to graph (B), all peaks having amplitudes 6,7,13,14,16 are deleted.
Presumed HPW pulses pin-pointed by the previously selected peaks are then
extracted, from the raw HPW signals (pre-rectification), into vectors of length L. L is
set slightly larger than the required template length. The next process attempts to
reject any pulses which are too 'different' from the averaged computed norm.
The cross-correlation R1, (t) is computed for each vector pair of the selected pulses.
R,(t) provides a global peak which denotes (a) the degree of correlation between the
pair of vectors i and j, and (b) a shift adjustment 'T(ij)peak which correctly aligns
vector j with respect to vector i. A new figure which effectively measures the degree
of correlation between an individual vector, the ith for example, and all other vectors
can be expressed as:

V(i)

1
=

NT

N
' Ri,j(t(itj)peak)
j=1, ji

Ri,j(t(i,j)peaj() is the maximum cross-correlation value between vectors i and j. V(i)
is the cross-correlation of vector i with a template made-up from equally weighted
combination of the other vectors. Those vectors with lower correlation values, V(i),
are dismissed as 'false', 'noise contaminated' or 'non-conformant' instances of HPW
pulses. Having removed these, a new value of V(i) is computed for each of the
remaining vectors. A correcting shift factor &r(i) is then computed, this correction
provides a better reference point for each of the vectors.

=

N
-1
't(ii)peak
2.(N-1) I
j=1

The template is then initialised to the vector which has a maximum V() value and
built up by progressively from the remaining vectors in descending order of V(i).
Each vector is added to the template using the shift which gives maximum correlation
with the template.

CHAPTER FOUR

4.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF SEVERAL
FHR ESTIMATORS

This chapter introduces some estimating algorithms and defines the performance
criteria which are used to compare the investigated estimators. Two main
performance criteria, the narrow-band noise performance and the tracking ability, are
established then employed to extract the worthiness of each estimator. The
susceptibility to broad-band noise is also checked and only the results of algorithms
which were found to have significant differences in the performance are included.
Similarly, real signals are utilised to detect some of the pitfalls associated with the
estimators.
Two major factors play a role in determining the limitations of an estimator, the first
factor relates to the performance deterioration when the fetal phono signals are
subjected to increasing levels of noise. The second factor is the estimate degradation
brought about by a changing fetal heart rate.

4.1. Simulations Design

In order to accurately measure the performance of the estimators detailed in this
chapter, it was decided to simulate the fetal phonocardiographic signals. This enables

the generation of numerous HPW trace realisations with precise control over both the
additive noise level and the heart rate.
Similar performance measurements are neither practical nor possible when using real
fetal HPW signals. The difficulty is attributed to:
Providing recorded phono signals with known SNR and heart rate (and
accelerations).
The requirement of a 'gold standard' signal which can be used to
simultaneously check the accuracy of the estimates. This involves
obtaining simultaneously recorded scalp FECG32' 40, 70,71], although
this itself present additional difficulties7' 40]
For the purposes of the simulations, both the signal and random additive noise are
held stationary in order to facilitate the drawing of statistical significance. While
similar stationarities cannot be confirmed from real observations of HPW signals,
short term stationarity can be assumed when processing real data. In practice a
specific performance will pertain to epochs of quasi- stationarity of the relevant
factors.
In order to facilitate the reproducibility of results, all analogue signal conditioning
steps are emulated digitally. Analogue processing modules such as full wave rectifiers
and filters are cascaded to provide the equivalent analogue circuit functions.

4.1.1.

Accuracy Considerations

Although the FHR is commonly expressed in beats per minute (i.e. in rate), in the
case of time domain based estimators it was found easier to compute the periodicity
of FHR. While this facilitates the simulations measurements below, real

implementations of time domain estimators convert periodicity estimates into heart
rates (frequency domain). The conversion (taking into account the quantisation error)
is given by:
rest

1

1

is in the range

T5

Ts
ThrT

Thr

T5
where rest is the estimated FHR (Hz), Thr is the measured FHR periodicity (s) and

T

is the quantisation error. The above equation is rearranged to give:
1E'h rs
=

fhrs
hr

hr

and now calculating the error difference in fest:
4.
Afest

=

4f2
5

hr
fs

hr

.f S
f2
hr

for

hr

<< f2
s

Therefore the time domain quantisation translates into a frequency domain
quantisation error which is FHR dependant; this error is worse for high FHR's. The
sampling rate for TD estimators is usually set to 500 Hz, and some resulting
quantisation figures are given: 0.002Hz (0.12 BPM), 0.008Hz (0.48 BPM) and 0.032
(1.92 BPM) at FHR rates of 1, 2 and 4 Hz respectively.
Conversely, translating frequency estimates to time domain periodicities results in an
estimate quantisation:

4.T .Af S
hr
ATest

=
4-

hr

s

Where Tj is the heart rate periodicity, Af s is the frequency domain quantisation. For
frequency domain block processing the sampling rate is 50Hz, the FFT size is set to
2048 for the simulations below, therefore M5 = 0.024 Hz (1.44 BPM). The above
equation is then approximated by:
T. M5

ATest

when: T. ME <<4

The larger quantisation errors this time are obtained at low FHR's.

4.1.2.

Phono Signal Composition

In order to realistically simulate fetal phono signals, a good phono recording which
contains clear heart pulse waves is used. A template is formed from the first HPW
pulses contained in the chosen record (see "Template Forming" chapter 3). The
number of pulses forming the template is not critical since the character of the
simulated HPW pulse is, generally speaking, a minor factor in determining the
performance of the estimators. The resonance character of the pulses is chosen to
represent the majority of observed fetal HPW's, a first HPW containing 2 or 3
oscillations is typical. In practice, as long as the selected phono record does not
contain highly resonant HPW signals, the performance of the estimators tested below
is not compromised.
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4.1.3.

Simulated Noise Synthesis

As detailed earlier (chapter 2), raw (unfiltered) phonocardiographic signals contain
large low frequency components. Although some of these low frequency signals
(down to heart rate itself) are expected to contain fetal heart components, this region
of the spectrum is swamped by interference caused by body and breathing
movements. The amplitude of these interfering signals diminishes progressively at
higher frequencies, and are in practice filtered out. Other broad-band interfering
signals, are also commonly observed in the raw signal and therefore the issue is
reduced to determining both the centre frequency and bandwidth of the fetal heart
pulse waves. In most cases it is necessary to model the phono interference noise only
the region of interest, that is within the bandwidth of the employed band-pass filter.
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Power spectral waterfalls of the same HPW phono signal lasting 5
seconds (pertaining to trace A of figure 4.3). The spectral traces are
obtained from 175ms consecutive time records to which the Hanning
window is applied, the records overlap is set to 75ms. The waterfall
traces on the right are auto-scaled (visually), this has the effect of
exposing the spectral shape of the background noise.

Close inspection of many instances of fetal phono signals have revealed that the
spectrum of the interference noise in the region of interest closely matches (in shape)
that of the HPW signals. Shown in figure 4.1 (left) is a typical spectral waterfall of
fetal HPW signals, this is selected from a high quality signal (corresponding to trace
A fig. 4.3) to illustrate the following point: All of the traces of the waterfall diagram
on the left have the same y-axis scaling, the spectral peak features (of which 11 can
be seen) clearly identify the occurrence of the first HPW pulses. These peak features
are inter-spaced by periods of low signal power. Hidden within these periods is the
background interference noise which can be exposed by allowing each of the
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waterfall traces to visually auto-scale (waterfall on the right of figure 4.1). Inspection
of the latter reveals that within the region of interest (i.e. within the pass-band), the
interference noise appears to be subjected to the same selective body resonances as
the HPW pulses.
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Figure 4.2

Left: Power waterfall spectrum of simulated interference noise.
Right: Power waterfall spectrum of real phono signals.
Both waterfall diagrams are obtained from 175ms consecutive time
records to which the hanning window is applied, the records overlap is
set to 75ms. The traces are visually auto-scaled.

It is therefore possible to model the phono interference noise by a white Gaussian
noise source which is filtered using coefficients derived from the averaged HPW
spectrum. The power level of the simulated noise can then be accurately controlled

before adding to the HPW time series. When compared to real signals, simulated
noisy HPW signals look very similar (fig. 4.2). They do however differ in one major
aspect: The simulated coloured noise lacks the dynamic variance observed in real
phonocardiographic signals. In other words, simulated phono noise possesses longterm second order stationarity which cannot be assumed in the case of real phono
signals. For simulations purposes however, the noise power stability is essential in
obtaining valid performance measurements.

4.1.4.

Signal to Noise Ratio Definition

Estimating the SNR for phonocardiographic signals is neither a trivial task nor a
precise one. Record lengths of between 5 and 10 seconds were found most
appropriate since quasi-stationarity assumptions may be invalid for longer epochs.
Observed HPW pulses can vary from clear, close to impulse shapes, to the more
commonly observed 'ringing' pulse shapes which can last 200ms or more. Impulse
shapes can aid the signal separation from noise while oscillatory shapes can
complicate the separation. In addition, inter-pulse shape variations, some due to noise
others related to genuine pulse shape evolutions are often noted. These consequently
pose additional complications to the HPW signal pulse identification. Therefore, in
order to facilitate HPW component separation, all non persistent inter-pulse changes
are classified as noise components. As a general rule, while BTB estimators are prone
to errors caused by HPW shape changes, block estimators using front-end envelope
detection circuits are relatively immune to both small temporary and large
evolutionary pulse shape changes.
The fetal heart rate contained in the record from which SNR is estimated, directly
effects the available HPW power and in consequence the measured SNR. While the
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heart rate has no effect on the performance of BTB estimators which depend on the
HPW pulse power versus the background noise power, it has a proportional
relationship with the SNR as seen by block estimators: I.e. doubling the FHR
produces an equivalent 3dB increase in both signal power and SNR.
In order to avoid possible confusion caused by either of the two factors described
above, it was decided to adopt the following simulation conventions for all the FHR
estimators under test:
a-

Given a constructed template, the pulse shape is fixed for the duration
of the simulation. In these simulations, temporary pulse shape changes
are modelled by additive coloured noise. The deviation between
simulated and real HPW signals is only apparent at high SNR where
the extent of inter-pulse changes for simulated HPW time series are
much smaller than real HPW signals. However, this is not considered
to be a severe restriction since high SNR phono signals are rarely
observed.

b-

When measuring the noise performance of various estimators, a fixed
120 BPM fetal heart rate is used.

In the case of real phonocardiographic signals, interfering noise is defined as the
power of the background signal which excludes the fetal HPW components. This
signal can be measured in vivo by moving the phono transducer away from the
optimal pick-up region.

4.1.5.

Noise Estimator

During FHR monitoring, a good awareness of both the error rate and FHR variance
introduced by the estimating algorithm is crucial in guaranteeing the integrity of the

FHR trace. As shown later in this chapter, both error rate and variance depend on the
prevalent background noise, therefore, the medium term performance can be deduced
statistically from the estimated SNR. In the case of phonocardiographic signals, the
difficulty is in attaining a reliable SNR estimate. This difficulty is exacerbated in
cases of high feto-maternal body resonances which leads to continuous ringing of the
HPW's. Trace (E) (of figure 4.3) is such an example of medium/high feto-maternal
resonance where it is difficult to distinguish the HPW signal components from those
related to background noise. Traces (A) and (F) are examples of very high and very
low quality recordings respectively. Proposed below is an automated SNR estimation
method which can be implemented on stand-alone monitors and does not require
human intervention.
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Figure 4.3

Six records, each of five seconds duration, of fetal phono signals
showing a typical spread of heart pulse wave signal qualities. These
are arranged from best to worst signal qualities (top trace to bottom).
The respective p values for the traces are: p(A)=1.40, p(B)=1.29,
p(C)=1 .19, ç(D)=0.99, p(E)=0.89 and p(F)=O. 84.

Close inspection of the signals shown in figure 4.3 reveals that the better quality
traces (such as A and B) have distinct HPW pulses with clear (low amplitude)
intermediate epochs. Progressively poorer signal qualities (traces D, E and F) have a
persisting oscillations between the HPW pulses. Although in some cases, these
continuous oscillations are associated with HPW pulses observed in patients with high
body resonances, these signals are classified as being of poor quality. Moreover such
HPW signals cannot be distinguished in the short term from additive noise. A primary
prerequisite of an SNR estimator is the ability to distinguish between the impulse-like
(good quality) signal and the noisy or highly oscillatory signal. This is achieved by

making use of the clear inter-pulse period observed in good quality signals. The
proposed function ip(x) is given:
(p(s)

=

S D(x)
E{ IxQI }

where SD(x) is the standard deviation of the observed vector x. For good front-end
signal conditioning, an AGC is normally employed in order to maintain reasonable
signal levels. In such a case, E( IxQI } can be assumed be to constant, therefore p(x)
depends on the standard deviation of the signal vector. SD(S) has a global minimum
value for equally distributed IxOl's which increases progressively for impulse based
vectors x.
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Figure 4.4

Plot of p = (Standard Deviation / Average Magnitude) for different
signal to noise ratios. The useful range for p is [0.8 .. 2] corresponding
to the SNR range of [-2 .. 20] dB. Superimposed are the ip results for
the traces of figure 4.3.

The function p() is applied to a range of simulated SNR values resulting in the
mapping shown in figure 4.4. As shown, To provides a good discrimination factor in
the critical SNR region of [0 .. 5] dB. Other likely functions such as the (maximum
amplitude/average magnitude) were also tested. These were found to either fluctuate
wildly, in cases of spurious noise, or not to provide enough discrimination at the
critical SNR range where most observed signals are found to lie.
Superimposed on figure 4.4 are the To mappings applied to the signal vectors in
figure 4.3. Traces A, B and C qualify as good HPW records, traces D and E are of
poor quality while trace F is of unacceptable signal quality.

4.2. Estimation Algorithms and their Performance

An unbiased evaluation of the performance of different estimators is achieved by
employing the same simulated HPW time series for all estimators. Some of the
estimators, such as the pulse correlation algorithm, make use of the raw HPW time
series while other algorithms, such as the Comb Filter, require an envelope detected
version of the signal.
The tracking capability of an estimator and its noise performance are decoupled by
setting a fixed FHR and changing the SNR or fixing SNR and varying the FHR. The
performance criteria for the varying SNR case are discussed first:

4.2.1. Noise Performance Measurement

In engineering terms, it is desirable to evaluate at different SNR's, the underlying
error rates and FHR variability falsely introduced by the estimation process 311. The
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simulation results presented here provide performance measures which can be used to
assess particular estimating algorithms under given operating noise conditions. The
different SNR's are obtained by mixing coloured noise of the correct amplitude with
the ideal (noiseless) HPW time series.
Given an expected FHR and corresponding periodicity T, an estimate inclusion
band, 2.T wide ([T - ST.. Thr + 8T]), is defined which results in two performance
criteria:
a-

The Outlier Error Rate (OER) performance: Determines the fraction of
erroneous FHR estimates when operating under a specific SNR
(expressed as fraction or percentage). These errors are defined as the
estimates falling outside the defined inclusion band limits, i.e. those
Test periodicity estimates outside the range [Thr - ST.. Thr + T].

b-

The In-Band Standard Deviation (IBSD) performance: This is a
measurement of the standard deviation of all estimates falling in the
defined inclusion band, i.e. all estimates within the above range.

Given an operating SNR, the OER is a figure which must lie within an acceptable
predetermined error rate limit, otherwise the signal quality is deemed too poor for
monitoring purposes when using this particular estimator. While a standard upper
limit for tolerated OER does not exist, it was decided to set an arbitrary limit of 10%
for the purposes of this work. Similarly, IBSD varies with the operational SNR and
has an upper limit which must not be exceeded by the estimator. To be of any use, the
IBSD limit is set well below the true FHR variability which is medically reckoned to
indicate fetal well-being. Typically, a variability of 10 BPM is accepted as a good
fetal health indicator [48], and for the purposes of performance assessment, an IBSD
threshold of 5ms (1.2 BPM) is selected. In cases where only long term baseline FHR
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is of interest and the employed estimator is unbiased, it may be possible to ignore the
IBSD performance.
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Figure 4.5

A typical estimator performance for a range of operating SNR's. The
top graph gives the erroneous estimate rates outside the lOms, 20ms
and 40ms bands (circles, crosses and rectangles respectively). The
corresponding standard deviation of estimates within the three bands
(10, 20 and 40 ms) are shown in bottom graph.

If the inclusion band is widened when operating at a specific SNR, the outlier error
rate can be expected to fall as more estimates are gathered in the inclusion band, this
consequently ensues in a rise of the in-band standard deviation.
Typical measured performance graphs are shown in figure 4.5. The top graph shows
the OER under increasing (left to right) SNR, likewise the corresponding IBSD
(bottom graph). The same performance graphs are drawn for all the investigated
estimators below. Three periodicity inclusion bands are depicted in the results of
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figure 4.5, these are: (a) the ±lOms band which is marked in circles and has an
equivalent FHR band width ±2.4 BPM, (b) ±2Oms band is marked in crosses (FHR
band ±4.5 BPM) (c) ±4Oms band is marked in boxes (FHR band ±9.5 BPM). All
bands are centred on SOOms periodicity (120 BPM). Frequency domain based FHR
estimates are converted to corresponding fetal heart periodicities.
In the case of beat-to-beat algorithms, FHR estimates are obtained from the position
of the processed HPW's within sectioned 0.5 second blocks. In order to avoid signal
discontinuities, the expected HPW position is arranged to lie away from the edges of
the 0.5 second blocks. For frequency domain based block algorithms, FHR estimates
are obtained by searching through the valid FHR range (1 to 4 Hz). For time domain
block algorithms, the periodicity is estimated from a search which covers heart
periodicities from 0.25 to 1 seconds.

4.2.2. Tracking Performance Measurement

The biophysical fetal heart rate control system dynamically reacts to both external
stimuli and internal conditions of the fetus13 . As a result, the FHR time series is
composed of: (a) baseline rate (long term) which is regularly subject to sustained and
sometimes sudden accelerations (or decelerations), and (b) short term, small
amplitude FHR variations. The latter components are present continuously in FHR
traces of healthy fetuses and have minimal degradation effects on the performance of
most estimators.
Block estimators effectively perform FHR averaging over the observation period, a
block containing sudden and large FHR acceleration can corrupt the estimator output
resulting in an increase of the expected OER. Hence, it is necessary to assess the
tracking performance of the estimators when subjected to different acceleration rates.
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For all the block estimators detailed below, the same results are obtained irrespective
of whether the heart rate change is an acceleration or a corresponding deceleration.
Consequently, in this chapter, the term acceleration does not distinguish between
increasing or decreasing FHR.
When discussing tracking performance, beat-to-beat estimators are excluded because
the detection of each HPW occurrence is independent of the recent FHR history. As a
consequence the tracking performance of BTB estimators is the same as that obtained
from constant FHR.
Four acceleration rates are used to measure the tracking performance of block
estimators (2, 5 ,l0 and 20 BPM/second). FHR is initialised to 240 BPM (upper FHR
range) at the start of the simulation cycle and decelerated until 60 BPM is reached
(lower FHR range). The cycle is repeated until enough estimates are obtained to draw
statistical conclusions. Coloured noise at 0dB (as previously described) is then added
to the time signal. As seen later, this chosen level of simulated SNR is close to the
operational limit (SNR wise) of most block processing algorithms covered below.
Finally, FHR estimates straddling the 60-240 BPM discontinuity in the deceleration
cycle are discarded, and the difference between the estimated and the known FHR
average is calculated for each block to reveal the errors in the estimator output.

4.2.3. A Simple Time Domain Estimator

This estimation approach emulates the old generation of fetal heart monitors which
use time domain threshold triggering. A variety of analogue circuits such as trigger
masking were commonly employed to restrict the number of false pulses assumed to
pertain to fetal heart activity. For simulation purposes however, no attempt is made to
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build any intelligence into this threshold detection algorithm: A single peak is
extracted from blocks of 0.5 seconds duration.
Monitors based on time domain threshold detection are already known to have poor
performances

71]

Dawes

73]

provided extensive clinical comparisons of these

with correlation based monitors and reported that on average threshold techniques
have 4-8 times higher FHR signal loss. The signals used for these comparisons were
however derived from the Doppler ultrasound returns which can be highly nonstationary. Slightly better results might be anticipated when this simple technique is
applied to phono signals.
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Figure 4.6

Performance of the 'Time Domain' estimator. The three measured
bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms (rectangles).
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Compared to other estimators investigated later, the performance of this simple time
domain estimator is found to deteriorate quickly with increasing noise (fig. 4.6). For
example at 5 dB SNR (considered good quality phono signals), a sizeable pulse peak
jitter is evident. This manifests itself as: (a) A high error rate when considering both
±lOms and ±2Oms bands or, (b) a high IBSD which is too close to observed
biophysical FHR variability when considering the ±40ms band.

4.2.4.

Frequency Matched pre-Filter

In this approach, the HPW time series is processed using a frequency matched filter
whose cut-offs were placed at the -3dB points of the template spectrum. For this
particular HPW simulated signal, the 3dB points are located at 26 and 38Hz. The
peak position is then determined from sectioned blocks of 0.5 seconds duration.
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Performance of the 'Frequency matched pre-filter'. The three measured
bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±4Oms (rectangles).

The performance obtained from band-pass filtering the signal is so poor (fig. 4.7) as
to render it useless for short term FHR estimation. Figure 4.8 shows the band-pass
filtered signal when the SNR is set to 10dB. The two prominent peaks of the
displayed time series aided by the additive noise alternately possess the global peak
thus resulting in step changes of the estimated fetal heart periodicity; the three most
frequent periods observed are 468ms 500ms 532ms, 32ms being the time separation
between the two prominent peaks. This global peak swapping explains the measured
poor performance, even at high SNR. The Inter-pulse periodicity although frequently
wrong, does not produce when averaged over a long period a biased error. Estimates
thus obtained may therefore be used for FHR baseline long-term monitoring.
Some commonly observed fetal phono signals have similar or higher pulse resonances
to that shown in figure 4.8 without the use of band-pass filters. In the context of
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[381
ultrasound, Manning noted the problems associated with narrow band filtering:
These include spurious noise 'ringing' which has a character indistinguishable from
real fetal heart signals, and the lack of a consistent signal feature which can be used
for pulse identification.
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Figure 4.8

Band-pass filtered (26-38Hz, Q=2.7) simulated HPW time series
(SNR=lOdB).

Although a better performance can be obtained from this instance of simulation by
selecting the most negative fetal HPW peak, the gain in performance is quickly
eroded as the noise power is increased (fig. 4.9). The error rate of the ±4Oms and the
IBSD of the ±lOms and ±2Oms bands are unchanged, these results are inherent to this
type of estimator. Usually, the choice of a better peak 'polarity' is not available
resulting in an average performance which is slightly worse than that shown in
figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9

Performance of the Frequency Matched pre-Filter' when the most
negative peak is selected. The three measured bands are: ±lOms
(circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms (rectangles).

4.2.5.

Template Pulse Correlation Estimator

The formed template vector y is correlated with the sampled HPW time series
x(n).The resulting discrete correlation equation is given:
L-1
Rxy(n)

x(n + k) . y(k)

=
k=0

Where Rxy(n) is the cross-correlation function and L is the template length. The
correlator output is expected to be oscillatory, but with global peaks inter-spaced by
the heart rate periodicity T. The position of the global peak within 0.5 second
blocks is assumed to pin-point the occurrence of the first HPW event.
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Figure 4.10 Performance of the 'Template Pulse Correlation Estimator'. The three
measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±4Oms
(rectangles).

A good performance is obtained from pulse correlation (fig. 4.10). The algorithm can
be applied to signals down to -2.5dB SNR, conditional on a 10% error rate being
acceptable. Pulse correlation can easily be implemented on a stand-alone monitoring
system. Its computing power requirement is proportional to the selected template
length plus some overhead for control and template forming. Assuming a reasonable
template quality can be obtained, the performance of the pulse correlation estimator is
minimally effected by the presence of white noise of variance less than -10dB (w.r.t.
signal).
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4.2.6.

Pseudo-Inverse Filter Based Estimator

Pseudo-inverse filtering was introduced in chapter 3 where it was shown subjectively
to offer an improvement in the detection of HPW occurrences. The algorithm
parameters gain (G) and threshold (T) are set here to 40 and 0.25 respectively. The
setting of T=0.25 is a rather restrained choice and is employed to guard against HPW
shape change and noise non-stationarities.
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Figure 4.11

Performance of the 'Pseudo Inverse Filter Estimator' with parameters
T=0.25 and G=40. The three measured bands are: ±lOms (circles),
±20ms (crosses) and ±40rns (rectangles).

The exact reason for HPW shape evolution is not well understood. Small short-term
variations are observed as well as long-term continuous changes. Some of the shortterm pulse changes can be related to breathing movements, the main contributor to

HPW shape changes however is suspected by the author to originate from gross slow
fetal body displacements. These modify the resonances of the feto-maternal body
structures and consequently the HPW shape. The HPW pulse shape can usually be
expected to evolve over long periods and therefore, steps must be taken in the
derivation of fixed PIF coefficients to accommodate the possible pulse shape changes
(for example setting T=0.25). The resulting performance graph (fig. 4.11) shows a
1.7dB improvement over the pulse correlation approach.
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Figure 4.12 'Pseudo Inverse Filter' performance (T=0.15, G=60). The three
measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms
(rectangles).

If continuously evolving PIF coefficients are employed (derived from a continuously
updated template), a lower threshold T can be used to improve the estimates. For
example, when the threshold parameter is lowered to T=O. 15, another 2dB gain in
performance is obtained (figure 4.12). Being at the operational limit of most BTB
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estimators, this 2dB additional gain is very significant. It enables the PIF estimator to
operate at SNR ranges where most other algorithms fail, practically, PIF processing
reduces the signal 'down' time.
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Figure 4.13 'Pseudo Inverse Filter' performance (T=O. 15, G=60). Fixed white noise
is added (-10dB w.r.t. signal power). The x axis measures the SNR
w.r.t. the coloured additive noise The three measured bands are:
±lOnîs (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±40ms (rectangles).

It is important when assessing the performance of algorithms involving some form of
inverse operation to ensure that the integrity of their estimates (both in OER and
IBSD terms) are not compromised in the presence of white noise in addition to
coloured noise. The graphs in figure 4.13 demonstrate that the PIF performance is not
disrupted by the additional presence of -10dB white noise (w.r.t. signal).
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4.2.7.

Block Autocorrelation Estimator

The correlation of two observed time series is widely used to assess the dependence
of their respective generating processes. Computed at delay intervals ('r), correlation
is traditionally used in communication systems to detect signals in buried noise.
When the correlated signals are identical, the resulting autocorrelation reveals
periodicities present within the observed signal. This block autocorrelation estimator
utilises the envelope detected fetal HPW signals to extract the FHR estimates.
Correlation based techniques were suggested by Farvet in the early 60's as a method
for estimating FHR. At the time however, this proposition was ahead of the existing
technological capabilities. With the advent of more powerful microprocessors,
correlation based FHR monitors were was introduced in the early 19801s[32]. These
offered large improvements (from 30% to 5% signal dropout) over their predecessor
monitors which mainly relied on time domain threshold detection circuits

[24 32]

The discrete autocorrelation function R(k) is given:
N-i
R(k)

x(i) . x(i+k)

=
i=0

N is the block length and k is an integer. Other than at R(0), the global peak from
the computed autocorrelation is expected to lie at a temporal shift equal to the heart
beat periodicity.
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Figure 4.14 Performance of the 'Block Autocorrelation Estimator'. The three
measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms
(rectangles).

The rectified HPW time series is sampled continuously at 500Hz. Two second blocks
(N=1000 samples) with a 75% overlap are correlated with the rest of the time series.
This provides an unbiased correlation output from which a global peak is located at a
temporal delay Test, the peak search is limited to valid heart beat periodicities (i.e.
from 0.25 to 1 seconds).
The noise performance of the autocorrelation estimator (fig. 4.14) has acceptable
OER and IBSD down to -1.0dB. The OER plots of the three bands are almost merged
suggesting the following two points: (a) when errors occur within the specified
inclusion band, they are less than the smallest band (±lOms). And (b) when they are
outside the specified band, they tend to occur outside are widest band (±4Oms).
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Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

2 BPM/sec.

±40ms
5.3ms,

* Poor performance.
* Strong bias to low frequency errors.

5 BPM/sec.

±40ms
5.9ms, 44%

* Tracking loss.

10 BPM/sec.

±40ms
9.4ms, 39%

20 BPM/sec

±40ms
19.2ms, 48%

Table 4.1

Comment

* Low Frequency bias.

Acceleration performance of 'Block Autocorrelation'. The coloured
noise SNR is set to 0dB.

As mentioned previously, unlike beat-to-beat estimators, block based estimators need
to have their performance checked under the accelerating FHR. Table 4.1 illustrates a
poor tracking performance obtained from the autocorrelation estimator. This is
attributed to the collapse of the frequency harmonics when spectrum is computed
from the accelerating FHR.
The computation cost of autocorrelation is of the order O(N.N) which increases
dramatically for higher sample rates. This cost can be significantly reduced by
computing the autocorrelation function from the inverse Fourier transform of the
power spectrum, in which case the cost can be reduced to O( 2.N.1092(N) ). A further
reduction is possible by sampling the envelope detected signals (DC-20 Hz) closer to
the Nyquist rate. Using a reduced size FFT, the power spectrum is computed, padded
with zeros and inverse transformed. Thus an approximate two fold reduction in
computational cost can be achieved.
Block autocorrelation was found to be immune to -10dB additive white noise.
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4.2.8.

Comb Filter
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Figure 4.15 The performance of the 'Comb Filter' estimator. The three measured
bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms (rectangles).

Figure 4.15 illustrates the performance of the comb filter algorithm which was
detailed in chapter 3. The noise performance for a constant FHR is about 1.5dB better
than that obtained from the traditional autocorrelation technique. The advantage of
comb filtering becomes even more apparent when the FHR tracking capability is
considered. Table 4.2 shows that comb filtering can maintain reasonable error rates at
relatively high FHR accelerations. In addition, quite a few of the errors observed here
are due to harmonic and sub-harmonic errors (as compared to random errors). Such
harmonically related errors can be easily trapped and corrected by post-processing
algorithms. Although an acceleration rate of 10BPM produces an OER above the
suggested 10% limit, the comb filter manages to track the heart rate albeit with
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marginal deviation from the true block FHR average. This was termed in table 4.2 as
'degenerate tracking'.

Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

Comment

2 BPM/sec.

±40ms
9.4ms, 7.8%

* Some harmonic/sub-harmonic errors.

5 BPM/sec.

±40ms
9.7ms, 7.3%

* Some harmonic/sub-harmonic errors.

10 BPM/sec.

±4Oms
11 ms, 12.5%

20 BPM/sec

±40ms
17ms, 28%

* Degenerate tracking: harmonic errors
at high FHR, sub-harmonic errors at
low FHR.
* Tracking loss.
* Bias to low frequency errors.
* Bias to sub-harmonic errors.

Table 4.2

4.2.9.

Acceleration performance of the 'Comb Filter'. The coloured noise
SNR is set to 0dB.

Envelope Detector-Estimator

This algorithm makes use of the envelope detected HPW signals which are commonly
derived for most block estimators. Estimates are extracted from 0.5 second blocks by
selecting the global peak position. The performance of the Envelope detectorestimator is included here (fig. 4.16) to provide an indication of the measure of
improvement achieved by block based algorithms.
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Figure 4.16 Performance of the 'Envelope Detector-Estimator'. The three measured
bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±4Oms (rectangles).

Compared to other time domain algorithms, the limiting performance factor of the
'Envelope Detector-Estimator' seems to be the variability introduced by the HPW
peak jitter. At 0dB SNR, the in-band standard deviation reaches the maximum
accepted level. If long term baseline FHR was required however, then using ±4Oms
band the operational SNR range stretches down to -2.5 dB.

4.2.10. Cepstrum Estimator

Cepstral analysis was classically used in deconvolution processing and separation of
signal products, and was initially proposed by Bogert et al. in 1963 for echo detection
purposes. A new vocabulary was also defined to describe the relationship between the
logarithmic spectrum and its Fourier transform (cepstrum). Homomorphic
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applications of this technique described by Oppenheim et al

include liftering

(filtering of spectrum) and spectral editing.
For the purposes of FHR estimation, signals processed using cepstral analysis are
assumed to be formed from the convolution of an impulse train time series with the
impulse response of the system. In the case of fetal heart phonocardiographic signals,
the impulse train models fetal heart beat events and the impulse response appertains
to the feto-maternal body resonances. The observed time signal x(t) is expressed as
the convolution:
X(t)

=

i(t) * h(t)

where i(t) is the impulse train of the heart beats and h(t) is the impulse response.
Cepstral analysis involves two steps these are: (a) computing the power spectrum of
two seconds of observed time series x(t):
X(w) =

I(o) . H(o)

which substitutes the convolution of the signals i() and hQ in the time domain by the
multiplication of their respective spectra in the frequency domain. Taking the
logarithm of both sides:
log {X(w)}

=

4.1

log(I(w)} + log(H(w))

Step (b) involves computing the power inverse Fourier transform of equation 4.1
above:
FFT 1 [log {X(w)j] = FFT 1 [log{I(co)} ] + FFT
x(t)

=

(t) + 11(t)

[log{H(w)} I
4.2
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Figure 4.17 Output of the cepstrum, x(t), obtained from 2 seconds blocks with an
overlap factor of 50%. The simulated periodicity is 0.5 seconds and
SNR=OdB.

X(t) in equation 4.2 is the addition of two components, 1(t) and Ti(t), which are the
power inverse Fourier transforms of the logarithmic spectrums of i(t) and h(t)
respectively. As long as the two components in (t) can remain distinct in the cepstral
domain, the detection of the impulse i(t) can be obtained (fig. 4.17). To aid spectral
separation, it is desirable that the impulse response h(t) have a smooth spectrum. Such
a case is seen centred around 25 Hz in figure 4.18. When inverse Fourier transformed
into cepstral domain, an impulse response with a smooth spectrum results in a
component lying close to zero shift.
Figure 4.18 shows a typical log spectrum taken from a block of two seconds phono
signal when FHR is 2Hz. The harmonic structure of the signal extends well into the
low signal amplitudes. The inset of the same figure details some of the harmonic
components; the peaks A, B and C are equally spaced by 2Hz. When inverse
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transformed, these peaks contribute to a 0.5 seconds pulse train. Also seen in figure
4.18 are the contributions to that same 0.5 seconds impulse train from components
below -40dB (75-200 Hz). These have harmonic structures which are equally large to
those from the region of the main signal power (15-50 Hz).
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Figure 4.18 Logarithmic spectrum obtained from a 2 seconds block of fetal phono
signals, the heart rate is 2Hz and SNR=-40B (coloured noise).
Main: reveals the underlying harmonic structure of the impulse train.
Inset: expanded spectral region from 90 to 110 Hz showing spectral
detail which extends into the lower signal amplitudes (@120-200 Hz).

In comparison to the logarithmic spectrum, the power spectrum severely curtails the
influence of low amplitude harmonics. Therefore the pulse train obtained from the
inverse Fourier transform (corresponding to the signal autocorrelation) is mainly
composed from harmonics within the main signal power (20-40 Hz). The structure of
these harmonics can be severely disrupted by the presence of narrow band noise
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which is frequently present in fetal heart phono recordings. This results in the
autocorrelation having a poor performance (as shown later) when applied to blocks of
the raw sampled HPW signals, instead, it is usually applied to the demodulated HPW
signals.
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Figure 4.19 Mapping functions on the normalised spectrum magnitude. The output
of LOG 10 (amplitude) is truncated at -2.

In order to further understand the mechanism of cepstral analysis, the effect
magnitude mapping performed by the logarithm operator is compared to linear and
power magnitude (fig. 4.19). It can be seen that the logarithm mapping significantly
emphasises low signal amplitudes which the power spectrum suppresses. Clearly the
gain obtained in cepstral analysis strongly relies on the ability of the logarithm
operator to emphasise the harmonic and null structures at very low signal levels.
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Figure 4.20 The performance of the 'Cepstral Estimator. The three measured bands
are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±40ms (rectangles).

A good OER performance is obtained from cepstral analysis when applied to
simulated HPW signals with coloured noise (fig. 4.20). In addition, the IBSD
introduced by estimate jitter within the inclusion band (±20ms for example) is kept
reasonably low and therefore has the ability to detect genuine low FHR variance.
The nulls observed in the frequency spectrum (fig. 4.18) correspond, for that block, to
zeros placed close to unit circle in the Z domain. These zeros are expected to move
away from the unit circle in the presence of broadband noise. This noise as well as
'swamping' the harmonic and null structures at low amplitudes, contributes to a
random signal component across the spectrum. This results in the disturbance of the
cepstral impulse train obtained from the inverse Fourier transform.
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Figure 4.21 White noise which has a 0.01 variance (-20dB) w.r.t. signal power is
added to the same signal block which produced figure 4.18.
Inset: expanded spectral region from 90 to 110 Hz, compare with inset
of figure 4.18.

The effect of broad band noise on the logarithmic spectrum can be clearly seen when
figures 4.18 and 4.21 are compared: The low signal power (@120-200 Hz) is
swamped and the harmonic/null structures are totally decimated. When corrupted by
broad band noise, the spectrum below the three markers A, B and C portrays no
harmonic structure (fig. 4.21 inset).
While pure white noise is not commonly observed in fetal phono signals, low
amplitude broad-band noise is usually present and is the performance limiting factor
for cepstral analysis. Another relevant factor is the digital quantisation noise which is
-48dB for an eight bit optimally conditioned signal. In practice however, levels close
to -24 dB are often observed as the maximum gain range of the AGC circuitry is
reached. It can be concluded that cepstral analysis performance is dependant on the
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type of interference noise present in the signal, this being worst for broadband
interference noise (fig. 4.22).
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Figure 4.22 Cepstral analysis with a fixed power additive white noise -10dB w.r.t.
signal power. The x axis measures the SNR w.r.t. the coloured additive
noise. The three measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses)
and ±40ms (rectangles).
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Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

2 BPM/sec.

±4Oms
6.9ms, >50%

* Poor Tracking performance.

5 BPM/sec.

±40ms
12ms, 48%

* Tracking loss at low acceleration rates.
* All errors are random, no bias.

10 BPM/sec.

±4Oms
l6ms, 47%

20 BPM/sec

±4Orns
22ms, >50%

Table 4.3

Comment

Acceleration performance of Cepstrum processing. The coloured noise
SNR is set to 0dB.

The cepstrum estimator is evaluated using HPW signals containing FHR accelerations
(table 4.3). A sizeable degradation in performance is obtained even for the lowest
simulated accelerations (2 BPM/second), moreover, the erroneous estimates were
mainly random, few of them were harmonically related. While high acceleration rates
are rare events from which the cepstrum estimator can recover, lower acceleration
rates (less than 5BPM/second) are very commonly encountered in cyclic FHR
changes. These form an important part of short term FHR variability measure.
No computational reduction is possible when using cepstral analysis. Firstly reducing
the HPW time series sample rate results in the loss of most of the harmonic structure
which forms a sizeable portion of the signal cepstrum (fig. 4.18). Secondly the time
domain padding required to adequately expose the harmonic structures of the
spectrum cannot be reduced otherwise aliasing introduced into the cepstrum domain.
The aliasing is a product of the strong non-linearity created by the logarithmic
operator which increases the frequency content of the inverse Fourier transform.
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4.2.11. Raw Signal Block Autocorrelation

The performance of cepstral processing was shown (above) to degrade significantly in
the presence of white noise. This degradation stems from the application of the
logarithmic operator on the spectrum. Presented first in this section is the most
commonly used of the spectral mappings (shown in figure 4.19), namely the power
spectrum. The inverse transform of which results in the time domain block
autocorrelation. Compared to the envelope detected block autocorrelation described
earlier, this approach bases its estimates on the autocorrelation of unprocessed HPW
signal blocks.
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Figure 4.23 'Raw Signal Block Autocorrelation' performance. The three measured
bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±4Oms (rectangles).
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The good performance obtained here is not representative of the real phono HPW
monitoring (fig. 4.23). The main reason is that the simulated HPW signal does not
contain any beat-to-beat variability. The effect of FHR change on the frequency
spectrum was explained in chapter 3 "Comb Filtering". The raw signal autocorrelation
is considerably more sensitive to FHR change, a hypothetical example is given:
Assuming a high resonance HPW centred at 25Hz (40ms oscillation periodicity),
when the autocorrelation of a block straddling a step periodicity increase of 20ms is
computed, a null is obtained at the expected block average periodicity. This is due to
the 180 degrees misalignment caused by the FHR change.
As expected table 4.4 shows the poor performance from the raw signal
autocorrelation, even at the lowest acceleration rates, the OER is too high for any
practical implementation of the algorithm. Even when simulated at a higher SNR, the
performance of this algorithm is very poor.
Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

2 BPM/sec.

±40ms
7.2ms, 42%

5 BPM/sec.

±40ms
OER > 50%

10 BPM/sec.

±40ms
OER >50%

20 BPM/sec

±40ms
OER >50%

Table 4.4

Comment

* All errors are random.
* High variance.

Acceleration performance of 'Raw Signal Block Autocorrelation'. The
coloured noise SNR is set to 0dB.
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Figure 4.24 Performance of inverse Fourier transform of SQR spectral mapping.
The three measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and
±4Oms (rectangles).

Another possibility for spectral mapping is the square root (SQRT) operator (fig.
4.19) which has an amplitude transfer function akin to the logarithmic mapping.
Shown in figure 4.24, the SQRT based estimator out-performs the normal
autocorrelation processing by about 1dB. While mildly emphasising the low spectral
components, SQRT mapping limits the effect for very low signal levels. It can
therefore be expected that SQRT would be less susceptible than cepstral analysis to
broad-band interference noise. This was found to be the case with less than 1.0 dB
degradation in performance. There was not a sufficiently large improvement in the
acceleration performance of the SQRT mapping to warrant further investigation. The
OER for 2 BPM/second acceleration was measured at 31% (full results are not
included).
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The performance of the linear spectral mapping (fig. 4.19) falls somewhere between
the performance of normal autocorrelation, and of the SQRT mapping shown above.
Additional mappings which take the nth root of the spectral magnitude were also
tested. The results which are not included here show that although the steady FHR
estimates can be improved on, the acceleration OER of this family of spectral
mappings remained at unacceptably high levels.

4.2.12. Modulus Difference

Initially suggested for voice pitch extraction 6 , the Modulus Difference (MD)
algorithm was adapted by Manning

1] for FHR estimation. Expressed for stationary

FHR signals as:

MD(At)

=

x(t) - x(t+At) I &

E { I x(t) - x(t+At) I
=

The modulus difference output should reach a minimum when the temporal shift At,
precisely matches the inter-pulse interval. For signals which do not possess long-term
stationarity, shorter signal vectors (of length N) are employed in the discrete modulus
difference. The MD output is computed over the valid fetal heart periodicity; i.e. At
from 0.25 to 1.0 seconds, and the shift producing the minimum MD is assumed to
pin-point the fetal heart periodicity. The discrete modulus difference equation is
given:
N-i
MD(t,At)

I x(t+i) - x(t+i-At) I

=
i=0

MD is a non-linear processing technique which greatly complicates analytical
approaches. Compared to the square error introduced by correlation however, the MD
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output has an error which is weighted modulus- linearly. It can therefore be expected
that MD will have a worse performance than correlation at high SNR and a better one
at low SNR, the cross-over point being at 0dB.
The main motivation behind employing this algorithm as opposed to correlation was
to avoid costly multiplications by replacing them with simple additions and
subtractions 11 . Newer microprocessors however, such as TMS320, MC56000 or
DSP32 have reduced the multiplication operation cost and rendered it equivalent to
that of performing additions. As such, the updated modern computation cost of the
modulus difference algorithm is very similar to that of non-optimised correlation
processing.
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Figure 4.25

Performance of the 'Modulus Difference'. The three measured bands
are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms (rectangles).
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An error rate of 1 in 6 can be seen in figure 4.25 suggesting a poor performance from
the modulus difference algorithm even at high levels of signal to noise ratios. A close
inspection of the MD output (fig. 4.26) reveals that even at high SNR's most of these
errors are due to the cyclic nature of MD which sometimes results in estimates having
twice the inter-pulse period (1 second in this case).
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Figure 4.26 Modulus difference output from a simulated, steady 120 BPM
(0.5 seconds periodicity) phono signal. Block length is 2 seconds with
a 75% overlap, the SNR is 0dB.

This kind of sub-harmonic error is very similar to that observed in correlation
processing, the situation can be rectified by simply applying a bias to the MD output.
Figure 4.27 shows the effect on the performance when linear amplitude bias (0.8-1.0)
is applied to the MD output. The error rate at high SNR drops from 1 in 6 to 1 in 30.
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In addition, all errors below 0dB SNR (fig. 4.27) remain due to estimating twice the
heart pulse periodicity.
In practice, two factors aid the production of the correct global MD minimum:
Firstly, evolutionary changes in HPW pulse shape result in the comparison of
increasingly dissimilar pulses for larger At shifts. And secondly, gradual changes in
heart rate favours the production of a global MD minimum at smaller shifts. These
two factors are particularly relevant to At shifts which are multiples of the true interpulse periodicity.
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Figure 4.27 The performance of the 'Modulus Difference' estimator when a simple
bias is introduced across the MD output vector. The three measured
bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms (rectangles).

Despite artificially introducing a linear bias (fig. 4.27) and the natural favouring of
lower At shifts, in practice an artificial intelligence algorithm is required to trap the
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dominant double periodicity errors. The same effect is commonly observed when
using monitors which are based on threshold or correlation techniques.

Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

2 BPM/sec.

±40ms
6.lms,6.9%

* Good performance.
* Some sub-harmonic errors.

5 BPM/sec.

±40ms
10.3ms, 5.5%

* Good performance.
* Some sub-harmonic errors.

10 BPM/sec.

±4Oms
16.3ms, 8.3%

* Reasonable tracking.
* Deviates from correct estimates.

20 BPM/sec

±40ms
22ms, 34%

* Reasonable tracking.
* Large deviation from correct estimates.

Table 4.5

Comment

Acceleration performance of 'Modulus Difference'. The coloured noise
SNR is set to 0dB.

The MD is found to have a good FHR tracking ability (table 4.5), the OER remains
reasonable at FHR acceleration of 10 BPM/second and while an acceleration of 20
BPM/second produces an error rate 34%. These errors are mainly due to estimates
which manage to track the FHR acceleration trend but have sightly large deviations.

4.2.13. Fundamental Spectral Estimator

The envelope detected time series is sampled at 50 Hz and gathered in blocks of 2
seconds duration. The Fundamental Spectral Estimator pads the data record with
zeros and then applies the Fourier transform. The size of zero padding used depends
on the quantisation required. The spectrum is then searched from 1 to 4 Hz to locate
the fundamental heart beat component.
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The resolution, defined as the ability to resolve two closely spaced frequency
components, achieved from Fourier transforms is inversely proportional to the
observation time. In the absence of noise, only FHR related components are present in
the spectrum and therefore spectral resolution (between signal and noise components)
does not effect the estimator performance. In cases of noisy signals however, random
spectral components reduce resolution, in the extreme to the order of 0.5 Hz (30
BPM). In most cases of good quality signals, the limitation is the frequency
quantisation when attempting to locate the peak position. This is inversely
proportional to the transform size; Af=12mHz for a 4096 transform size (0.73 BPM).
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Figure 4.28 Performance of the 'Fundamental Spectral Estimator'. The three
measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±20ms (crosses) and ±40ms
(rectangles). Estimates obtained from two seconds blocks.
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Commonly observed coloured noise which occurs close to the fundamental
component induces 'peak pulling' which manifests itself in the performance graphs as:
(a) FHR variance (fig. 4.28 bottom) for small interference signals or (b) as errors (fig.
4.28 top) for larger ones. A rigourous inspection of the distribution of the estimates,
reveals an increasingly strong bias towards lower frequencies as the level of
interference noise is raised. This phenomenon will now be investigated.
When conditioning the HPW signals, selective filtering rejects most of the noise
leaving components which lie in the spectral region of the HPW. The application of
analogue non-linear circuits (such as the full wave rectifier) causes the re-introduction
of wide-band noise. This effect is analysed using white Gaussian noise NJ(t) of
variance c72, and simulated using 100Hz band-limited white Gaussian noise which is
sampled at 500 Hz. Taking the square of the signal w(t) has the Fourier equivalent:
W(t)2

<==>'1'(w) * J'((t))

4.3

Which is the auto-convolution of a random, flat spectral distribution. Taking the
expectation of the convolution (eq. 4.3):
E { q'(()) * }'((i)) }
=

G2

for (o = 0

0

otherwise

the vector '(0) is not infinite, and the convolution integral (eq. 4.3) in this case has a
finite observation length which is equivalent to random walk processes 5 , these have
the following variance:

=

2jr-o
In

2

4.4

Where a is the variance of NJ(t)2 with the mean removed.
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Equation 4.4 results in a triangular shape power spectral density centred on 0 Hz and
200 Hz wide, a simulation of the above analysis is shown in Figure 4.29. The DC
term, y2, is considerably larger than the contribution of equation 4.4 and is therefore
removed to aid visual presentation, in practice the signal is AC coupled to get rid of
the large DC component.
The application of the square root operator (to obtain full wave rectified samples from
NJ(t)2) is a further non-linearity. This can be expected to cause further cross-spectral
spreading due to the introduction of intermodulation products. In practice, the
distributions of the spectral components of both the squared and full wave rectified
signals seem very similar (except for a scaling factor) (fig. 4.29).
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Figure 4.29 Power spectral density (DC component removed) obtained by spectral
averaging over 40 seconds of: (a) the square of white Gaussian noise
band limited to 100 Hz (dotted trace), (b) Full wave rectified white
Gaussian noise (continuous trace) and (c) full wave rectified coloured
noise (dashed trace).
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When spectral averaging is performed on full wave rectified simulated phono noise
(fig. 4.29), two main features appear: (a) a component centred at 65 Hz which
corresponds approximately to twice the centre frequency of both the observed noise
and HPW's. This component is normally filtered out. (b) The other feature is the low
frequency decaying spectral component which if extrapolated, would expose
approximately a 25 Hz noise span with a triangular shape. The latter feature is
assumed to originate from the cross products of terms existing within the band-pass
filter which spans the HPW resonances (26-38 Hz).
In order to obtain the expected power spectral density (smooth trace), spectral
averaging of the full wave rectified noise was employed in figure 4.29. In practice,
the noise power varies from block to block resulting in spectral component power
variance. These low frequency components do not form a steady feature which can be
accounted for when selecting the fundamental heart beat component from a single
block. On the contrary, observations of the valid FHR region show peaks which
appear randomly across the spectrum. These peaks have a higher probability of
occurrence at the lower end of the spectrum.
While the same low frequency noise is present in all spectrum based algorithms, the
fundamental spectral estimator bases its estimates on the power of the FHR
fundamental which lies at the lower end of the spectrum. This region of the spectrum
was shown above to be most contaminated with noise, hence the bias in the observed
results towards lower frequencies.
In practice the presence of none of the harmonics (including the fundamental)
components can be relied upon. This is due to two major effects: (a) the dual pulse
nature of HPW signal (2 beats per cycle) and (b) changes in FHR causes smearing or
splitting of the harmonic peaks (the effect is more pronounced at higher harmonics).
The former effect can be alleviated by suppressing the second HPW (by appropriate
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filtering) thus obtaining an pulse time series composed solely of the first HPW
(simulated in this case).
As shown in table 4.6 the 'Fundamental Spectral Estimator' has a poor tracking ability
even at the lowest FHR accelerations rates (2 BPM/second).

Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

2 BPM/sec.

±40ms
14.9ms, 50%

5 BPM/sec.

±40ms
16.4ms,

10 BPM/sec.

±4Oms
16.7ms, 37%

20 BPM/sec

±4Oms
18ms, 38%

Table 4.6

Comment

* Poor tracking.
* Strong low frequency bias.

Acceleration performance of the 'Fundamental Spectral Estimator'. The
coloured noise SNR is set to 0dB.
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4.2.14. Iterative Block Clean-up
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Figure 4.30 Performance of the 'Iterative Block Clean-up'. The three measured
bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±4Oms (rectangles).

The 'Iterative Block Clean-up' (IBC) which was introduced in chapter 3 has a
reasonable OER performance (fig. 4.30). However, a rather high IBSD is introduced
by the estimator. On inspection of the erroneous estimate distribution, with the
exception of a few harmonically related errors, the majority of errors were random.
This lack of bias makes the IBC algorithm suitable FHR baseline monitoring.
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Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

2 BPM/sec.

±40ms
8.6ms, 16%

* Reasonable performance.
* Some harmonic error.

5 BPM/sec.

±40ms
7.6ms, 13%

* Reasonable performance.
* Some harmonic error.

10 BPM/sec.

±40ms
10.9ms, 7%

* Reasonable performance.

20 BPM/sec

±40ms
15.7ms, 14%

* Tracks well.
* Large deviation from correct estimate.

Table 4.7

Comment

Acceleration performance of the 'Iterative Block Clean-up'. The
coloured noise SNR is set to 0dB.

The IBC is amenable to computation cost reduction; the first three iterative steps can
be performed at low FFT size to locate approximately the HPW positions. A final
stage comprising zero-padded FFT is utilised to improve the quantisation. Because of
the relatively high estimate variance in this case, improving the quantisation by FFT
padding is a case of diminishing returns. Table 4.7 shows that IBC is robust in the
presence of FHR accelerations up to 20BPM/second.

4.2.15. Inverse Least Squares

The inverse least squares filter was discussed in chapter 3. White noise at -7dB was
included in the signal autocorrelation matrix in order to build broad-band noise
immunity into the filter coefficients.
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Figure 4.31 Performance of the 'Inverse Least Squares' estimator. The three
measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±4Oms
(rectangles).

Excellent performances are obtained from the ILS filter approach when applied to
HPW signals corrupted with simulated coloured phono noise. The graphs in figure
4.31 suggest that the SNR operation range of the ILS stretches to below -10dB. Due
to the inverse nature of ILS however, it is essential to check both its white noise and
real signal performances. Figure 4.32 shows that despite a slight degradation due to
the introduction of -10dB white noise, ILS can still maintain a 10% OER down to
-7.5dB SNR. The ILS performance when applied to real signals however reveals a
more severe deterioration in the performance (example given in chapter 3). This
discrepancy is attributed to the low variance of the simulated noise in the band of
interest when compared to real observations.
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Figure 4.32 'Inverse Least Squares' performance in the presence of fixed power
additive white noise -10dB w.r.t. signal power. The x axis measures
the SNR w.r.t. the coloured additive noise. The three measured bands
are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and ±4Oms (rectangles).
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4.2.16. Modified Block Autocorrelation
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Figure 4.33 Performance of the 'Modified Block Autocorrelation' estimator. The
three measured bands are: ±lOms (circles), ±2Oms (crosses) and
±4Oms (rectangles).

The modified block autocorrelator (MBAC) is derived from the block autocorrelation
algorithm. The deviation from the latter is that the time domain output is obtained
from the inverse Fourier transform of the linear spectrum rather than the power
spectrum. About 1dB improvement in OER over block autocorrelation is obtained.
The estimate variance however, is marginally worse (fig. 4.33).
A variety of spectral magnitude mappings were tested (graph results not included),
these were the same as the different mappings used with the raw signal block
processing (fig. 4.19). Cepstral processing which utilises logarithm spectral mapping
has a very poor performance when applied to rectified HPW signals. Other mappings
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which extract the nth root from the spectral magnitudes have similar performances to
tIy

Acceleration
Rate (BPM/sec).

SNR=OdB
Band,
SD and OER

2 BPM/sec.

±40ms
6.6ms, 8.3%

* Sub-harmonic errors.

5 BPM/sec.

±40is
8.6ms, 5.5%

* Sub-harmonic errors.
* Deviates from correct estimates.

10 BPM/sec.

t40ms
14ms, 5.7%

* Reasonable tracking.
* Large deviation from correct estimate.

20 BPM/sec

±40ms
20.5ms, 21%

* Reasonable tracking.
* Large deviation from correct estimate.

Table 4.8

Comment

Acceleration performance of 'Modified block autocorrelation'. The
coloured noise SNR is set to 0dB.

The real advantage of MBAC is apparent when the FHR accelerations performances
are taken into account (Table 4.8), these show the MBAC ability to track signals even
at high acceleration rates. Although the FHR acceleration of 20 BPM/second (shown
above) shows a 21% OER, these erroneous estimates track the accelerations but have
an error deviation which fall outside the measured ±40ms band.
The cost of calculating MBAC is equivalent to cost of computing block
autocorrelation from the spectral domain. There is however the added cost of
computing the square root of the power spectrum.

4.3. Estimators Comparison

This section compares, in a tabulated format, all the algorithms investigated in this
chapter. The computation cost of each implementation is based on extracting FHR
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estimates at the rate of two per second. The exact time taken by a particular algorithm
is not disclosed as it heavily depends on the processor used: Modem DSP
microprocessors, such as the MC56000, have significantly reduced the cost of
multiplications as well as enabling parallel arithmetic operations to take place.
Whereas in the case of general purpose microprocessors, such as the MC68000, the
cost of these operations is approximately one order of magnitude higher. Therefore
the computational cost is given using the dominant operation as the indicator of cost
and is expressed as "of the order of" and annotated as O{number of operations}. A
FIR filter for example has a computational cost equal to O(L.K) where L is the filter
length and K is the number of samples to be filtered. The fact that each filter
operation involves both a multiplication and an addition is not included.
The tabulated comparisons below include the acceleration performance of the block
algorithms. In the case of BTB estimators, the performance under accelerating FHR is
assumed to be the same as that under constant FHR. Compared to real
implementations of the algorithms, no attempt was made to build intelligence into the
peak extraction algorithms other than limiting the choice of FHR to the valid range of
60 to 240 BPM. The reason is that the success rates achieved by artificial intelligence
algorithms are dependant on the error types introduced by the estimating process. In
the case of each estimator, the occurrence of easily detectable errors such as
harmonically related errors was highlighted. The parameters effecting the
computation cost are listed:
L
sh

Template length (seconds) employed by some BTB estimators.
Sampling rate normally used for BTB estimators, usually 1KHz.
Sampling rate normally used for block estimators, usually 50 Hz.

C.Cost The order of computation cost (per second) for implementing a
particular algorithm.
N

FF1' size used in block estimators, usually 4096.
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Estimator

Time Domain

Frequency
Matched
pre-Filter
Template Pulse
Correlation
Estimator

SNR, Band,
SD and OER
C.Cost
3dB, ±2Oms
1.5ms, 10%
0{0}

Advantages (+), Disadvantages (-)
+ Low processing cost.
- Poor performance.

+ Low processing cost.
- Poor OER which is pulse shape dependant.
0{0}
- High estimate variance.
-25i3J3 ±4Oms + Good OER.
+ Easy to implement.
3.5ms, 10%
High C.Cost.
2
O{L.c
h}

+ Very good OER performance.
Pseudo-Inverse
-6.2dB, ±4Oms + Low estimate variance.
+ Not prone to broad-band noise.
Filter.
3.Oms, 10%
+ Sensitivity control is built into the algorithm.
G=60, T=0.15
2
OIL. 5h
- Normally operated sub- optimally.
- High C.Cost.
Envelope
+0.5dB, ±2Oms + Low processing cost.
- High estimate variance.
Detector5.Oms, 3.2%
Estimator
0{0}
-8.5dB, ±4Oms + Excellent OER.
+ Very low estimate variance.
Least
Inverse
1.Oms, 10%
- Poorer wide-band noise performance.
Squares
1.
OIL. 1sh
- Poor real signal performance.
- Very sensitive to utilised template.
- High C.Cost.
Table 4.9

Beat-to-Beat based estimators. The middle column shows the best
performance obtained while the OER is less than 10% and the IBSD
deviation of the 'in band' estimates is less than 5ms. All BTB based
estimators are immune to FHR accelerations.

When the BTB estimators are compared (Table 4.9), it can be clearly seen that both
the 'Time Domain' and 'Frequency Matched pre-Filter' provide very poor OER, this is
attributed to the lack of prominent signal feature which can be used to pin-point HPW
events. This observation is corroborated with observed real phono signals. The
'Inverse Least Squares' estimator although implying a very good performance from

the simulated signals, in practice was found too sensitive to the template from which
the filter coefficients were derived.
The 'Envelope Detector-Estimator' is found to perform reasonably well for the small
processing effort required to obtain the estimates. Both 'Template Pulse Correlation'
and 'Pseudo-Inverse Filter' have similar performances unless the template is
continuously updated. In that case, PIF offers a 3.7dB SNR improvement over pulse
correlation. Both of the latter estimators have high processing cost and thus require
high performance DSP for the filtering stage.
Table 4.10 presents the performance of block based estimators. Both 'Raw Signal
Block Autocorrelation' and 'Cepstrum' have a poor FHR tracking performance, in
addition, cepstrum processing seems to suffer from broad-band noise reducing its
steady FHR performance threshold to -1.2 and 1.0 dB in the presence of -20 and -10
dB white noise respectively. 'Block Autocorrelation' has a good OER but shares with
the 'Fundamental Spectral Estimator' a poor FHR tracking performance. The
remaining four estimators have good OER. Of these, the 'Iterative Block Clean-up'
and the 'Modified Block Autocorrelation' have good FHR tracking capabilities. And
both 'Comb Filter' and 'Modulus Difference' have similar performances. The 'Comb
Filter' is harder to implement but computationally less expensive than the 'Modulus
Difference', especially for newer processors.
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Estimator

Raw Signal
Block
Autocorrelation

SNR, Band,
SD and OER
C.Cost
-2.3dB, ±40ms
2ms' 10%

Advantages (+), Disadvantages (-)

+ Immune from broad-band noise.
- Very poor FHR tracking.

Off sh 1092(f5)}

Block Rectified
Autocorrelation

Comb Filter

Cepstrum

+ Good OER performance.
+ Immune from broad-band noise.
+ Low C.Cost (FFT/interpolation).
- Poor FHR tracking.
+ Good OER performance.
-2.5dB, ±2Oms
+ Immune from broad-band noise.
4.6ms, 79%
+ Good FHR tracking.
Off 10 92(f1)) + Low C.Cost (via interpolation).
.

-1.0dB, ±40ms
4.5ms, 10%
OtfSh 1092(fh)}

-3.5dB, ±4Oms
2.Oms, 10%

Modulus
Difference

-2.5dB, ±40ms
Sms, 6.3%
2
sh

Fundamental
Spectral
Estimator
(Mu)

+6.3dB, ±2Oms
4.5ms, 10%

Iterative Block
Clean-up (M12)

Off h . 10 92(f)}
-1.5dB, ±lOms
3.7ms, 10%
10 9(f5)}

Modified AutoCorrelation
(M14)

Table 4.10

-1.0dB, ±40ms
5Oms 2.5%
0{1'sh . 109(f5))

+ Very good OER performance.
+ Excellent low estimate variance.
- OER is prone to broad-band noise.
-High C.Cost.
- Very poor tracking of FHR accelerations.
+ Good OER performance.
+ Immune from broad-band noise.
+ Good FHR tracking.
+ May be amenable to C.Cost reduction.
- High C.Cost for modern DSP's.
+ Easy to implement.
+ Immune from broad-band noise.
- Poor OER performance
- Estimates are prone to low frequency bias.
- Poor FHR tracking.
+ Reasonable OER.
+ Immune from broad-band noise.
+ Reasonable FHR tracking.
+ C.Cost can be very low.
+ Reasonable OER.
+ Immune from broad-band noise.
+ Good FHR tracking.
- High FHR variance.

Block based estimators. The middle column shows the best
performance obtained while the OER is less than 10% and the standard
deviation of the 'in band' estimates is less than Sms.
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4.3.1.

Comparison of Block and Beat-to-Beat Estimators

It is clear from the two tables above that of the estimators investigated, BTB
estimators provide a lower estimate variance than block estimators. This quality is a
prerequisite for FHR variability monitoring. The Pseudo-Inverse Filter' estimator is
selected for its all round performance. In addition, the low OER afforded by PIF
processing enables the use of phono signals with SNR down to -60. This
performance level is not attained by any of the block based estimators. The use of

BTB estimators, specifically 'PIF, requires: (a) The continuous updating of the
template to offset HPW pulse changes and (b) the derivation of short term SNR
estimate which is used in deriving the PIF coefficients. Two factors favour the use of
block estimators, firstly the computation cost can be significantly lower and secondly

BTB estimators require considerably more powerful artificial intelligence algorithms
to enable their proper operation.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.

POST PROCESSING AND RESULTS

The signal processing development facility and hardware configuration are detailed in
this chapter. Results obtained using this facility from overnight phonocardiographic
recordings[781 using the Talbert and Southall 18' 66] transducer are presented. The
algorithm implemented for FHR estimation is the comb filter estimator which was
discussed in chapter 3. A variety of parameters are then extracted from the FHR time
series. These parameters may be averaged over the whole observation period or
displayed in conjunction with the FHR baseline in continuous trace format to reveal
the dynamic biophysical profile variables.

5.1. Hardware Configuration

A four channel, frequency modulated recorder enables the simultaneous registration
of multiple transducers with good low frequency reproduction [78]. The recorded fetal
MAW signals facilitate the testing of both analogue circuits and software modules.
The need for flexibility in the hardware configuration led to selection of a VME
based bus system. This consists of a rack with a backplane to which module cards
conforming to the VME bus protocol can be attached. VME cards can operate in
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either 'bus master' or 'bus slave' modes depending on their function. Each card is
assigned a base physical address which other cards (placed on the VME backplane)
may access. Bus communication is orchestrated by a prioritised VME bus controller
which also handles interrupt oriented data transfers. As long as the various cards
adhere to the bus timing specifications, the VME bus can be thought of as an
extension of the memory address space.
Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the three VME boards used with this project.
They consist of a main processor card, a data acquisition card and an additional RAM
card. The main card has a MC68000 microprocessor running at 8Mhz, 128K byte of
RAM, two serial ports (RS232), a monitor in EPROM and the VME bus
controller/arbitrator. This main card is responsible for configuring the VME system,
organising data transfers and signal processing. The memory card (fig. 5.1) contains
512K byte of battery backed static RAM which is used to: (a) Store FHR estimates,
(b) keep hardware resident library routines/modules, (c) hold pre-computed data
vectors and (d) act as a silicon tape recorder which stores fetal MAW signals for fast
re-processing. The data acquisition card has 16 channel of differential analogue inputs
with a sampling bandwidth 10,000/N (N is the number of channels used), the ADC
has 12 bit resolution and the capability of interrupting the main processor at the end
of the conversion cycle. Two DAC channels which are mainly used to display
continuously updated traces on the oscilloscope are also available on this board. The
analogue conditioning unit (fig. 5.1) contains various modules which include high
pass filters, low pass filters, full wave rectifiers and gain amplification stages.
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Figure 5.1

5.2.

Block diagram of the system hardware configuration.

Software Development

Personal computers (PC) based on either UNIX or MS-DOS operating systems
provide suitable platforms for software development. Programmes written in the 'C'
language are initially developed and tested on the host system where good display,
plotting and debugging facilities are available. Specific signals can be used to test
signal processing modules, and algorithm parameters are passed to modules via their
argument lists. The performance of the processing can then be scrutinised for the
results thus obtained. For example:
COMB -f signal.in -o comb.out -n 100 -N 4096 -s 50 -d
uses the file 'signal.in' as input and produces the comb filter output in the file
'comb.out'. The block size is set to 100 samples ('-n 100') and FFT size is set to
4096 ('-N 4096'). The sampling rate is assumed to be 50 Hz ('-s 50') and the
programme is run in debugging mode ('-d').
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Once proven working, the module programmes are incorporated into software
libraries. A controlling shell programme is then cross-compiled in 68000 machine
code and linked into a single object code file. This is then downloaded to the main
processor board on the VME system for execution. The FHR time series estimates are
sent back to the PC for further processing.

5.3. Least Mean Squares Predictor and Outlier Detector.

Residual estimate errors (outliers) should be removed from the FHR time series
before any analysis can be carried out 1491. If left unchecked, these errors induce (a) a
large bias in the short term FHR average and (b) artificial FHR variance whose level
exceeds that of natural biological rhythms. The algorithm described here assumes that
the FHR outliers have no cyclic patterns (i.e. are randomly distributed).
The least mean squares (LMS) adaptive FIR filter algorithm operates in an error
feedback mode to track the Wiener optimal solution 58' '91. The governing equations
are:
(n)

=

hT(n) . y(n)

e(n)

=

d(n) - (n)

=

d(n) - hT(n) . y(n)

Where (n) is the output of the filter at time n, d(n) is the desired signal, the vector
h(n) is the adapted filter weights, and e(n) is the output error. Taking the expectation
of the error squared and differentiating w.r.t. h(n):
6e(n)
h(n)

=

- 2 E{ y(n) e(n) )

5.1
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Equation 5.1 shows that the gradient vector of the error surface can be estimated from
the expected value of {y(n) e(n)). The least mean squares algorithm utilises this
derived gradient estimate to recursively seek out the global minimum error. The
recursion on h(n) is given:
h(n+1)

=

h(n) + 2 p y(n) e(n)

The convergence constant p. controls the adaptation speed; a small p. value slows the
adaptation time while a larger p. creates significant time discontinuities in the FIR
weights hO. The characteristic convergence of the LMS is determined by (a) the non
stationarity of the signal y() and (b) the eigenvalue spread of its autocorrelation
matrix. More detail on the derivation of the LMS algorithm and performance
comparisons with faster converging adapting filter structures such as the recursive
least squares is given in the literature 0' 58, 601 Commonly, p. is set to:
p.

cx
N.P

where 0 <cx < 1.0, N is the number of filter weights and P is the power of the signal.
Used in a forward predictor configuration, the LMS filter weights converge towards
the optimal filter for the observed signal. Any unpredictable noise in the input signal
is thus observed as the error eQ. In terms of FHR processing, the estimates are fed
into the LMS predictor which tries to track the underlying FHR time series trends. In
such a configuration, random erroneous FHR estimates cannot be predicted and result
in large errors.
The novelty in the LMS outlier detector compared with traditional adaptive filter
implementations lies in the way estimated outliers are handled. Input FHR samples
producing errors exceeding a predetermined error threshold level are: (a) flagged as
erroneous and (b) replaced by the predictor's output Q() plus a small error margin. For
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example, if the desired signal d(n) has an error of +50 BPM, which is a very unlikely
FHR step increase, the input sample y(n) is replaced by the predicted output (n) plus
a limited error (2 BPM in the direction of the outlier). Therefore having decided that
an estimate is erroneous, the best policy to adopt is to replace it with the LMS
forecasted value thus avoiding the propagation of an outlier through the filter
structure. A limited error margin must always be added to the LMS output when
replacing an assumed outlier otherwise the filter gets locked into its current state and
genuine FHR step changes are then missed.
The forward predictor configuration (discussed above) is quite successful in detecting
some FHR outliers. However, it has a poor performance in tracking FHR
accelerations and decelerations. This is related to its inability to observe? signs
indicating the onset of fast FHR changes. A similar performance is obtained when a
backward predictor configuration is implemented.
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Figure 5.2

Block diagram of the combined forward and backward LMS
configuration implemented for outlier detection. The tap weight h(N/2)
is set and held at zero.

A suggested LMS structure which combines both forward and backward predictors is
depicted in figure 5.2 where: el(n) is the clipped error, Z(L) denotes a time delay of L
sample periods, Eth is the error threshold chosen for the configuration stage and xc(n)
is the corrected FHR estimate. If the error e(n) is lower than the predetermined
threshold Eth, xc(n) is obtained from the delayed i(n - N/2), otherwise it is taken as
the addition of (n) plus a limited error value (2 BPM). In either case xc(n) is fed
back into the FIR structure. The centre tap h(N/2) is set to zero and is not updated.
The forward backward predictor corrector (PB PC) (fig. 5.2) offers considerable
improvement over the normal LMS forward predictor, especially during fast FHR
changes, as a result of its ability to 'look' ahead of the current time sample.
While most outliers are detected and corrected using the FBPC implementation
above, the occurrence of a large erroneous FHR estimate, 220 BPM for example,
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when the neighbouring baseline is 120 BPM can lead adjacent correct estimates to be
flagged as erroneous. The presence of the 220 BPM outlier in the lower half of the y()
shift registers (1 .. N/2) causes the filter to predict high FHR values which results in
the incorrect labelling of the preceding sample(s) as outlier(s). Once the 220 BPM
outlier reaches the centre tap however, it is both detected as outlier and corrected.

k-2

k-i
PBPC

F

I
d0-

M11
FBPC

r'

---

k-K
FBPC

FHR

Figure 5.3

Cascade implementation of the 'Forward Backward Predictor
Corrector'.

The solution to such large outliers disrupting adjacent estimates is to cascade a
number of FBPC stages (fig. 5.3). The error threshold Eth is set high for the first
stage and progressively lowered to the desired level at the Kth (last) stage. The
benefit of using the cascade of predictor corrector stages is illustrated using an
example: At the first FBPC stage a large outlier at time (n) causes its preceding
estimate d(n-1,1) to be falsely detected as an outlier and corrected to xc(n-1,1). The
erroneous sample d(n) is then detected and corrected to a value xc(n, 1) closer to the
true underlying trend. A later jth FBPC stage having the hind sight of the corrected
outlier xc(n,l) predicts an output Q(n-1,j) which is close to d(n-1,j) and hence the
FBPC(j) selects d(n-1,j) rather than (n-1,j) as its output xc(n-1,j). A further FBPC
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stage using the true estimates adjacent to the error at (n), produces an output
xc(n,j+1)=(n,j+1) which is more consistent with the background FHR trends.
In practice, it was found that 4 to 7 FBPC stages were sufficient to detect the all
observed large outliers and most of the smaller ones. The implementation in this case
makes use of 7 FBPC stages, and the error threshold is progressively set to 40, 30, 20,
10, 10 and 10 BPM.
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Figure 5.4

Bottom: Results of eight hours of continuous fetal phono processing,
each dot represents the average FHR of a two second epochs.
Top: The result of using seven FBPC stages to correct the FHR time
series (shown at the bottom).
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Figure 5.4 displays 8 hours of FHR time series obtained from applying comb filter
processing, each estimate is obtained from 2 second block. A seven stage FBPC is
then applied to the time series and a resulting OER average of 14.6% is obtained.
This high OER is not evenly distributed over the recording, markers A,B,C,D,E and F
have been superimposed on figure 5.4, these have respective OER rates of 24.5%,
10.5%, 33%, 0.5%, 3% and 2%.
The regions pin-pointed by the markers B,C and E (in fig. 5.4) are expanded to show
records of 6 minutes duration (fig. 5.5), these reveal episodes of average, high and
low error rates respectively. Large errors for example at time=3.55 hours (fig. 5.5,
middle trace) are corrected while true large FHR changes (at time 3.54 hours) are
tracked without modification. In addition, corrections as instituted by the FBPC
visually follow the underlying FHR trend.
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Figure 5.5

Corrections instituted by the LMS predictor, (expanded records from
figure 5.4). Top, middle and bottom traces correspond to regions B, C
and E and have respective estimated OER?s of 10.5%, 33% and 3%.
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5.4. The Extraction of Fetal Heart Rate

Currently the main FHR parameters associated with fetal monitoring are (a) long term
FHR (or baseline), (b) medium and short term variabilities and (c) accelerations and
decelerations. The 'non-stress test' (NST) refers to such parameters extracted from the
passive monitoring of fetal heart rate. This section applies digital signal processing
techniques to eight hours of continuous FHR data in order to extract these and other
parameters. Although the derivation of the parameters described below is processed
off-line, the algorithms can be integrated into stand alone monitors to provide
continuous on-line FUR parameter update.

5.4.1.

FHR Baseline

Baseline is the most commonly used FUR parameter in the assessment of antenatal
fetal health

[13]. Baseline is generally accepted as the low-pass filtered FHR trace.

Currently however, no standards exist which define the frequency components to be
included in the baseline time series. Dalton et a1154 suggested a first order recursive
filter having an approximate cut-off frequency at 1mHz. This filter is applied
successively in the forward then backward direction leading to the cancellation of
non-linear phase shifts present in the filter. Such phase shifts would otherwise cause
some of the FUR components to suffer from group delay effects.
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A normal fetal heart trace has a rate between 120 and 160 BPM, and is combined
with other trace characteristics to form an overall picture of the fetal health status 631.
When taken into account 13 , the baseline trace is described as either (a) a 'reactive
trace' when variations in both the medium and long term are observed or (b) a 'nonreactive (or flat) trace' when the FHR trace is featureless.
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Figure 5.6

Frequency response of the first order filter proposed by
[54
Dalton et al ] (dashed trace) and FIR filter proposed here (solid line).

While the filter suggested by Dalton[54] appears to be adequate when inspected
visually, it has a poor transition between the pass and rejection bands (fig. 5.6)
resulting in a section of the spectrum where FHR components are only partially
included in the baseline signal. The filter advocated here is a simple FIR derived from
a seventh order Butterworth filter. The filter design uses the frequency transfer
function synthesis approach 9 and deviates from the standard Butterworth prototype
by having a zero (linear) phase shift across the spectrum. The tap weights thus
obtained from the inverse Fourier transform are acausal, therefore a time shift
equivalent to half of the filter length is introduced (in this case 127 taps). Figure 5.6
shows that from an engineering point of view the FIR has a sharper transition
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between the FHR frequency components included in the baseline signal (pass-band)
and those excluded (stop-band). Using the bilinear transform method, standard
frequency responses can be obtained from higher order hR filter configurations 91.
These as well as producing better transfer functions are computationally more
efficient than FIR designs.
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Corresponding to bands B, C and E of figure 5.4: Short term baseline
obtained from low pass filtering at 67mHz (T=15 seconds). The dots
show the estimates prior to filtering, those enclosed in circles are
corrected estimates and the solid line is the filter output. The corrected
estimates are seen to be very close to the baseline.

In the absence of standard cut-off frequencies for the baseline generation, two results
are included here. Firstly the short term baseline (fig. 5.7) which has a cut-off at
67mHz (or a time constant T=15 seconds). Secondly the long term baseline which is
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filtered using a cut-off at 1.7mHz (T=lO minutes); this is obtained by initially low
pass filtering the FHR estimates to 17mHz (T=l minute), sub-sampling, and then low
pass filtering the resulting time series (fig. 5.8).
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5.4.2.

Medium term baseline (dots, T=l minute) and long term FHR baseline
(solid trace, T=10 minutes).

FHR Accelerations and Decelerations

[19] such as breathing and
FHR accelerations have been related to fetal activity
movement and are indicative of fetal well-being. Accelerations are understood to be
short term FHR deviations from the baseline time series. There does not seem to exist
a formal definition (in the engineering sense) for either the duration or the depth of
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deviation which qualify these as significant. Duration figures of a few seconds and
[191
amplitudes in the region of 15 BPM have been used . The approach taken here is to
band-pass filter the FHR starting from the cut-off frequency of the baseline extraction
filter to the maximum frequency components desired.
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Top: 3 mHz baseline (T=5 minutes), the horizontal solid line (at 128.6
BPM) shows the FHR average for the whole 8 hours.
Bottom: FHR Band pass filtered from 0.185 mHz to 3mHz (T=90 5
minutes) to reveal accelerations and decelerations from the 90 minute
baseline.
..

5.4.3.

FHR Variability and the Variability Amplitude Index

Studies performed on both fetuses and newborns have demonstrated a strong
60,68]
68].
correlation between heart rate variability and fetal behavioural state [25,60,
Such

switching between high and low FHRV is linked to periods of high fetal activity or
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[67]
fetal resting state respectively and was found by Dawes et al
to be a better
indicator of fetal well-being than other indicators. While current clinical practice
relies on fetal monitors based on block estimators to assess the heart rate variability
(medium term variability), most research is concentrating on the extraction of FHRV
[20,22,27,29,64] (short term variability). The
indices from beat-to-beat measurements
relationship between the medium and short term variabilities has not to-date been
resolved although the variation of each has been independently linked to fetal
behavioural states. Medium term variabilities with periodicities from a few seconds to
a few minutes are commonly utilised in the assessment the fetal health 731. A normal
variability reading is universally accepted as a better indicator of fetal well being state
than is a low variability reading of fetal compromise[19' 21, 81] This is attributed to
the often prolonged 'quiet' state of the fetus which can last for over an hour. It has
been reported1881 that after 45 minutes of fetal rest 95% of fetuses returned to normal
FHRV levels.
The short term non-stationarities of the US Doppler signal (Manning 381) render the
detection of individual heart beat events useless for beat-to-beat measurements [40, 73]
Most of BTB variability measurements are therefore limited to scalp ECG or
[21]
phonocardiography as suggested by Trierweiler et al . In fact, the artificial
variability introduced by some phono BTB based estimators such the Pseudo-inverse
filter (detailed in ch. 3) was shown to be less than that introduced by most block
estimators (ch. 4). It can therefore be concluded that unless an important
improvement in the registration of external abdominal FECG can be obtained, fetal
phono may be the only practical method for BTB FHRV measurement. Otherwise,
only medium term FHRV is available from block estimators.
Four performance criteria for FHRV indices have been suggested by Parer et al [15] ,
these are:
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A-

Short term FRHV should have an amplitude linearly dependant on the
BTB interval difference.

B-

Long term FHRV should be proportional to the amplitude of FHR
variations.

C-

When applied to sinusoidal FHR, long term FHRV should have an
amplitude proportional to the frequency of FHR variations.

D-

Long term FHRV should be independent of short term FRHV.

Parer also provided a comparison of indices commonly used in BTB
variability

27, 29] One index proposed by Huey

was found to satisfy all of the

above criteria. Detwiler et a1174 showed that the random error in the variability
measurement introduced by the limited observation period can be reduced to ±10%
with 95% confidence if the observation period is extended to five minutes. This result
however relied on simulated stationary variability which is not commonly observed in
real fetal heart rate time series.
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Figure 5.10

Processing stages utilised in obtaining FHR baseline and variability
indices. TFland TF2 are dependant on the type of index.
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Figure 5.10 shows a typical block diagram for extracting FHR variability indices, in
the case of variance measurement for example; HPF is a high pass filter with a corner
frequency at 17mHz, TF1 is the square operator and LPF2 a five minute block
average, TF2 would have a unity transfer. In the case of standard deviation
measurement, TF2 is set to the square root operator. A proposed variability
measurement which provides a linear index approximating the visually assessed FHR
trace is the 'Variability Amplitude Index' (VA!).
The VA! parameter is a continuously sampled index which can be displayed in
conjunction with baseline traces to provide a visually interpolated FHRV block
average. The VA! index extraction is based on using the magnitude operator
combined with a gain factor for the TF1 stage. The gain compensates for the peak to
peak amplitude loss when the output of TF1 is low pass filtered. LPF2 is a zero
phase-shift low pass filter with five minutes time constant, TF2 is not used in the
derivation of VA!.
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Figure 5.11 Bottom: FHR long term baseline 1.7 mHz (T=10 minutes).
Top: iminute variability which is low pass filtered with a time
constant of five minutes.

An added benefit of the VAI as an index is that a single reading from the VAT trace
(fig. 5.11) provides the variability measurement as assessed by clinicians with an
effective averaging over the neighbouring five minutes of MR. Also seen in figure
5.11 is the correlation between medium term FHRV and long term baseline, this
correspondence is better displayed in scatter diagram format in figure 5.12. The
results illustrated in figure 5.12 shows a positive correlation between the medium
term VAT and long term heart rate, this agrees with the long term variability index
proposed by Van Geijn et a1' 68]
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Rate and Spectral Distribution
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Figure 5.13 Distribution of FHR estimates (solid trace) with a superimposed
normal Gaussian distribution (dotted line).

Close inspection of the heart rate distribution (fig. 5.13) reveals significant skewness.
This suggests an inhibiting mechanism which prevents the heart rate from falling
below a certain minimum. The same control mechanism is not seen at high FHR
where the FHR distribution has a longer tail.
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The averaged spectrum of figure 5.14 exhibits no persisting frequency components
when the FHR time series is observed over a long period. Close inspection of time
record sections however, reveals the presence of short duration oscillations in the
FHR. Figure 5.15 displays an expanded medium-term FHR trace which shows large
amplitude oscillations. In this case, the oscillations start with a periodicity of 1.5
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minutes, which then extends to 3 minutes and eventually to 5 minutes (at 1 hour, 1.5
hours and 2 hours into the recordings respectively).
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Figure 5.15

Example of observed medium term oscillations. This record
corresponds to the epoch 1-2 hours of figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.16 Power waterfall spectrum of the FHR time series (average FHR
removed) corresponding to the epoch 1-2 hours of figure 5.4. This is
obtained from 10 minute blocks with a 75% overlap, a Hanning
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Figure 5.16 reveals the short term spectral presence of FHR rhythms. In this
particular epoch, these were more pronounced than observed elsewhere. The above
three figures show that while rhythms can be identified, these are relatively short
lived and tend to meander through the spectrum. Therefore, when averaged over a
long enough period, a smooth spectral content is obtained.

5.5.

Results from Other Patients

[78]
Results from processed three overnight recordings
are included here. The three
main FHR parameters are given in the graphs: (a) Long term baseline (T=10
minutes), (b) the variability amplitude index include components from 17 to 250mHz
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(1 minute to 4 seconds), and (c) accelerations/decelerations using a band-pass filter
from 3.3 to 66 mHz (5 minutes to 15 seconds). For presentation purposes, only one
hour of these parameters is included in the graphs. No diagnosis of the fetal health
state is attempted here other than noting that the results from the first patient (whose
eight hour recording was used above) have reasonable acceleration count, VAI level
and baseline range (fig. 5.17). The results for the second patient depicted in figure
5.18 show a low VA!, low accelerations count with corresponding small amplitudes,
the baseline lies within an acceptable range. The results depicted in figure 5.19 (third
patient) show normal baseline range and VA! index and accelerations count.
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CHAPTER SIX

6. CONCLUSION

This thesis introduced the relevance of fetal heart rate monitoring and its related
parameters which are visually assessed in current routine clinical practice. Pit-falls
associated with this field were also highlighted: (a) Some are brought about by
technique limitations, which suggests that there is still room for improvement in the
signal processing algorithms employed in the derivation of FHR estimates. (b) Others
were found in the subjective observer influences where significant inter- and intraobserver differences were identified. This latter case leads to the deduction that,
wherever possible, parameter extraction should be automated.
Although most of the heart sound recordings 166' 781 exhibited the main signal
component at about 55 Hz, much larger components down to 15 Hz were observed
with newer transducers developed in this work. The signals found in this sub-audible
region look more promising and merit further attention. The conditioning of fetal
heart phonocardiographic signals (fetal heart pressure waves) was detailed: The bandpassed HPW signals are used for beat-to-beat estimators while envelope detected
versions are applied to block estimators. Two original contributions to fetal
phonocardiographic transducers - optical and capacitive - were given and other
transducing technologies discussed.
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Compared to frequency domain estimators, the 'Comb Filter' algorithm makes no
apriori assumption about the distribution of spectral components as such an
assumption was shown to be invalid. The comb filter was then applied to ultrasound
signals and the results were compared with the gold standard signal (scalp FECG).
The main estimate errors were found to be harmonically related. Such errors can be
detected with relative ease and the remaining overall error rate was found to be less
than 3%.
The 'Iterative Block Clean-up' technique was introduced. This relies on transforming
the signal vector from the time domain to the frequency domain while removing all
assumed non-coherent signal components. The 'Modified Block Autocorrelation'
algorithm was also given, this is similar to the normal block autocorrelation technique
except that its 'correlation domain' is derived from the inverse Fourier transform of
the linear spectrum. This latter algorithm was found to improve on the outlier error
rate while slightly increasing the in-band standard deviation.
A novel time domain beat-to-beat estimator was also introduced: The 'Pseudo Inverse
Filter' (PIF) was shown to enhance the ability to detect HPW occurrences while
maintaining wide-band noise immunity. Although normally operated sub-optimally,
this algorithm was shown to provide almost 1.7dB SNR improvement over the
industry-standard 'Pulse Correlation'. When implemented optimally, PIF stretched its
performance lead to 3.5dB. The inverse least squares was also investigated but
required a modification in its autocorrelation matrix in order to build broad-band
robustness into its derived filter weights. However, the performance of the latter was
found to be poor when used to filter real fetal heart phono signals.
A simulation was then constructed to assess the performance of fourteen estimators.
Firstly, those based on time domain beat-to-beat estimators such as: 'Time Domain
Estimator', 'Frequency Matched pre-Filter', 'Envelope Detector-Estimator', 'Pulse
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Correlation', 'Inverse Least Squares' and 'Pseudo-Inverse Filter'. Of these, both the
'Pulse Correlation' and the 'Pseudo-Inverse Filter' were found to have similar
performances the latter having 3.5dB SNR advantage when used optimally. Secondly,
those estimators based on signal blocks of two seconds duration: 'Block
Autocorrelation', 'Comb Filter', 'Cepstrum', 'Raw Signal Block Autocorrelation',
'Modulus Difference', 'Fundamental Spectral Estimator', 'Iterative Block Clean-up'
and the 'Modified Block Autocorrelation'. Both 'Cepstrum' and 'Block
Autocorrelation' estimators were found to have disappointing results, especially
during FHR accelerations. The 'Fundamental Spectral Estimator' was found to have a
high outlier error rate which was related to the distribution of noise introduced by the
envelope detector (employed in the conditioning of fetal HPW signals). Both
'Modulus Difference' and 'Comb Filter' out-performed all other block estimators and
were found to have similar performances. The latter was chosen for the reduction in
computation cost it affords.
Accurate real time FHR monitoring has been achieved from passive phono signals.
The implementation used the 'Comb Filter' algorithm based a VME stand-alone
system. Results were then processed off-line to reduce the outliers present in the
estimates. A new design based on the stocastic gradient LMS adaptive filter was
implemented to detect FHR outliers. The 'Forward Backward Predictor Corrector'
(FBPC) structure made use of a cascaded combination of forward and backward LMS
predictor configurations with the output of each stage being used to replace estimated
errors. Corrected FHR estimates were shown to visually track the underlying FHR
trends even at poor signal to noise ratios. In addition, corrected estimates were found
not to introduce artificial short term FHR variability.
Further processing was employed to extract relevant parameters such as FHR
baseline, accelerations and the 'Variability Amplitude Index'. The latter parameter

was proposed to approximate the amplitude variability as assessed visually by
clinicians. Other information such as the FHR amplitude distribution or the
correlation between long-term baseline and medium-term variability provide a great
wealth of information. Whether these can be used to enhance antenatal fetal
monitoring remains to be proven.
The ability to obtain reliable FHR estimates from phonocardiographic signals is
ultimately a useful step towards the routine, long-term monitoring of patients.

6.2. Future Work

Cepstral analysis, although unsuccessful in the form investigated here, may produce
better results if 'complex cepstrum' processing is implemented. This would involve
the 'editing' of the logarithmic complex spectra 4' 611 in order to deconvolve the HPW
impulse response.
In this work, the comb filter made use of a peak selection algorithm in order to obtain
one FHR estimate from each signal block. Outliers in these results were later
'corrected' using the FBPC. A possible improved implementation would couple the
FBPC with the comb filter output stage; in this case, assumed outliers could be
replaced by the nearest peak to the predictor output. This approach should result in a
closer estimate of the underlying short-term FHR variability. Another possible
modification involves using the estimated comb filter SNR to determine the
convergence of each FBPC stage.
The comparison of the estimators could benefit from additional testing using real
simultaneous recordings of fetal phono and scalp FECG. Increased repeatability could
be obtained if the two signals were sampled and stored digitally. In addition, blocks
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producing erroneous estimates could be analysed in detail to reveal the failure
mechanisms of individual estimators.
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Real time processing and analysis of fetal phonocardiographic
signals
Hany E Bassil and James H Dripps
Department of Electrical Engineering, King's Buildings, Edinburgh University, Mayfield
Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JL, UK

Abstract. The monitoring of fetal heart rate (FHR) is commonly used in assessing the general
health of the fetus. Although certain periodic cycles may be indicative of fetal problems, only
short term observations are routinely employed in clinical practice. This is due to cost
considerations, inconvenience to the patient and concern about long term ultrasonic
monitoring. Therefore only a low confidence assessment can be established between detected
rhythms and the health of the fetus. The technique advocated in this paper makes use of an
inexpensive, non-invasive phonocardiographic (phono) transducer which facilitates safe longterm patient monitoring. A variable comb filter applied to the frequency domain is used in order
to take full advantage of the harmonic content of fetal heart signals. Real time estimation of FHR
has been achieved on pre-recorded phono signals lasting eight hours. Recordings with a
reasonable signal quality were analysed and some of the results are given. Advanced signal
processing techniques followed by Artificial Intelligence (At) algorithms reduce the number of
erroneous estimates during periods of low signal to noise ratio (sNR). The resulting FHR time
series is stored on the host computer for further processing, display and parameter extraction.
This paper outlines the processing steps involved.

Introduction
Recent developments such as the piezoelectric beam (Talbert et al 1984, 1986) and newer
film transducers have enabled the passive phonocardiographic monitoring of FHR.
Heart sound signals analysed in this paper were obtained from 8 h overnight recordings
using the Talbert and Southall TAPHO transducer. Typically, heart beat signals had an
amplitude of 10 mV while other interfering noises were about two orders of magnitude
larger.
PVDF

Method
Phono transducer signals are susceptible to corruption by pressure waves from maternal and
fetal movements. These movements generate output signals much larger than the fetal heart
sound signals and can sometimes cause the transducer to saturate. Patients are therefore
monitored while resting. Any residual noise, including maternal and fetal breathing, is
reduced by frequency matched filtering of heart sounds. The signals were initially recorded
on a standard Racal frequency modulation tape recorder without analogue conditioning.
Eight hours of signal can be captured at the slowest tape speed (16/17 n's). It is very useful
during algorithm development to be able to replay the same data. Figure 1 shows the various
signal processing stages which are explained in detail.
2.1. Analogue pie-processing
The first stage of the FHR processor consists of analogue conditioning circuitry. Signals are
passed through a 45 to 65 Hz bandpass filter which greatly enhances the SNR of the fetal
095 l-7979/89/0B0067 + 08 $02.50 © 1989 Institute of Physical Sciences in Medicine
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Figure 1. Processing stages of continuous fetal heart rate monitoring. FWR = full wave rectifier; FFT = fast
Fourier transform; At Favouring Aig. = artificial intelligence favouring algorithm; FHR = fetal heart rate.

heart sounds. Even after bandpass filtering, noise interference (such as movements) can
reduce the SNR to below 0 dB. In such conditions, simple threshold detection algorithms
will fail to identify heart beat sounds from the background clutter. The output of the
bandpass filter is passed through a full wave rectifier (FwR) followed by a 20 Hz low-pass
filter thus reconstructing the heart beat pulses (figure 2(a)). The resulting signal is sampled
at 50 samples per second and divided into 2 s blocks (100 samples). A 256 point zero-padded
FFT is then applied to the 100 sample record. Figure 2(b) shows a typical frequency
spectrum; note the dominance of the second harmonic (this was the case in about 90% of
the blocks analysed). However, observations of the spectrum have shown that the presence
of neither the fundamental nor the second harmonic can be relied upon. Moreover,
determining the FHR from a single peak can lead to a biased estimate in the presence of
coloured noise. Hence there is a strong incentive to consider a span of harmonics when
estimating the position of the fundamental harmonic (and hence the FHR). To this end a
comb filter was employed.
2.2. Comb filter
Dripps et al (1986) have shown that a large percentage of the power is distributed within
the first few harmonics. Hence an algorithm which makes use of this spread in power may
prove most effective. The comb filter was chosen for this purpose. The captured signal is
considered to consist of two main components:
a set of periodic signals, the strongest of which is the fetal heart component; and
a set of non-periodic signals which define the white noise background to the signal
when viewed in the frequency domain.
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Figure 2. (a) Full wave rectifier reconstructed heart beat pulses. (b) Frequency domain reveals the harmonic
structure of the signal. (c) Comb filter output has a global peak at 2.5 Hz (= 150 8PM).

The comb filter can be expressed in the frequency domain as the sum of all the
harmonics of a signal with a fundamental frequency W.

T (Wv)

= f

W) * X (W) d

(1)

where Wc is the cut-off frequency of the signal.
The problem is now reduced to defining the kernel function I(W, W) which exhibits
two principal properties:
I(W, W) has to be defined such that the global output of the function T(W) occurs
on the fundamental of the periodic signal. In order to avoid making assumptions about the
distribution of harmonics in the signal, I( W, W) itself will have to be periodic in W, with
maxima lobes at n * W, (n being an integer).
When the function is looking for a fundamental where no periodic signal exists, the
output should sum to zero. In other words, when evaluated over white noise the output of
the function should have an expectation value of zero. This restriction is necessary because
of observed low frequency noise in phono signals.
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Due to the cyclic nature of I( W, Wv), the output can result in sub-harmonic errors, even
in cases of high SNR. The use of a tapering algorithm or restricting the number of harmonics
(i.e. the number of teeth in the comb filter) can solve this problem. The latter option is used
because it requires no a priori assumptions about the harmonic distribution of the signal.
On the other hand, severe truncation of the number of harmonics can induce harmonic
error. In practice five harmonics are included in the kernel function I(W, Wv).
This algorithm also provides an estimate of the SNR with little computational overhead.
SNR

(We)

=

T(W)
[P - T(W)]

(2)

where P is the total power of the signal. This quantity is used as a degree of confidence
that can be attached to the output of this transform. The discrete time version of the
algorithm is given as:
T (We )

=EE

X (Wp + k*dW) * I (k*dW')

(3)

n=1 k=-a

where H is the maximum number of harmonics considered. 2*a is the width of the kernel
function, dWis the resolution of the frequency spectrum. Here the kernel function I(k*dW)
is assumed to be the same for all the harmonics.
The global peak of the comb filter domain is expected to pinpoint the FHR (figure 2(c)).
In most cases this was true but sudden bursts of noise can produce multiple local peaks,
and care must be taken when selecting the most likely FHR peak.
The above phonocardiographic processing was tested against a high quality scalp FECG
signal where the global peak in the comb filter domain was assumed to indicate the true
FHR. A resulting error rate of less than 3% was observed. Moreover, in the cases of
erroneous estimates, the second highest peak in the comb filter domain usually indicated
the true FHR.
2.3. Peak selection
Ideally, the output from the comb filter will be a trace with a single global peak denoting
the position of the FHR. In practice, multiple peaks are observed and the program has to
select the peak which most likely reflects the FHR during that 2 s block. Any peak selection
algorithm should take account of statistical parameters such as current FHR trend and
distribution. An artificial intelligence algorithm was developed for this purpose. This
algorithm will favour the peaks according to the three criteria: (1) the signal power of the
peak, (2) the closeness of the peak to the previous FHR estimate, and (3) the position of the
peak relative to the recent statistical distribution of estimated FHR (this can be updated
during processing). For example, if the algorithm is given the choice between multiple
peaks of similar power, it will select the one closest to the previous estimates. Outliers
caused by highly coloured noise are thus rejected in favour of estimates which preserve the
continuity of the FHR time series. Two cost functions are needed for this Al selection
algorithm, the two governing equations are given:
V (F,t) = P. *
FHR(t) =

l)—F) * C(A —F)

(4)

F; such that V(F,t) = MAX (V(F,r))

(5)

Cd(FHR(t —

where V() is the favouring the peak F will get, P, is the power at rate F, Cd() is the cost
function relating to previous FHR estimate namely ( FHR(t — 1)), C, is the cost function
relating to the expected average FHR A. Using these techniques, the error rate is reduced
to less than 1076 when the signal quality is good.
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2.4. Interpolation
Reducing the quantisation error in FHR estimates to acceptable limits (i.e. 1/3 8PM) suggests
oversampling in the case of time domain correlation processing or performing large zeropadded FFT5 in the case of frequency domain processing. This constitutes a considerable
increase in the computational load and therefore may only be applicable in off-line
processing. An efficient solution adopted in this work uses interpolation at the comb filter
output stage. This interpolation technique gives an exact measure of the comb filter
magnitude (not an approximation) and therefore does not compromise the location of the
peak position.
Initially, an approximate location of the peak indicating the FHR estimate is determined
to the nearest ± 10 beats per minute (BPM). Then a binary search algorithm using the
interpolation technique is used to reduce the quantisation error to the required size. It was
felt that ±0.2 BPM was a small enough quantisation for purposes of this research. A 50-fold
reduction in computational load resulted from implementing this binary search/
interpolation technique.
Programs were written in 'C' language and tested on the UNIX operating system where
good display and debugging facilities were available. The resulting program modules are
then linked and the machine code was downloaded to a VME based signal processing facility.
Real time FHR extraction was performed by a MC68000 processor running at 8 MHz. A
menu driven style of programming was adopted for development, algorithm parameters
could easily be modified and optimised iteratively.
The resulting FHR time series is then sent to a host mainframe for further processing.
Residual estimate errors (outliers) should be removed before any analysis can be carried out.
Assuming that outliers in the FHR time series have no cyclic patterns (i.e. are randomly
distributed), then a least mean square (LMS) prediction-error filter may be used to track the
underlying signal. When the LMS prediction and a new FHR sample differ by more than a
predetermined limit, the sample is assumed erroneous. In such a case the LMS output is used
to replace the suspected outlier. Useful information such as dominant frequencies, autocorrelation and cross-correlations etc can then be extracted.
3. Results
The research is currently concentrating on long term and short term FHR time series
analysis. The FHR spectrum (with outliers removed) is inspected and dominant frequencies
are extracted using digital filtering techniques (a typical long term spectrum is displayed
in figure 3). Three main bands of frequencies were identified in the regions of 3, 27 and
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Figure 3. Typical long-term fetal heart rate spectrum obtained from an 8 h recording.
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70 mm, these are separated in figure 4 (a, b and c). It was also observed that in most cases
a strong correlation existed between the average rate and the variance of the short term FHR
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Figure 4. (a) 3 minutes variations extracted from the fetal heart rate (FHR) time series. Bandpass filtered from
2 to 4 mm (Q factor = 1.5). (b) 27 minutes variations extracted from the FHR time series. Bandpass filtered from
20 to 35 mm (Q factor = 1.77). (c) Long variations extracted from the FHR time series. Bandpass filtered from
DC to 35 minutes.

(described in alternative format by van Geijn et a! (1980)). Figure 5 is a typical scatter plot
Of FHR variance against FHR average, various block lengths were tried including 32 and 256 s
(figure 5 (a) and 5 (b) respectively). There is an interesting difference in outlines of the
allowed regions of the two plots. The existence of points with high average and low variance
in the short block calculations (32 s) led us to conclude that besides the correlation of
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Figure 5. (a) Scatter plot of sigma against average, 32 s block length was used. Note the presence of samples in
the high average—low sigma region. (b) Scatter plot of sigma against average, 256 s block length was used. Note
the absence of samples in the high average -low sigma region.

average and variance, there also exists a lag in the coupling between mean rate and variance.
This lag only appears to exist during positive trends (accelerations) in FHR data and not
during negative trends (decelerations). In other words, as the FHR increases the variance of
the signal does so too but only after a delay. In addition as the FHR decreases the variance
also decreases without any delay, this is deduced from the absence of high variance and low
average in all block sizes. The delay associated with the positive FHR trend is roughly
estimated at one minute. A model (figure 6) is proposed for the physiological control
Short-term
trend

Observed

Figure 6. Proposed physiological model for the control of fetal heart rate variance. G(x) is a non-linear delay filter.
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underlying FHR variations where the non-linear element G(x) incorporates the variance delay
for positive FHR trends.
4. Discussion
Accurate real time FHR tracking has been achieved from passive phono signals. Although
most of heart sound recordings exhibited a signal at about 55 Hz, centre frequencies as low
as 35 Hz were observed. This shift in the resonant frequency is probably related to the
patient's obesity: mechanically, larger bodies have lower frequency of resonance. Initially
selection of the bandpass filter for each patient may prove necessary to solve this problem,
alternatively one could make use of adaptive tracking filters. The ability to derive accurate
FHR estimates in real time from phonocardiographic signals is ultimately a useful step
towards routine, long-term patient monitoring. In the short term it is providing a good basis
for the study of FHR rhythms which in time could lead to a better understanding of fetal
cardiovascular dynamics and the discovery of some early indicators of fetal well-being.
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Abstract
This paper considers the
conditioning of signals derived from
maternal abdominal surface movements
(MAN) due to internal pressure waves.
The source of interest here is the fetal
heart. Correlation is performed as a
reference technique for subjective
comparison. A new processing method
utilising frequency domain equalisation
of the MAN signal is advocated in this
paper. This method provides filter
weights which may be used to equalise,
in the time domain, the transient
oscillatory waveforms corresponding to
the first and second heart sounds. The
resulting waveform may be used to
estimate accurately heart rate,
variability and systolic intervals on a
beat-to-beat basis. MAN sample blocks
of five seconds duration are processed
on a Personal Computer (PC) . The
resulting timings are compared with the
corresponding manually extracted
results.

although major difficulties remain with
obtaining usable signals on a routine
clinical basis. However, the estimated
lower cost of phonocardiographic
monitoring equipment will facilitate
self monitoring in the patient's home.
Significance of FHR traces
When interpreting FHR plots, the main
features of interest to experts are
short term variations (beat to beat
variability), medium term variations (of
the order of minutes) and the underlying
(baseline) FHR trends.
In the case of short term variations, it
is generally believed that rate
variability in excess of 10 BPM is a
positive indicator of fetal wellbeing.
With medium term variations, the
clinician expects to see an average of
at least 4 accelerations per hour from a
healthy Fetus. Regarding long term
variations, the baseline FHR should
remain within upper and lower limits
determined by the gestational age of the
fetus. These indicators, when combined
with other patient information, help
physicians to assess Fetal health.
The MAN Fetal Heart Signals

Introduction
Historically, clinicians have listened
to the fetal heart (auscultation) to
determine fetal health. Ultrasound based
electronic FHR monitoring is currently
widely used for fetal health assessment.
The ultrasound machines provide a
continuous FHR trace using correlation
processing techniques.
Although a clearer biophysical profile
can be obtained from long-term
monitoring, patient acceptability, cost
considerations and concern about
possible overexposure to ultrasound
limit monitoring sessions to about 30
minutes. Phonocardiography is the modern
electronic equivalent of the original
passive listening technique. Being
strictly non-invasive, phonocardiography is inherently more
applicable to long term FHR monitoring,

The auditory system of humans, although
used successfully in auscultation based
diagnosis, is not ideally suited for
detecting pressure waves due to heart
activity [1].
The inability of humans to detect
frequencies below 30 Hz has resulted in
the processing of these signals being
concentrated on frequencies above this
threshold of human auditory perception.
The use of the resulting sounds for
diagnostic purposes has traditionally
constituted the major part of
Phonocardiography.
Figure 1 shows the short term spectrum
of a typical fetal heart MAM trace in
the form of a waterfall diagram.
Considerable amounts of energy is
evident at frequencies down to 10 Hz.
Moreover, the total power in this lower

ME

region of the frequency spectrum is
about three orders of magnitude larger
than the power associated with the
Classical heart sounds in the band 45 200 Hz, the traditional audible band
identified with auscultation.
Generation of Heart Sounds.
Classically the heart beat is
identified from two audible sounds in
the heart cycle. The timing between
successive heart sounds is used to
extract:
the duration of the interval
between the first and second
heart sounds (Ti),
b.

C.

the duration of the interval
between the second sound of a
given beat and the first heart
sound of the next beat (T2),
The heart beat period (T)
where T = Ti + T2

This paper is mainly concerned with the
conditioning of the first heart sound
with a view to extracting the overall
timing T. As shown earlier the part of
the spectrum used for auscultation
contains only a small portion of the
total available power in the wider
region from 5 Hz to 200 Hz. For this
reason, we will adopt the term fetal
Heart Pressure Wave (HPW) to denote both
the audible and sub-audible parts of the
signal.
The two main fetal HPW's detected at the
maternal abdominal wall are referred to
as the first and second HPW's.
The first HPW is generated at the start
of ventricular systole (contraction).
Inward acceleration of the heart wall
and the closure of the mitral and
tricuspid valves causes the structure
(heart and its surroundings) to vibrate.
Although both the right and left
ventricles contract simultaneously, the
left ventricle is larger than the right
and is therefore the main contributor to
this first HPW.
The second HPW emanates at the start of
ventricular diastole (relaxation). It is
mainly caused by the semi-lunar valves
stopping reverse flow of the arterial
blood. This second wave is usually
weaker and generally contains higher
frequencies than the first HPW.
Two additional pressure waves (the third
and fourth sounds) are well documented
but are more difficult to isolate from
background noise, particularly in the
fetus and currently there seems to be no
prospect of basing routine clinical
assessment on their detection.

FHR estimation
There are two main methods of FHR
estimation: block processing and beat to
beat processing. The two methods are
explained below:
Block estimation
This approach depends on extracting the
average FHR from a short block of fetal
HPW samples. Block sizes typically used
vary from 1 to 4 seconds. These methods
are generally robust to evolutionary
changes in the HPW shape and can operate
at relatively low Signal-to-Noise Ratios
(SNR's) in comparison with the beat-tobeat methods.
Described elsewhere (2], block
processing of fetal phonocardiographic
signals is typically preceded with a
simple analogue band-pass filter with
73dB points at 45 and 65 Hz in order to
improve SNR. Even after this
enhancement, SNR's close to 0 dB are
often encountered due to interference
(e.g. maternal and fetal movements).
Under such conditions, simple time
domain methods such as thresholding will
fail to reliably identify the first and
second heart sounds in the high
background of noise. The filtered HPW's
are then passed through a full wave
which
enables
the
rectifier
reconstruction of the envelope of the
HPW signal by the succeeding low-pass
filter. The low-pass filter also acts
as an anti-aliasing filter for the
signal which is then sampled, digitised
and passed to the digital signal
processor.
Some techniques which have been applied
to estimate FHR are: Comb filtering [2]
Autoregressive Spectral Analysis [4] and
Correlation [3]. Due to the coherent
averaging achieved by block processing,
noise immunity is gained but beat-tobeat variations in FHR are lost.
Beat to beat estimation
Very little work on the detection of
individual fetal HPW's is reported in
the literature although some success has
been reported (7) with an Artificial
Intelligence approach employed in the
time domain. The problem with time
domain approaches is that the phase
linearity of the signal conditioning
filters is crucial if pulse timing
accuracy is to be preserved.
Observations of the fetal HPW signals
indicates that the pulse shapes are not
time invariant. Therefore any algorithm
designed to extract beat to beat timings
must ensure a linear phase relation in
the conditioning filter.
Correlation processing of the HPW's
induces spreading of the pulse as shown
in figure 3 and does not guarantee a
detectable global peak if the HPW shape
is to any degree non-stationary. It has
also been noted [5) and [6] that
additive noise can cause errors in the
FHR estimation process which exceed the
true physiological FHR variability.
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Determination of the timings (T, Ti and
P2) from the raw signal presents another
set of problems: In addition to the
usual problem of false triggering on
noise spikes, there is also the design
problem of selection of the correct
signal feature on which to trigger such
as first peak, centre of gravity or
maximum acceleration within the HPW [7].

Proposed frequency domain
inverse filtering.

The method advocated in this paper
attempts the equalisation, in the
frequency domain, of both the phase and
amplitude of the first HPW. The
assumption is being made here that the
observed oscillatory waveform identified
as the first HPW originated as a single
unipolar pulse at an instant in time
which is being taken as the start of the
systolic interval (Ti). In travelling to
the maternal abdominal surface and
through the transducer, this pulse
suffers dispersion. In other words, the
transfer function of the abdominal
medium will have a non-flat amplitude
and a non-linear phase response. This is
reflected in the amplitude and phase
components of the Fourier Transform of
the HPW.

would lead to the unacceptable emphasis
of background noise, where S(w) and N(w)
are the signal and noise spectra
respectively. This is the classic
problem with inverse filtering of low
signal-to-noise ratio parts of the
signal spectrum. A compromise is
required between true inverse filtering
and emphasis of background additive
noise. This compromise is achieved by
thresholding the spectrum of the TAS:
the amplitude of any frequency that
falls below a certain predetermined
threshold is not inverted, in fact it is
reduced even further. In order to avoid
sudden discontinuities in this pseudo
inverse, a soft threshold is imposed on
the transform. A suitable function for
the purpose is the sigrnoid function. The
resulting "inverse" becomes:
A(X(w)*) * Sig(G*(X(w) NT))
H(w)
(JX(w)I

AO: is the argument extraction
function applied to the
conjugate of X(w);
is the sigmoid function,
Sigfl:
1.0
Sig(x) =
1.0 s- e
T:
G:
d:

The objective of the equalisation
process is not only to reconstruct the
original pulse, but also to have the
peak of the reconstructed pulse pinpoint
the onset of the systolic interval.
The procedure is described below. A time
averaged first HPW is obtained from a
portion of the recording where the first
HPW is clearly visible and discernible
from the second HPW. This averaged
signal is then transformed into the
complex frequency domain. In an ideal
case where noise is absent from both the
above Time Averaged Series (TAS) and the
individual HPW's to be equalised, the
spectrum would be inverted using the
following equation:
H(w) =

X(w)*

where H(w) is the required inverse
function and X(w) is the spectrum of the
TAS.
The problem with the true inverse filter
above is that equalisation based on
multiplication of S(w) + N(w) by H(w)

+ d)

Threshold set for determining
the level of noise rejected.
A gain factor determining the
slope ( softness ) of the
sig-inoid function;
A small constant used to
stabilise the denominator
typically d = 0.05;

Figure 2 shows the modulus of H(w)
(IH(w)I). The transfer function H(w)
is inverse transformed and the weights
of the equalising time domain filter are
obtained (equivalent to the impulse
response time series). When these
weights are convolved with the captured
signal, the first HPWs should be
transformed into a pulse train where
each pulse denotes the onset of another
systolic interval.

Data Acquisition
The signal is obtained from a capacitive
displacement transducer with a
conversion ratio of 10 Volts/nun. Patient
isolation is achieved using an optical
isolator following amplification of the
signal (to avoid isolator noise). The
isolator output is passed through a
fourth order band-pass filter having a
passband from 20Hz to 150Hz. The signal
is then sampled at 500Hz using a 12 bit
ADC. The ADC is controlled from an 68000
microprocessor in an industry standard
STE bus system. The sampled signal is
then transferred to an IBM PC compatible
Toshiba T1600 (286 laptop) with a math
co-processor for signal processing,
display and plotting.
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waterfall
Spectral
Figure 1:
diagram of the fetal heart pressure wave
detected at the abdominal wall. Three
complete heart cycles are apparent from
the trace. The linear spectrum is
obtained from a sliding 160ms block with
an overlap of 120ms. For clear
identification of the first and second
fetal pressure waves, they have been
marked for each of the heart cycles
(1.1,1.11 for the first and second HPWs
of the first heart cycle etc ...)
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The original fetal HPW (top trace) . The result of
Figure 3:
convolving the original signal with the time domain taps of the
"inverse filter" (middle trace). The result of correlating the timeaveraged first HPW with the original signal (bottom trace).
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Results
The original signal depicted in figure 3
(top trace) shows 6 complete of fetal
heart beats. Points worthy of mention
are:
The first HPW's are longer in
duration than the second HPW's,
consisting typically of three
oscillations.
In this recording the second HPW's
are unusually clear and well defined but
in general they are smaller than the
first HPW's and in some cases they may
be indistinguishable from background
noise (hence the concentration on the
first HPW's.
The difficulty of extracting a
unique timing feature in this trace is
obvious.
The averaged time series used for the
inverse filter and the correlation in
figure 3 ( middle and bottom traces
respectively) was obtained from the
summation of ten successive first fetal
HPW's from this record using visual
alignment.
Figure 3 (middle trace) shows the result
of inverse filtering the original HPW
using the same inverse parameters for
gain and threshold as in figure 2. The
processed first HPW's now provide a
series of uniquely identifiable global
peaks.
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The same time averaged first HPW was
correlated with the original signal to
provide a comparative processed signal.
The usual problem of waveform spreading
in time is apparent and this technique
fails to provide an identifiable stable
global peak.
The technique advocated in this paper
appears to provide a unique indicator
of the fetal first HPW for timing
purposes. Work remains to be done in
ascertaining the variance of beat-tobeat estimates based on this method in
comparison with existing methods.
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